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Blessed Is the man who has found •••
his work; let him ask no other —•
blessedness.—Carlyle.
•••

-«•••••♦- ••• •••

C’MON UP!

CALIFORNIA HENS
Correspondent Thinks He Can
Beat Out Our Hen Raisers
In Knox County.

Jl St. Patrick’s Day A
Green Carnations
Shamrocks in Miniature Pots

GLAENTZEL,

THE
FLORIST

341 Main Street

ROCKLAND, ME, TEL. 120.

GREENHOUSES, CAMDEN, ME, TEL. 135-2

MELLO-GLO BEAUTY

TREATMENT

MELLO-'GLO SKIN TONE cleans, refines the pcrcs and put* life

in the Face—
MELLO-GLO FACIAL TONE POWDER contain* cold cream and
a rare beautifying agent. Stay* on until you want to take it o«.
MELLO-GLO BEAUTY CREAM keep* youth in the face and make*
the »hin fine and beautiful.

PRICE, >1.00 EACH
The first ten cuetomer* get a $1.00 jar of Beauty Cream FREE.
All three sent by mail on receipt of $2.10.

GEORGE TREGGETT

THE CORNER DRUG STORE

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I was much interested in the letter
from Rev. Mr. Brewster published Feb.
24 in your paper. His experience
with 20 hens 10 months eld and not
one egg is unique. Also is that of Mr.
Philbri ok. with only one per day. I
will tell your readers about some Cali
fornia hens that I own and they can
draw their own conclusions.
1 have three pens of R. I. Reds.
They were hatched last March, so are
about one year old. They have been
kept in pens 7 ifeet long by 6 feet
wide, with a small addition on the
back for roosting and eggbox. They
were never in their lives out of tiiat
limited space. Pen No. 1 of 8 hens*
about which I would like to write be
gan to lay in August and up to date
have laid a little over 40 do»cn eggs.
They have also to their credit 15 baby
chicks which one of them hatched a
week ago—the eggs were from ’tills
same pen. The other two pens, a little
younger, have done equally as well.
Mr. Brewster's reference to Romans
8.24-25 may have a crumb of comfort
in it, but I would prefer to call the
hens' attention to the 119th Psalm,
verse 126. first part, substituting the
word hers for Lord in the text.
If C. I). S. G. FhOuld read about
these California hens he may think
they too are chasing June bug3 to in
crease their laying: and thia may be
partly so, for the weather all winter
has been one continual June and hens
have laid so many eggs that they are
35 cents a doze. . something unusual
for this time of year.
TV. .1. Hatton.
2825 North Johnson St, I.os Angeles,
Calif.

CORNER MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS ■ - - ROCKLAND

SPEAKING OF HENS

Hore li a Dream To Add To the Ever
Fascinating Subject.

Suu Kf W

-Mom. ea»u Oto-totfitfi
Some dealer in your community sella or can very readily obtain your
supply < f K. & W. Seeds for you. He is a good man to consult.

Buy K. & W. Seeds and Buy Seed Satisfaction
We have a 180-page catalog that is yours
FREE for the asking. Write for it today.
<624)
KENDALL a WHITNEY
Est. 1858
PORTLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

BANK

ROCKLAND, • - - MAINE

Editor of The Courler-Gasette: —
Reading so many items about hens
in your pajier reminds me of a year
ago. At that time we kept about 50
hens and all through the long winter
not an egg was to be had from them.
The warmer days cf spring rame, but
still we looked in vain. Finally one
Saturday night in April I dreamed of
finding seven eggs. Sunday 1 told the
dream and went to look for the eggs,
andgaveupall hope when I found the
nests still empty. But on Monday I
heard so much cackling that I could
scarcely wait till noon-time before go
ing to And out what all the fuss was
about.
To my great astonishment
when I went I found the exact num
ber of seven eggs deposited in the
nests. At first I thought someone hnd
played a joke on me, but the biddies
kept right on cackling.
This may not seem true but it can be
corroborated by those to whom the
dream was told. It is probably need
less to state that since then 1 stop and
think twice before telling Saturday
night dreams.
Mrs. James Bray.
Owl's Head. March 11.

Office Hours—9 to 3
Saturdays 9 to 12

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

"W ANTKiD

to axehang* n.w furniture for your old. We mu»t k.*p our tecond
hand d.partm.nt fill*d, and ar* willing to exchana. naw modern
furniture far your old; also range* and mu»ical in»trum*nt*.
V
F STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND
M-tt

Rockland Marble and Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS OF CEMETERY WORK

RADIO

—AND DEALERS IN—

Native and
29-Th-tf

Scotch Granite, Marble Shelves, Etc.

LINDSEY STREET

Sets Built To Order
ASSEMBLING ANO REPAIR

WORK
PULL LINE OP

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, $13-818 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Ovar tha Exprau Offlca

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION

Tie Ftnoa* 8k**t Mutl* yw tee td.trneed It all th. iMdla* antaiim. Over
220* Mlaetl***—wad far wtalan*.
MAINE MUSIC CO. Reekland. Ma.
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MASONRY

AND THE

KLAN

Its Success In Rockland Not
To Be Credited To the Red Grand Master Tompkins of New York Sets Forth Reasons
Why Masons Should Oppose the New Order.
Cross.
The Red Cross wishes to correct
some statements recently published In
this paper In an article copied from the
National Red Cro»s Courier, published
in Washington. The heading of the
article “California sends $100 to Rock
land, Maine. Milk fund" was an error.
A check for $109 was received in
December from Hugh A. Bain of
Riverside, Calif, and is being used in
the regular Red Cross work, no part
having been given to the milk fund of
the city schools. The paragraph of
the article crediting the local nurse
with giving excellent publicity to a
drive for money for school lunches Is
also an error, no such drive having
been conducted by the Red Cross.
The statement regarding the full page
advertising in The Courier-Gazette
sponsored by business men refers to
the publicity on the drive for funds of
August last.
The Rockland office sends each
month to the Boston office a narrative
report of all activities. The state
ments above referred to wtre taken
from several of such reports and after
being rewritten in Boston and Wash
ington became thus confused. The
Red Cross is most heartily interested
In the milk lunches and wishes to co
operate with those in charge in every
way possible, but does not wish to
take credit where it does not belong.
Helen W. Lamb, Secretary.

The Grand Master of the New York on!>’ calculated to irritate men of other
Grand Ixidge of Masons, Arthur S. races and creeds and to cause conflict,
Tompkins, in a recent address to the friction, bitterness and resentment.
The statement that this is a WhiteFreemnsons of that State, set forth, in Protcrtant-Gentile Government is true
response to an inquiry from a subor only in the sense that there are more
dinate lodge, the attitude of that body, White people and Protestants and Gen
with respect to the Ku Klux Kian. tiles In the nation than those of any
The document so fairly and dispassion other race or creed. This is not a
Protestant Government, nor a Catho
ately discusses from an angle of pa lic G 'vernment, nor a Gentile Govern
triotism a question now very much en ment. nor a Jewish Government, nor a
gaging the attention of the people of White Man's Government, nor a Black
this section, that The Courier-Gazette Man's Government in the sense that
the taws, liberties, privileges, blessings
offers it to the consideration of Its
and opportunities nt this Republic are
readers in connection witli much that exclusively for any one race or creed,
is being argued upon another side. It or that any one class, race or creed
shall dominate any other with respect
reads as follows:
to its religious, political and civil
• • • •
During the year I have received nu rights.
• * • •
merous inquiries respecting our atti
Ours is a great democracy made up
tude on the subject of the Ku Klux
Kian. Recently a lodge, by resolution, of all classes, races, and creeds from
a copy of which was forwarded to me ail the nations of the earth. As Lin
by its Secretary, under the seal of t'he coln declared, it is a government “Of
lodge, asked for my reasons for being the people, by tlie people and for the
opposed to that organization. My re people," and that means that it is a
ply was as follows. I am giving it to government of and by and for all the
the craft in this manner at the sug people, black and white, Jew and Gen
gestion of my associate Grand Lodge tile, Protestant and Catholic, The
Kian would divide the American peo
Officers:
The Cornerstone of Freemasonry La ple Into hostile groups. We can not set
the doctrine of the Fatherhood of God up class against class, the rich against
and the brotherhood of man, and we the poor. Protestant against Catholic,
are taught in the Great Light, that of Jew against Gentile, or the black man
one blood made He ail the nations of against the white man without impair
• • « •
the earth, wherefore all men are breth ing the strength and imperilling the
For the benefit of many who do not ren, members of one family and child stability and perpetuity of the Repub
know of this comparatively new in ren of one common Father. In the lic. Our democracy can not perma
stitution. it would be well to give a ceremony of dedication, we are taught nently (ndure and fulfill its destiny un
brief outline of its origin and progress. that Freemasonry is neither bounded less all classes, laces and creeds are
The milk lunch was started in the by geograirtiical lines, nor circum allowed to live and work and worship
Tyler School last year by Mrs. scribed by race, creed or time. Tol- in their own way, under the equal pro
Carlton F. Snow and was sponsored eratibn is one of the cardinal princi tection of the law.
by the Congregationalist Church So ples of our fraternity, and that relates
No doubt many of the members of
ciety. After a month's trial the Unl- directly lo religion and concedes the the Ku Klux Kian, and probably most
versalist Society agreed to try the lunch right of every man to worship <}od of them, have a leal reverence for the
at the Purchase St: School. Miss Ellen freely and according to the dictates of flag, but their attempts to form an ex
Cochran to have charge of the same. his conscience, and In- his own way, tra-legal force with which to Influence
Then a group of ladies at the South- and according to -the forms and cere public officials and private citizens and
end took up the work at the Crescent monies of his own church.
regulate public and private morals, and
This is not only sound Masonic te oppose those whose religion or an
Street School.
The lunch is fur
nished to the children who are under doctrine, but it is pure American doc cestry is not to their liking, Is unweight. This year Jhe work lias been trine, because freedom in matters of American and opposed to the very first
carried on in all the schools by Miss religion ' 1s guaranteed by our Fed principle for which our flag stands,
Ellen Cochran, who pnsents the follow eral Constitution; and all good Amer
• • • *
icans and Masons -will deprecate any
ing report
The true purixtses of the Kian are
Balance from Purchase Street, $51.09 movement or organization that is cal not to be learned from its ritual or Its
culated to promote and cultivate the
Received from “Theft of Thistleoath, but from the underlying motives
down-,”
156.28 spirit of religious and racial hatred as they have been expressed and made
Rec'd from Milk-kettle shower,
2.88 and bitterness, and class antagonisms. manifest by its leaders and liy the acts
Masonry should preach and practice
Order of’ Inks,
33.28
and conduct of its members in many
A friend.
.85 the gesuel of Hove and toleration and parts of our country, as follows:
good
will;
no
Mason
should
associate
Dr. Coombs,
5.00
Fomenting a hatred of the Jewish
Schools,
165.97 himself with any organization whose people that is daily finding expression
principles, methods or activities have
In acts of violence and cunning cruel
$427.35 the effort of fanning. intensifying and ty; arousing a distrust of devout
Total receipts,
183.87 keeping alive the fires of religious big Catholics, whose adventurous priests
Paid for milk.
otry, or racial hatred, or class an
6.30
Straws.
first planted the Cross in a land that
tagonisms.
was yet to lie dedicated to religious
•
«
•
•
$190.17
Total paid out.
freedom; oppressing the Negro, who
During the war, Jews, Catholics, for sixty years has made a constant
Protestants,
black
men
and
white
men
Balance on hand March 7,
$237.18
attempt to prove himself worthy of the
fought together, while Rabbin, Priests
Ellen J. Cochran, Treasurer.
trust the great Lincoln reposed in him;
and Preachers ministered to wounded
thwarting the efforts and ambitions of
soldiers, regardless of race or creed.
A JANUARY DEFICIT
those hardy, thrifty sons of the moth
This was in harmony with the spirit
er countries who come to our shores
Lack Of Mill Activities Causes Los» Of of Christ, whose crons is one of the seeking “life, liberty and the pursuit of
emblems of the Kian. The world’s
Freight To the Eastern.
greatest Teacher commanded that wc happiness" guaranteed by our consti
tution.
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc, re siiould love one another, and our
Assaults: tar-and-feather applica
torts for the month of January a de neighbors as ourselves, and this com
tions; removal demands; death threats,
mandment
did
not
mean
that
we
ficit after charges of $74,452. The
and the destruction of property are
January statement of earnings was a should love only those of a particular
among the recognized weapons of the
repetition
of
the two preceding ace or creed, and hate all the rest of
"Invisible Empire" in its warfare
months, in recording a decrease in mankind.
I know that the claim is made that against constituted authority - as re
operating levenues in that the $290,043 was smaller by $74,123 than in the the Kian is not opposed to any class, ported daily in the press of the coun
Commercial .boycotts against
corresponding month in 1923. The race or creed, and that it is free from try.
latter was tlie largest decrease of any hate, but its printed document's and business concerns owned or operated
Catholics,
foreign-born
of the three months comparing with the declaration of its leaders and its by Jews,
$41,032 in December, and $36,430 in methods and activities prove the con American, and Negroes; doors closed
to professional men, clerks and labor
trary.
November.
While the Ku Klux Kian claims to ers from these groups; opposition to
A bright side to the exhibit is that
although there was a total deficit in be 100 per cent, American, from what candidates for public ofllce because of
January of $74,452 thfe Increase of $45,- I have heard and read of its doctrines their race and creed, regardless of their
606 in the item over January, 1923, and methods its primary aim and pur qualifications or character, are proof to
was only 60 percent of the decrease in pose is to exclude Catholics, Jews and my mind of the un-American, ungros, indicating that the management Negroes from participation In public Masonic and dangerous character of
affairs. Printed circulars that I have this organization.
has good control of the cost sheets.
• * • •
It is understood that the general de in my possession, giving the princi
There is no need for such an organi
cline of freight tonnage is the cause ples of the Ku Klux Kian, state in
of the falling off in gross business. substance that this government must zation in this country. There are law
New England mill aotlvity. of course, be made and kept a whitc-protestant- ful and peaceful means and govern
is the chief cause of the lack of freight, gentile government; and in an address mental agencies and the Instrumen
as the Eastern carried a substantial delivered in Dallas, Texas, recently, talities of the law by which crimes
volume of cotton. With a revival in the Imperial Wizard, H. W. Evans, muy be punished, individual and prop
mill industry, therefore, Eastern's ton made the statement before a vast au erty rights guarded, wrongs redressed,
nage should show decided Improve dience of many thousands that Neg rights vindicated and all of our politi
roes, Catholics and Jews can not be cal institutions guarded and protected.
ment.
Eastern Steamship declared regular 100 per cent American, and that they
I have been very glad, during my
quarterly dividends of 1% percent on ‘do now and forever w-ill defy every service as Grand Master, to find in
the first preferred, payable April 1 to fundamental requirement of assimila many parts of our State genuine mani
stock record March 26 and 87H cents tion, and hence should be excluded festations of a friendly and fraternal
a share on the -preferred, payable from i>articipatlon in governmental af feeling toward our Masonic fraternity
fairs. Such a statement is false, un
April 15 to stock of record April 7.
by Catholics an 1 members of the
just, unamcrican and unchristian.
Knights of Columbus. Only last night,
PROMISE OF SPEED
• • » •
at a great Masonic meeting in the City
From the earliest days of our coun of White Plains, attended by about
Is Given By Lobster Boat Which Capt try's history many of the men who three thousand Freemasons, one thouA. V. Sawyer Has Just Designed.
have contributed the most and the best and of the chairs used to seat the
in the upbuilding and development of crowd In the State Armory were loaned
The Atlantic Fisherman Ipublishcd our country have been Jews, and men to the White Plains Masonic Lodge by
the plans of a 23-foot lobster Imat of the Catholic faith. The first man the Catholic church of that city. There
sent by her designer, Capt. A. V. Saw to give his life in the Revolutionary have been many other similar evi
yer, of Rockland. There is one boat struggle for American Independence dences of good will and fraternal
already being built from this plan at was a Negro who fell on Boston Com spirit manifested by Catholics and
the Whitmore yards, Pulpit Harbor. mon while fighting the British and Councils of the Knights of Columbus
She will be owned by Parker Ladd of their sympathizers; and a monument and by Priests of the Catholic church.
has stood there for many years mark
Camden.
Major Father Francis Duffy, war
This boat will probably take a 16 H. ing the spot where he fell and telling chaplain of the 165th Infantry, who did
P. engine which with a 22 by 24 pro the story of his splendid Americanism such splendid work overseas in the
peller should give her a speed of from and heroism.
World War among Catholics, Protest
In all of our wars, Jews, Protestants,
eight to ten miles easily. Her dimen
ants, and Jews, and a prominent
Catholics,
white
and
block,
have
sions are: length over an, 28 feet;
camped,
marched,
fought
and
died
beam, 7 feet, 11 inches; freeboard, for
ward. 3 feet. 4 inches: freeboard, aft, side by side with equal valor and pa
2 feet. 4 inches; least freeboard. 1 foot, triotism for the protection of our lib
erties and the defense of our institu
1114 inches.
The boat that is building has an oak tions and the honor of the flag. Why
—AT—
frame and Maine cedar planking. A1- shall we not. in times of peace, all
itogether she promises to become quite stand and work together for the good
popular among those who are looking of our country and the peace and hap
! for a smooth-lined, practical, handy piness of all mankind?
I have heard Klansmen say that this
and economical workboat.
Is a White Man's Government and a
I-----------------------Protestant Government and a Gentile
When you are feeling down and out
Government, and that seems to be the
And you need some pep and hustle,
Sta food from YOUNG’S without a dominant note of the literature that
has been sent out by this organisation.
doubt
EASY TERMS OR CASH
In the sense In which these statements
29-tf
-Will give you brains and muscle.
are made they are not true, and are
—adv,

RADIO SETS

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

Priest in the Catholic Church, recently
delivered a lecture entitled “Tolerance
and Intolerance,” in which he said:

"I am bitterly opposed to the at
tempt made occasionally by Cath
olics to create a state of friction
between the Catholic church and
the Order of Masonry in this
country. It is true that a Catho
lic can not be a Mason, but it Is
equally true that a Catholic can
not be an Episcopalian; and we do
not look upon Episcopalians as men
who are trying to deprive us of our
civil rights. On the contrary, in
so far as difference in religion
permits, they arc friendly to us
and wc to them. The Masons—I
can not speak concerning the
Order—liut the Masons themselves
that we know here, and the leaders
of them, are not anti-Catholic.
There ts no priest who has not a
large number of friends who wear
the insignia of Masonry. We
found during the war that we could
work with Protestants. Catholic
clergy discovered that they could
get to be on intimate terms of co
operation with Protestant clergy,
either here in this country or as
chaplains in the field. There was
no sacrifice of principle; each
still maintained his own particular
religious beliefs.
In the army,
the chaplains co-operated with one
another to see that men of differ
ent religions got the opportunity
to attend their own religious exer
cises."
It seems to me that we Masons
should encourage and cultivate that
spirit to the end that we may help
to allay the bitterness and heal tho
wounds and close the breaches that
have been made by unfortunate nnd
unnecessary prejudices and antago
nisms of tlie past. It Is because of our
intense longing for a universal broth
erhood and a world-wide peace and
amity and concord betwien all classes,
creeds.races, and nations, that we op
pose the association of Freemasonry
with any and every organization, no
matter l»y what name it may be called,
or what its expressed purposes may
be, whose object Is to encourage re
ligious bigotry or create or intensify
hatred or bitterness between people of
different races, creeds and classes.
Whatever may have been the original
purpose of tlie Ku Klux Kian and
whatever may now he Its expressed
purposes, the effect of its operations
and activities is to create antagonisms,
encourage prejudices, foment hatreds,
and cause friction and resentments.

• * « «
My views on this subject have the
unqualified support of my associate
Grand Lodge officers, and my views
stated In my annual address at the
last session of the Grand Lodge reccivid the approval and endorsement
of that body.
•R. W. Harold J. Richardson, Senior
Grand Warden and Potentate of Media
Temple, Mystic Shrine, of Watertown,
New York, in a ricent Masonic address
to the Shrlners’ Club at Rochester
made tilts statement:
“Freemasonry Is founded on broad
and tolerant lines and it is based on
principles of equality.
These are
tilings that made for world peace and
any organization or individual that op
poses such standards is a danger.
There are some who state that names
of Masons are to lie found on the mem
bership rolls of the Ku Klux Kian, but
this is most doubtful, as the thing is
almost an impossibility. If, however,
such Is ever found to lie the case, there
should be no hesitation In exposure of
the man who not only betrays his fra
ternity, but also his pledge to the flag."
I’resident Coolidge, in closing his an
nual message to Congress, said: “The
world has had enough of the curse of
hatred and selfishness . . . for the
healing of the nation* there must be
good will and charity, confidence and
peace.”
May that lie the spirit of all of us;
more love and less hate is what the
world most needs', more charity and
toleration and less intolerance and
selfishness. Hatred begets hatred anil
violence feids upon violence. The fear
of danger to our Institutions or our
public school system from any race or
creed is wholly unfounded, and tho
propaganda on that subject Is, in many
instances, circulated for financial gain
by people who know that appeals to
racial and religious prejudices ever
attract some people to any cause.
Finally, my brethen, I want to make
it plain and clear that the Grand Lodge
will not toln-ate in any degree the link
ing up or association of the Masonic
Fraternity In this State with the Ku
Klux Kian, and will take drastic action,
if necessary, to maintain this position.
Sincerely and fraternally yours,
Arthur S. Tompkins.
Grand Master .

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen to
some music at least once a week. The loss of
these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
OVER THE HILLS AND FAR AWAY

Over the hills and far away.
A little bov steals from his morning play
And under the blossoming apple-troe
He lies and he dreams of the things to be :
Of battles 1 ought and of victories won.
Of wrongs o’erthrown and of great deeds done—
Of the valor that he shall prove some day,
Over the hills and far away—
Over the hills, and far away I
Over the hills and far away
It’s 0 for the toll the livelong day!
But It mattereth not to the soul aflame
With a love for riches and power and fame!
On. O man while the sun Is high—
On to the certain joys that lie
Yonder where blazcth the noon of day.
Over the hills and far away—
Over the hills, and far away!
Over the hills and far away,
An old man lingers at close of day ;
Now that his journey Is almost done.
His battles fought and his victories won—
The old-time honesty and truth.
The trustfulness and the friends of youth.
Home and mother—where are they?
Over the hills and far away—
Overs the years, and far away!
- Eugene Field.
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next September in older to assuve the
election of such a fine group of county
candidates as Clerk of Courts Milton
••-•"•-•-•-I
THREE TIMES A WEEK
11. Griffin, County Treasurer E. R.
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
In a Series of Happy Speeches Delivered At Last Night’s Veazie, Sheriff Raymond E. Thurston
Rockland, March. 13. 1924.
and Judge of Probate A. L. Miles.
Personally appeard Frank S. Lyddie, who on
Celebration In Temple Hall—Ovations For Ex-Mayor "The Difference Between Politics
oath declares that he Is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
and Whrfare" was the toast handed
Brown and His Republican Successor.
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of March It.
to Clerk of Courts Grifiih. "The only
1924, there was printed a total of 6,425 Copies.
difference," said -he. "is that warfare
Before me,
FRANK B .MILLER,
Notary Public.
dees cease once in a while, but politics
The harmony which was so striking- mittec's work in this campaign. "We goes on forever."
found
a
splendid
spirit
on
the
lwrt
And Jesus went about all Galilee y manifested in the recent Republi.Postmaster G. H. Blethen reviewed
preaching the gospel of the kingdom, an campaign had its counterpart last of the women, and we hope and trust “That Election," which he construed
that
the
organization
will
continue
to
teaching in their synagogues, and
as meaning the election of 1920. when
healing all manner
of
sickness nig*ht in the jollification which was grow and be active."___ _.
the county was swung back into Re
held
in
Temple
hall
under
the
auspices
Those who best knov “Ex-dtayor publican ranks by a majority of 1300.
and all manner of disease among the
people.—Matthew 4:23.
of the Woman’s Republican Club. The Rodney I. Thompson know that he is I Mr. Blethen was county chairman.
"Law and Order" was Judge Miller's
elements were not.in keeping with the a regular storehouse of good anec
dotes. Particularly good was his ap
ebullient spirits of the Kt publi ar.s, plication c.f the Democratic defeat topic. "The chief trouble today Is too
many laws on the statute books. I
to be sure, but in spite of the storm to the story of “Something Must would like to see Legislature assemble j
which had raged since early morning Have Happened to Ole." "The election some day for the purpose of repealing ,
there was an attendance of alx.ut 200, was a good demonstration of what or half of the laws, after which 1 would
From time to time The Courier-Ga and very few va ant seats were to be ganized effort can do, but If we are like to see the other half honestly en
to continue to win it must be through forced. The forces of evil are united
zette has given such portions of its seen at the banquet.
Among those seated at the head ta the result of our own efforts. We are and aggressive, while the righteous
columns as it felt under all conditions
ble was the retiring mayor, Edwin L. put here on trial. The Republican are too often cowardly, disorganized
the matter deserved, for the proper en Brown, who, though a Democrat, party has stood for better govern
nd unkindly critical."
lightenment of its readers, to the much found his surrounding? most congenial, ment and I believe those who have
A
When the toastmasier introduced
discussed movement of the Ku Klux xnd who was given an ovation scarce been elected can give it."
ex-Mayor Brown 'it was the signal for
At the conclusion of his remarks applause which lasted long after Mr.
Kian. Some of the matter has made ly second to that bestowed upon the
new executive Carlton F. Snow, in Mr. Thompson announced that there Brown had arisen. "I am more at
severe reading atld from certain angles whose honor the celebration was be will be a meeting of the club in the
home here than you can .magine.” said :
necessarily objectionable to many ing given. Allusions made by several City Council rooms Thurtulay evening. he. “Mrs. Brown is a Republican, and
readers: but we have felt that it was speakers showed the high regard in March 27 at 7.30. and to it are invited as she is my better half, perhaps 1 am
11 Interested in party welfare.
lalf Republican. You have made no
proper that there should be a full which ex-Mayor Brown is held by his
H
"The time is ripe for everybody to mistake in electing Mr. Snow." said he,
political opponents, and the happy
understanding of the seriousness of glow
which
adorned his features join this organization," said ex-Mayor mid great applause. "He will render
the movement and tbe manner in showed that he w «s not ungrateful for William S. White, who added that it ons-ientious service. You must give
These are brand new and come in 18 different styles. These Blouses will not last
which It Is being put forward by some the tributes which came from the was the> first Republican club he had im and his associates your encour
even known to survive more than one agement ar.d support.”
speakers and writers. In the connec enemy’s eamp.
long at this rediculously low price.
They are regular
,
impaign.
Victory
was
de
ferred
last
Miss Marsh’s Orchestra held the
The last speaker was the guest of
tion we present today the attitude an stage before and during supper, earning year because of Democratic astuteness
honor. Mayor Snow, and when he arose
nounced by the leaders In the great much praise from a highly apprecia In nominating a popular and capable the audience also stood, applauding
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
order of Masonry, which will doubtless tive audience. Igiter in the evening stand irxl hearer. The' hall shook with with the heartiness and vigor which
there was a temporary suspension of applause at this naive reference to the acclaims a champion. Mr. Snow, suf
have careful perusal.
speechmaking in order to permit Clar special guest of tile' evening, and the fering from a heavy cold, spoke brief
Cor. Main and Elm
Formerly Davis
ence Fish and Ernest Munroe to pre- spectators beheld a demonstration of ly and with difficulty. "My experience
The Bangor News editor who builds
! t their musical novelty act which Brown tun,ing red.
Streets,
Rockland
Garment Shop
s mayor has seemed ’ike a blissful
• • , •
those satirical headlines, got in his had proved so tremendously popular
dream thus far.” said the mayor, “with
At
Mr.
White
’
s
request
a
brief
his

at
the
Rockland
Band
Minstrels.
the exception of one phase, which
deadly work the other day in connec
Their reappearance last night was fol tory of the Woman’s Republican Club eems more like a nightmare. I refer
tion with an order which was to be in
lowed bi* insistent demand for en was given' by its popular and ener to the vlllanous portrait of myself
troduced in the City Government for cores.
getic founele: . Mrs. Esther Brock Bird, which has appeared in the local newsALL CAMDEN'S WAY
tory evejj without the servicts of the
BOUND FOR ROCKPORT
daylight saving. This writer has been
Supper was served by that devoted who as her name’ was presented was papers."
injured star forward. Dot Breen.
given
a
great
hand
of
applause.
particularly vindictive on the daylight band of experts known as Golden Rod
The meeting here adjourned, and
Camden made a clean sweep of
Tomorrow night will be the last
During the heaviest gale in years,
"Woman's l'la
in Citizenship,” Mayor Snow held an informal recep Tuesday night’s candlepln contest, hav
Chapter, O. E. S., which furnished a
schedul'd game of the Rockland High the schooner Anna Sophia, of Addison,
subject nnd gloats over the fact that
tempting menu of baked beans, cold was the subject assigned tee Mrs. Mary tion in the corridor as the guests dis ing a comfortable margin over Rock boys and the fans will all want to be
the "fad” has been twice defeated in meats, salads, 11 •.
Perry Rich, whose address was a de persed.
land in every string. Grover was high on hand to see this final work out. it Me., dragged ashore on thi> west side
the up-river city, hut an examination
The guests were welcomed by Al lightful combination of her own prac
line, having a margin of 46 pins over is the first winning boys' team R. Ii. S. of the harbor at Vineyard Haven
of the figures shows that in spite of derman John M. Richards n in his ca tical ideas ai.el of anecdotes apt In
his next nearest opponent. The score: has produced at basketball in a decade Tuesday. She did not suffer serious
PRACTICAL TRAINING
pacity as chairman of the Republican their application. "Woman’s plae'e is
Rockland
his awful shafts of satire and cynicism
and the response of the public has b»Mi damage, however, and can he floated
city committee. Introduced as mas on the danger line—the most vexa- Chamber of Commerce Speaker Will Perry .......
.......... 80
91
73 244 excellent. ‘ The boys deserve a goml
the measure was defeated in 1922 by ter cf ceremonies, W. O. Fuller in tieeus position in politics,” said Mrs
after the storm has primd. The
Tell How To Apply It To Retail Rnmquist
.......... 91
84
77 252 crowd in this game with Searsport
schooner was bound for Rockport, Me.,
Rich. "It is her place to elevate poli
only 159 votes in a total of 4645. and dulged in flights of rhetoric to the a
Business.
68 234 High, the Waldo county champions.
Aspey ....
.......... S3
81
from New York with a cargo of coal.
last year was defeated by only 110. compartment of gestures especially tics anel to put more pep and enthuPeters ....
......... 83
75 103 261
into the- campaign."
prepared for the occasion.
87
82 256
Definite arrangements have been Simmons
......... 87
With such a close vote, cast after
♦ » » *
To F. A. Winslow was assigned the completed towards having as the next
campaign of unfair and vindictive op
topic.
“
Political
Secrets
of
a
Decade."
Col. Waiter II. Butler was assigned
speaker at the Chamber of Commerce
42JJ 418 403 1247
MATINEE, 1Cc, 17c
position, there would seem to he no to speak on the topic of "The New C. nfessing himself staggered by the Get-Together meeting, which will be
Camden
EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c
call for the abuse and ridicule which City Charter." lie toid how it had its lark of trj ing to tell 10 years' secrets held on March 21. at the Rockland Ho Heath
.......... 92
95
74 261
.......... 81
88 255
86
the News head-bulld«r so fondly in inception at a meeting of the Baptist in two minutes he did not attempt It tel, J. W. Griest, general manager of
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30
.......... 85
Men's League in 1922, when there w is all, but urged that there be a contin- the Retail Merchants Institution of
84
83 254
dulges in.
a discussion of the topi? by Secretary uation of the party's splendid victory Chicago.
.......... 84
Thia institution is known
85
86 255
MacDonald. T > prove that it was not
nationally as a soui-e of definite in-* Grover
.......... 101 112
94 307
The Theatre with the Big Pictures
Yesterday’s despatches announced a Republican trick." as some had
formation and constructive help, and
has been endorsed and recommended
443 462 427 1332
the Couth to be In the grip of an icy barged, he said .here were live Dem
by State and National Associations
blast, the freezing mark having been ocrats on the committee to tw > Re
publicans. but that the question of pol
that are seeking a plan to develop
TWO GOOD GAMES
LAST TIME
reached as far South as the Florida line. itics was never discussed. A Demo
their local business and community
You'll
need
a
REFRIGERATOR
and
Here in the North we are accustomed cratic City Government voted unani
interests.
Real Basketball Due At the Arcade
-INneed it badly. NOW is tha time to
The primary aim of this Institute
Tomorrow Night—Rockland Meets
to cold weather in winter and we are mously for the (barter, a Republican
buy
as
we
have
leased
our
School
is to assist directly local retail mer
Searaport and Hallowell.
prepared to meet it, but when the Legislature passed the a t. and a ma
Street Store and must move thia big chants in planning trade extension and
jority of Rockland citizens voted for
South has a chill it doesn't turn on the it. Nobody claims perfection for it.
stock.
NEWS
FABLES
1 "FIGHTING BLOOD"
constructive community work. In ad
From over State come great reports
steam; it shivers and Is miserable. and anybody seriously desiring an
dition to this, the institute conducts as to the prowress of the Hallowell
intensive short courses in salesman High girls’ team which will meet the
Sometimes we envy those fortunate in amendment can g> before the next
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
ship, personal efli iency, advertising, Sullivan coached Rockland girls sextet
dividuals who are able to go South Legislature and present his claims.
'Business interests and Republi
business management, and allied sub in the Arcade tomorrow night. The
and spend the midwinter days swing
jects.
canism," was the topi dis ussed by
THE PHOTO SENSATION OF THE SEASON
Halowell outfit smarts under lost
ing in a hammock on the back porch, President George R. Wood of the
Mr. Griest will take as his subject, year's defeat and is anlious to retali
or parading sunny beaches in bathing Rockland & Rockport Lime Coip (ra
“The Need of Practical Training in ate.
The Rockland youngsters are
who
told
several of his
Business," and the mercantile inter confident that they can produce a vlcgarb. And then again we like to feel tion,
ex client
stories
in
inimitable
ests of Rockland will have an oppor
that we are where we can offset Na
fashion.
He
deplored
the
fact
tunity to hear a forceful speaker who
ture's frigid spells by simply opening that Congress seems to sit still and I
knows what he is talking about, as
up the- radiators and letting the steam make fa es, and dilly-dally while the
Mr. Griest has under his general man
nation's real business is neglected. A
agement nearly 1,000 towns and com
course through.
munities throughout the country that
group of m.d-Wi tern radi -ala, mas- '
THE THEATRE AROUND THE
jiue.'jdii.g under the bann r tf Re
have had their business conditions
CORNER
“Given the American problem, and publicanism is throwing a rnor.key
analyzed through the constructive
the American climate, I think that if I wren h into the nta 'binery by cast
course re ommended by him. Mr.
Gciest’B lecture treats in a general way
Last Showings Today
were an American I would be a Pro ing its influence to the min : ity. The
the need of practical training in the
hibitionist,” said Sir Auckland Gedda'S, Republican party finds itself power
line cf community development, co
less to ac ompiinh what it desires, al
Refrigerators of every style and in
former British Ambassador, in an ad though there sits in the President's
operation, trade extension, salesman
dress before the Pilgrim Society in chair a bulwark sound and solid as prices ranging from—
ship, advertising, ar.d organization
Dedicated to Uncle Sail’s Postal Employes—Who
work.
$12.00 to $70.00
Isrndon the other day. Mr. Geddes the Rok < f Gibraltar—and almost as
silent
as
the
Rock
of
Gibraltar.
This
is
the
first
speaker
who
has
These
must
be
sold
at
once,
so
we
made a careful study of American in
So Faithfully Serve the Nation—
ALL STAR CAST
"We have been 10 years doing tills ate making 20' DISCOUNT on our come to Rockland to speak on retail
stitutions during his stay in this coun
business,
which
is
one
of
the
most
vi

job in Rock lard." said M . Wood, "and
regular low price.
PATHE NEWS
COMEDY
try, and he told his audience that they the result is due to 100 percent team
tal factors towards making Rockland
KT* The Bombardment By Airplanes
what it is.
could scarcely recognize, amid the work. If we continue to pull together
Friday-Saturday
The Pacific Fleet In Action
mass of stories concerning the viola we can hold on indefinitely. Stop petty
criticism, ba k the administration and
POLO IS NOT DEAD
tion of the Prohibitory law. how strong be a boo.-ter.”
READ WHAT THE CRITICS SAY:— '
Is the feeling of the best minds of the
313-315 Mam Street, * • Rockland
Aide, man R.char.ls n gave a very
Big Crowds Attending Special Series in
Telephone 745-J
best people of America on the subject. interesting summary of the city comLowell.—Familiar Names in Lineup.

REPUBLICAN

The Courier-Gazette

JOY

IS

VOICED

diThe Specialty Shop.#

For Friday and Saturday, Mar. 14 and 15

$2.00 BLOUSES at $ | .39

“KEEP COOLIDGE”

IS

Styles

$2.00 BLOUSES SPECIAL FO R FRIDAY & SATURDAY $! .39

Cutler-Cook CoI)

PARK

IN THE GOOD OLD
SUMMER TIME

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN

TODAY

“THE

PIRE

MAILMAN

“NO MOTHER TO
GUIDE HER”

T?*

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Representative White is closing his
career in Congress as chairman of the
special House committee which will In
vestigate the Shipping Board. Mr.
White represents a district which has
always had a k<en interest tn mari
time matters, and the knowledge which
he has accumulated during his several
•terms In office should be of much value
to the committee In its important
work.

ws

Li

It is estimated that 70 per cent of
the income tax returns arc filed by
persons whose net income is derived
chiefly from salaries and wages and is
$5000 or less. The burden continues to
fall on those who can bast afford It,
and yet Congress continues to dilly
dally with the only measure which has
offered relief.

“DRUMS OF JEOPARDY”

S

John Gilbert

Anybody who thinks roller polo a
dead issue Is recommended to read the
following Providence despatch:
“Ca.pt, Fred Jean announced Tues
day that he had signed A. Davies and
Steve Pierce as rushers. Bill Cusick,
halfback, and Bill Blount, goal, for his
Providence team to represent the city
in the five-game series with Lowell,
which begins at Lowell Friday night.
He will play centre himself, and it
might he said that this is the first time
Jean ever wore a Providence uniform.
The Lowell team has been playing in
dependent polo all winter and is in
spkndid shape, and consists of Bill
Duggan and Boh Hart, rushers: Frank
Hardy, centre; Bob Morrison, half
back; and Bill Jette, goal. Big crowds
have attended the games in Lowell, and
if the attendance here indicates a re
vival of the great winter game, plans
will be taken up looking to a reorgan
izing of the American League next
season."

“Picture is great—thrilling, human, sometimes
spellbinding—You’re going to like ‘The Mailman,’
sure as fate, so you’d better hurry up and see it.”
,
—New York Daily News.
"One of the most dramatic human documents that
has ever played on the silver screen.”
—Los Angeles Evening Herald.

“THE WOLF MAN”
A Story That Leaps From the White
Lights to the White Hills of North
land.
—Also—

“THE STEEL TRAIL”
Chapter Ten

EVEN GREATER THAN “THE THIRD ALARM”

HILARIOUS COMEDY

SPECIAL Friday night is to be known as “Letter
Carriers’ Night” and the entire local
SPECIAL
force will attend the performance as
SPECIAL guests of the management.

Monday-Tuesday
“CROOKED ALLEY”
From a “Boston Blackia” Story by
Jack Boyle

FOX COMEDY

BEAUTIFUL SCENIC

Know the tremendous puli
MON.-TUES.

ng power of Courier-Gazette

POLA

NEGRI

in

“SHADOWS

OF

PARIS”

WED.-THURS. | “THE STRANGER,” with BETTY COMPSON

^raraaararaiznARMY AND NAVY STORE ramafamaiaig-

POLITICAL BRIEFS
U.
ceives
of 107
in his

i

S. Senator James A. Reed re
directed delegations in but 17
county Democratic conventions
home state, Missouri.

» » ♦ *

Congressman White on bis way back
to Washington, Monday, was turning
over in his mind, the pros and cons of
recalling his decision not to be a can - ’
didate for re-nomination.
Frankly
raying that he had come to Maine
at the request of many Republicans .
through the -second Distri t who want
him to run, he left without committing
hint-self.

♦ * ♦ *

Resolutions instructing Kansas del
egates to the national convention to
support
President
Coolidge
were
passed unanimously Tuesday by the
Republican state convention.
i

Eleven delegates pledged to Presi
dent Coolidge were elected by the Re
publicans in the New Hampshire pri
mary Tuesday. U. S. Senator George
H. Moses, favorable to Coolidge but
unpledged, ran last in the field of eight
candidates for the seven places as
delegate at large. All the Democratic
delegates are unpledged.

:J -■

*9 -»
The new styles march in this month and take pos
session of oar store.
Our Boys’ Department, as well as Men’s, is an ex
position of newness in clothes.

Suite, that will meet with your approval by their
locks and win your endorsement by their wear.

f

BROADCASTING A FEW NECESSARY ITEMS

g

4

trimmings, with steel stirrups, ea. $6.75

GENE STRATTON PORTER

New Army Bridles, made of extra Fine leather ......................... $2.75
Army Dress Russet Shoes, guaranteed 100% leather .............. $3.95

gg

Presents

Hip Rubber Boots, U. S. and Hood ................................................ $3.75
Hip Rubber Boots, Vac Ball Band ...................................................... $4.50

p)

Knee Boots, Hood, ....................$3.50; Vac Ball Band .................... $4.00

p]

OS

ALL MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

OPEN EVENINGS

All Goods Guaranteed New and of the Best Quality.

J. F. GREGORY
SONS CO.

3

SHAPIRO

59 Tillson Ave., Rockland. Opp. John Bird Co.

4

(/}

RUBBER

Corinne Griffith
—IN—

"Divorce Coupons”

I

She went to the woman who
loved her husband and asked that
woman to help her win back his
love. The man had gone astray be
cause ho had lost faith in his wife.
She had foolishly written a letter
before marriage that told she was
Story of “Mickey," the newsboy, marrying the man for money. There
was a tragedy and then the dawn
with the quaint philosophy.
of a new day.
COMING NEXT MONDAY AND TUESDAY
John Galden’s Great Stage Success

Tues&Thura
32-Th-tf

AND

”

SATURDAY

“MICHAEL
O’HALLORAN”

Q

BROS.

416-418 Main Street

.dzrazitr SHOES

50

of
Course

JAMES J. O’KARA, Organist

TODAY AND FRIDAY

H
-

With hooded stirrups, each ......................................................... $8.00

[J-

The Strand
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager.

A limited amount cf New Genuine U. S. Army McClellan Saddles,

made of fine russet leather

Judge Lindsey said, “The best time to handle a man
is when lie’s a boy.”
Teach ’em when they’re young, the value of a good
appearance and they’ll grow up with success stamped
on ’em.

Important Message

g)

FOOTWEAR Baaeii-

“THREEE

WISE

FOOLS”

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday,

March

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMINH MEI9HB0RH00D EVENT!

March 5—April 21—Lenten Season.
March 8-15—-Boston Automobile Show.
March 13—St. Patrick’s Day dance, given
by B. & P. W. C. at Temple hall, 8.30 p. in.
March 14 —Debate—Rockland High School
vs. Camden High School in High School As
sembly hall.
March 14—“Feast of the Little Lanterns,”
staged by Rockport High School, Grange hall,
Gleucove.
•
March 14—Thomaston—Debate—Thomaston
High School vs. Rockland High School.
March 14—Masquerade ball of Veteran Fire
men’s Association in Havener hall.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 17—Washington town meeting.
March 18-19—Camden—“Odd Fellows’ Oddi
ties” in Camden Opera House.
March 19—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
March 19—-Public auction at B. & P. Wo
men's (Tub rooms, 8. p .in.
March 20—First day of Spring.
April 3—Republican State Convention In
Portland.
April 5 (7.15)— Address by Paul D. Sargent,
Chief Engineer State* Highway Commission, be
fore the Woman’s Educational Club, subject,
“The State’s Interest in Road Improvement.”
April 9—Easter side by Congregational Wo
man’s Association.
April 18 (7.15 p. m.)—Address by Kenneth
C. M. Sills, President of Bowdoin College, be
fore the Woman’s Educational Club.
April 25—Animated advertising assembly at
tbe Arcade, auspices the Chapin Class.
April 20—Easter Sunday.

The Veteran Firemen’s drum corps
will rehearse in Glover hall tonight.

Steamer Vinalhaven made no trip
yesterday because of the storm. '

This is the night of the B. and P.
Women’s Club dance in Temple hall.
_
•

Friday, Saturday and Monday Specials
We have been fortunate in securing another lot of

MARQUISETTE AND VOILE CURTAINING
Which will Go on Sale Friday a. m. at 12 1-2 cts
per yard in the Drapery Department

DRAPERY DEPARTMENT
SPECIAL NO. 2—1 lot New White Scrim Curtains, some with ruffles and tie-backs,
some with lace edges and Dutch pieces. Special, per pair....................................... 97c

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT
SPECIAL NO. 1—1 lot Splendid quality Unbleached Cotton, 45 inches wide, to go at
..................................... .. ■ • ■ ■.............. ..................................................................... 23c per yard
SPECIAL NO. 2—1 lot heavy and fine quality Unbleached Cotton, 62 inches wide,
worth 50c per yard; to go at.................................................................................... 33c per yard
SPECIAL NO. 3—1 lot light weight Unbleached Cotton, 44 inches wide, to go at
..................................................................................................................................... 15c per yard

HOUSE DRESSES

New lot No. 1. Special................................................................................................ $2.29 each
New lot No. 2. Special............................................................................................. $3.19 each

CRETONNES
Same low prices on Special Lot of Cretonnes for these three days as last week.

COT

F. J. S I M O N T O N

The Ernest W. Butman house on
Linden street lias been sold by I.. W.
Benner, real estate agent, to Almon P.
Bieha rdson.

The Stonington Furniture Co. lias
The Chamber of Commerce is nego sublet half of its School street store
tiating for the rental of the Richards to an out-of-town tenant.
Market store for use as headquarters
Rockland High School girto who be
for tile Kennebec Bridge Association.
long to Mrs. Sargent's commercial de
News has been received here of the partment. arc busy taking civil service
death of Mrs. Henry Hammond, form examinations for ■ -government posi
erly of this city, which took place at tions.
the home of her sister in East War
The fourth store in the new N. B.
ren.
Cobb block at the Northend is readyAlmon P. Richardson has bought the tor Interior work, the ciapboarding and
Ernest Butinun house on Linden street exterior being completed except on the
and will occupy it. The sale was made Main -street side.
through the L. W. Benner Real Estate
The Past Noble Grands of Miriam
Agency.
Rebekah Lodge are requested to meet
Herbert Simmons, who has been aide at Odd Fellows hail Saturday evening
de camp at the Star bowling alleys the at 7 o'clock to make plans for the
past two years, enters the employ of meeting which will be held the first
the Rockland & Rockport Lime Corpor Tuesday In April. ation next week.
At the Democratic State convention
Charles S. Robbins, the genial Lime- in I.ewiston yesterday Hon. Obadiah
rock street livery stable proprietor, will Gardiner was noqninated for Presi
soon be entertaining callers in style, dential elector, E. ;jC. Moran, Jr. was
as the improvements which are being chosen a delegate St large to the Na
made at that establishment will in tional convention in New York and
clude a new and more commodious of Charles M. Richardson -was elected
State committee man from Knox coun
fice.
ty.
Bath Times: First automobiles to
E. J. Brewer—Paper hanging and
come through to Bath from Wiscasset
31*36
since January came here Monday, ceiling work. Tel. 14.
three of them. They were- 11 hours
getting to Wiscasset from Rockland.
The thifd car in line caught lire in
Wiscasset in front of the home Of Bill
Bailey who happened to have a lire
extinguisher handy and played a hero.

The Masonic fraternity is requested
Mrs. Unia Feyler has had a radio in
to meet at the Temple Friday at stalled at her home 10 Hall street.
1 p. m. for the purpose of attending
the funeral of John J. Carter, who was
Arthur R. Duncan has pntered the
a member of Tremont Lodge, 77 South employ of tlie Turner Center System.
west Harbor. The funeral services will
William T. Smith of this city has
lie held at his late residence, 5 Fulton
been awarded another important con
street at 2 p. m.
tract—plumbing and heating tlie ad
The debate tomorrow afternoon be ministration and cell building of the
tween Rockland High School and Thomaston State Prison. Mr. Smith
was the lowest bidder.
Cumden High School, in the local as
sembly hall, Is public.. All parents
An election day echo is found in the
and other friends of the school are favorable comment on tlie pleasing
urgtd to be present.. There will be a conditions found in the Ward 2 polling
slight admission fee. The subject of place.
Usually conditions there are
debate is, “The League of Nations.”
inclined to be unsatisfactory but this
year through the efforts of Charles H.
News of the recent Republican vic Nye the room was warm and sanitary.
tory in this city was published in every
corner of the United States next morn
ing, the Associated Press having given
it general circulation . Among those
who read the welcome intelligence was
William S. Healey, a former council
man from Ward 3. who read it in a
Santa Barbara, Calif, newspaper, and
promptly sent his congratulations. He
was not quite so much pleased to learn
that “Bill’s Girls” were defeated at
basketball in Bath. ”We are all well
here—living now at 125 W. Pedregrosa
street,” writes Mr. Healey.

SUPPER AND DANCE

Kenneth C. Hughes, formerly the
Press Herald’s representative in this
city, but who is now connected with the
Leader-Republl&n of (lloverSville and
Johnstown, X. Y„ writes to a friend
on The Courier-Gazette staff that he
has Just paid to visit to good old Rock
land ‘ not in person, but iby way of
perusing back numbers of The Cou
rier-Gazette." “And,” he adds, "I en
joyed the 'visit’ to the utmost. Was
about knocked cold to read of the
great G. O. 1’. victory.” Mr. Hughes
intimates that he may visit the lil ol’
burg again in the pleasant summer
months—a promise which his many
Rockland friends certainly lnilpe he
(and tile bride) will keep.
Don’t forget the dance at Odd Fel
lows hall Friday evening March 14.
Modern and old-fashioned dances
•’Steve” has promised to sing.—adv.

GRANGE

HALL—SOUTH THOMASTON

FRIDAY,

MARCH

14

Smalley’s Orchestra

Supper 5.30-8.00.

Proceeds for the Benefit of Knox Lodge Building.

SUPPER

AND

DANCE
32-33

MASQUERADE BALL, R. V. F. A.
FRIDAY EVENING, MARCH 14,1924
Music by Marston's Orchestra
Tickets. Gentlemen 50 Cents
Ladies 25 Cents
Entertainment before the dance by John Dan Shepard and his troupa.
30-32

COBB’S

Turkeys 43c
A Real

Young
Hens
8 to 12
Lbs.

Treat and
Great

Bargain

—Order Early

NATIVE PORK SHOULDERS, FRESH OR SWEET PICKLED 15c
NATIVE PORK ROASTS OR CHOPS............................................ 23c
ROLLED CORNED BEEF, LB......................................................... 8c
TRY OUR SALTED GREENS WITH CORNED SPARERIBS,
HAM ENDS OR PORK

____________

WHITE LILY FLOUR, BAG................................ ...................... 75c
($1.00 a barrel less'than wholesale price)
Guaranteed best allround flour or money refunded

LETTUCE, CELERY, SPINACH, BEET GREENS, CUKES,
PEPPERS, TOMATOES, ENDIVES, RADISHES
CAULIFLOWERS, STRAWBERRIES, MUSHROOMS
NAVEL ORANGES.............................................. ............. 15 for 25c
FLORIDA GRAPE FRUIT .............................................. 5 for 25c
HADDOCK, HALIBUT, MACKEREL, TONGUES, SMELTS,
FINNAN HADDIE, SCALLOPS, CLAMS, OYSTERS,
DRY FISH, PICKLED FISH, SALT FISH

NOT HOW CHEAP BUT HOW GOOD

QUALI7 1

CO B B * S
CLEAN

County Treasurer Edward R. Veazie,
who Is filling out the unexpired term
of William S. Healey, announces that
he will be a candidate for re-nomina
tion in the June primaries. Mr. Veazie
has attended to the duties in a most
satisfactory manner, and will un
doubtedly receive party courtesy.

An absentee ballot was sent in
Rockland's recently election by Thom
as Hawktn, who is wintering In Austin,
Tex. To a friend he writes: “Thanks
for your kind effort to have me vote
In my home city. Rockland will be
in good hands. I had the pleasure
last Saturday of voting 2200 miles
from home.”
The new City marshal, Luke S. Da
vis. was called tO’the telephone Tues
day to receive tbe congratulations of
former City MaHihal Luke A. Spear,
who announced bis intention of pre
senting the billet and revolver which
he used while marshal to the new incumbant. Marshal Luke Spear Da
vis was named for Ex-Marshal Spear
because of the friendship which had
existed between the latter and Mar
shal Davis’ father.
The new mayor, Carlton F. Snow,
may be found at his office in the City
Building every weekday from 9 to 12
and 1 to 3. The latchstring will al
ways lie out, and all visitors will find
a cor-dial welcome from His Honor.
The other hours of what will be a
reasonably long day for Mayor Snow
wil be devoted to keeping in close
touch witli the city’s property and the
city’s affairs away from the City
Building.
The service which Mayor
Snow modestly pledged will not lie
found lacking.
The new school board met Tuesday
night for organization, and -its first
was to accept the resignations of
Carbon F. Snow and Miss Irene
Gushee as teachers of mathematics
and English respectively, in tbe High
School. Hugo Cross an J Miss Doris
Black were elected to fill the vacan
cies. The school hoard this year will
not be divided into sub-committees,
but the work will be assigned to tlie
various members with especial refer
ence to t'heir fitness and taste for the
tasks in Hand. Miayor Snow is chair
man ex-officio.

I 3,

1924

Rapid progress has been made on
J the excavation'work for the new Pay- J
son-Pelley Motor Co. garage, corner of
Main nnd Winter streets, though digI Ring is necessarily difficult this time
of year.

One haidly realizes the size of
Rockland’s scallop tleet until such a
blow as tlint of yesterday holds the
boats in tlie harlsu'. At that it is
small as compared to the 80-boat fleet
of a decade ago.
Manager Benson has issued
a
special invitation to the Ideal letter
carriers ar.d postal clerks f' attend
tile performance of “Tile Mail Man”
at Park Theatre tomorrow. Traveling
men who have seen it elsewhere,
: peak very highly of this picture.

SPEED WAGON
A IR-CUSHIONED agility means sure

footed haulage for Speed Wagon

Charles E. Hoxie, contractor for the
new Higli School Building, has sublet
to Fred M. Blackington of this city
the contract for removing the dirt and
louse rock in the basement of 'lie pro
posed building; to bridge the approach
to the entrance of tlie old school so
that the students and others may con
veniently and safely have ingress and
egress; and to build a fence from the
brook along the rear line of the lot.
Mr. Blackington also contracts to do
the trucking. Tlie lot is now being
staked, and ground will be broken
probably next Monday.
The Atlantic Fisherman says: “With
the opening of the lobster season in
Nova Scotia March first there was
every indication of big catches. Ac
cording lo report there is no ice in
those waters and great preparations
are being made by the fishermen.
While prices are now from 45 to GO
ctnts a big break is due soon as Ca
nadian shipments reach market. The
lobsters on the market now are mostly
stock from the pounds of Maine. Few
have been coming from fishermen
either from Maine or Dishy County,
Nova Scotia.”

loads whatever the weather or road.
Hazard-free truck operation in winter and
early spring is a vital phase of Speed Wagon
performance.
It follows the use of large
pneumatic tires, and the rational distribution
of chassis weight over the wheels.

The latter is due to the unusual—but dis
tinctively Reo-—practice of anchoring the
major units in an inner frame.
Capacity, 500 to 2500 pounds.
Chassis, $1185 at Lansing, plus
tax.
Twelve
standard
bodies.
Designed
and
manufactured
in
the big Reo shops,—not assembled.

REOS, HUPMOBILE, WILLYS-KNIGHT & DORT

AUTOMOBILES

And the Famous SPEED WAGON on the floor to
demonstrate.

Being not at all superstitious, the
members of the Knox County Medi
cal Associatlion were not at all cast
down Tuesday night because 13 sat
down to the banquet. It was the bi
monthly meeting, held at the Thorn
dike Hotel, and tlie president, Frans
Leyonborg of North Haven was in the
chair. Two papers were read at This
meeting—"Prestatic Hypertrophy” by
I>r. Jameson; and “Surgery of tlie
Stoma h" by Dr. Fogg. Dr. Coombs
of the State Department of Health,
who is also a member of tlie Knox
County Medical Association, look part
in the general discussion Which fol
lowed both |ia|nrs.

Mont'oro It. Pillsbury has been eject
ed one of tlie vivo presidents of tlie
Secrulty Trust Co. Mr. Pillsbury was
formiriy associated with the Security,
resigning live years ago to take the po
sition of assistant treasurer witli the
Cas.o Mercantile Trust Co., of Port
land, wiiich institution highly values
ills services and accepts his ri-iignjit iou
now With reluctance. In a desire liecause of growing bu.-iness to add to
its staff tlie Security Trust Co. felt
itself fortunate in being able to en
gage one familiar With tlie local field
Mr. and Mrs. Pillsbury will return
from Portland about the 1st of April
and will be cordially welcomed back
to their former Lome by their many
friends.

A curfew law for Rockland 'Is ad
vocated by the Knox County Minister
ial Asso iation, which on Monday hold
its monthly meeting at the Congrega
tional Church. A committee compris
ing Rev. W. S. Rounds. Rev. O. W.
Stuart and Rev. E. V. Allen was ap
pointed to draw up and present a res
olution recommending the establish
ment cf a curfew ordinance. Rev. Mr.
Paul tof tlie Warren Congregational
Church read a pajs-r on "Human Geo
graphy" and a hook review was pre
sented by Rev. Andrew Young of Rock
port. The women of the church served
a substantial dinner.

Don’t forget the dance at Odd Fel
lows Hall Friday evening March 14.
Modern and old-fasliione-d dances.
"Steve" has promised to sing.—adv.

Chinese Operetta

Drop in and look them over.

Also PRISON WAGONS
A FRESH LOAD OF HORSES JUST IN
ALSO A FEW GOOD TRADES IN REAL ESTATE

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
HEADQUARTERS FOR U. S. TIRES
23 TILLSON AVE,............. ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 4-W

The 'masquerade ball of the Veteran
Firemen’s Association to be held Fri
day night will be preceded by an en
tertainment by John Dan Shepard and
his artists. Mr. Verge will sing some
of his songs that made such a hit at
the Rockland Band Minstrels.
The
place is Havener’s hall. Entertain
ment starts Jit 8 sharp. Doors open at
7.15. Dance committee, Charles M.
Lawry, chairman, Albert R. Havener,
George Iloak, Harold A. Thomas, Rus
sel Reynolds anil John Dan Shepard.
President Albion S. Niles and Chief
Albert R. Havener will serve as floor
directors.

Thp Rockland beam trawler Wid
MICKIE SAYS—
geon, came in Tuesday from the West
f
A
STORE
KEEPER WHO DOES
ern Banks, loaded full up to her deck,
having over 300,000 pounds of mixed
MOY USE NEWSPAPER AOS, SAYS
fish, mostly cod and haddock, one of
'THAT ANY GOODS HE PUTS IM
the largest fares of the kind ever land
HtS SHOW U/IMDOW lUMEMWEtM
ed at this port. It will be taken out at
BEGIN YQ SELL BEYyW. WELL*
Burnham & Morrill factory. Tlie Wid
geon is commanded by Capt. “Jim"
OUR ADMERYVSING COLUMNS
Wise, a skipper well known at this j ARE YH’ BEST SHOW WtNOOWS ,
port, having during the late war
landed quite a number of fares here in f AND LOYS MORE FOLKS LOOK
the British trawler Baliene. The traw ' AY YHEM THAN GAYE WYO AMY
ler took out about 35,000 pounds at the
SHOW WINDOW IN YOWM
Dirigo Fish Co.’s plant, before going
around to Back Bay.—Press Herald.

Given by the

B.

&

P.

WOMEN’S

CLUB

TEMPLE HALL-TONIGHT
TICKETS 50 ckNTS

MUSIC

BY

MARSTON

a»
HOW
CITY

OF

CAIRO, ILLINOIS,

COT ITS EGYPTIAN NAME.—

Vi’liy Is Illinois' most southern
city mimed Cairo, while various
other nearby points hark back
to tlie land of the Nile, and why
is the whole southern part of
the state popularly known as
“Egypt ?”
Tlie story of liovv Cairo, stand
ing importantly at the junction
of the Mississippi nnd the Ohio
rivers, enme lo acquire Its name
Is more than 100 years old. Judge
John SI. Lunsden of that city,
who has written a “History of
Cairo,” recalled it. At that early
date Kaskaskia was the cupltal
of the Illinois territory.
"Cairo was planned at Kas
kaskia In 1817," said Judge
Liyisden, “and a charter was
granted Its promoters or Incor
porators by tlie territorial legIshiture January 9, 1818, almost
u year before tlie state wits ad
mitted Into the Union. They re
garded the junction of Ihe riv
ers here ns a grand site for a
great city and thought It re
sembled the she of Cairo on the
Nile, and hence their use of Its
name for their proposed city.
“Such was the origin of the
name and there followed It at
distant intervals the towns or
villages, all within thirty miles,
of the Egyptian names of Alex
andria, Thebes, Dongola and
Karnak. Cairo may be rightly
said to Save given them their
names. Alexandria ceased to
exist long years ago.
"The name 'Egypt' as applied
to southern Illinois Is tradition
al only. It and all the other
names followed Cairo In order
of time, and It may be Cairo
had something to do with ap
plying the name to this part of
tlie state, but the better account
is tlie long-accepted story of go
ing down Into Egypt for corn,
as did Joseph's brethren many
centuries ugo.”

H.. Humphrey and A. F. Young of
Rockland were the Central Maine Pow
er Company representatives from this
district at a meeting of 26 line foremen
and officials, representing the 12 dis
tricts of Central Maine Power Com
pany, held In Augusta last week to dis
cuss and formulate plans for giving
better and more economical service to
its customers and at the same time
provide improved methods for a higher
degree of safety to the public and to
the men who are actively engaged, day
and night. In rendering this service.
Officials of the company and repre
sentatives from the electrical Industry
were present to talk on some of the
more technical points In connection
with line work. An important subject
in connection with the meeting was the
prone pressure method of resuscitation.
During the meeting each man present
was drilled upon the benefits of this
method and was required to demon
strate his knowledge of the method by
actually working It upon some other
member.

“I'm disgusted with the Incubator
business,” said a local Frenchman
who is engaged In the hardware busi
ness. Tho cause of his dissatisfaction
was the decrease in the number of
small incubators in general use. The
poultry business 1s exceedingly pros
perous and the farmers are specialis
ing more and more, therefore using
huge 1,000 or more egg Incubators In
stead of two or three small ones as
formerly.
This explanation was of
fered by a wiseacre present. Do Kno*
county farmers agree?
It is a conservative estimate that
there are 10,000,000 colds among
the inhabitants of the United
States every year. They are all con
tracted by Infection from one person
to another. The spray from the nose
and mouth Is the cause.
Rockland Red Cross.

+
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^Memorials^
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E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO. MS.

BORN

FEAST OF THE

LITTLE
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Achorn—Waldoboro, March 9, to Mr.
Mrs. Vernon Achorn, a daughter.
Miller— Bait Waldoboro. March 8, to
and Mrs. Norman Miller, a son.

LANTERNS

and
Mr.

AT GLENCOVE GRANGE HALL
DIED

MARCH 14,

Haskell—Camden.

Feb. 23, Lucy (Jones),
George Haskell, of Warren, age 68
years, 10 nvonQia. 25 days. Burial in Warren.
Stahl -Waldoboro, March 7, Capt. Samuel
E. Stahl, aged 76 years.
Marr—Razorville. March 10, Aldora (Burnes)
wife of Levi T. Marr.

wife of

8:15 P. M.
Presented by
ROCKPORT HIGH SCHOOL
GLEE CLUB
Direction Mrs. W. H. Sanborn
Art Work Mrt. Adriel Bird

Hammond—Warren, March 11. Adelina M.,
widow of Henry Hammond, formerly of Rock
land. aged 83 years.-<6 months.
l’easlee—Rockland,
March
11,
Elizabeth
age81
years,
1 month, 20 days.
Funeral today at 10 o’clock.

I’easlee,

SWW'CE,

SANITARY

FEATHER MATTRESSES

WITH1NGT0N

Now is the time to have your
Feather Bed made into a FEATHER
MATTRESS.
Hair Mattresses also done over.

ICE

A. F. IRELAND
Tel. 25-5 THOMASTON

32-41

Commence Delivery
APRIL 1st
TELEPHONE 155J

Packard—South Hope, March 11, Mrs. An
gel ine Packard. Interment In Thomaston.

CARD OF TNANKB
We wish

to express our sincere thanks to

all neighbors and friends for their great kind
ness, during the illness and death of our dear
mother and wife. Also, for all the beauti
ful flora) offerings.
Geo. D. Honkell. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Has
The charge for publishing a Cir.i of Thanks kell. Myrtle M. Haskell. Mr. and Mra. If. Al
ton French.
•
U 50 ceuts, cash to accompany the order.

QUARRY AND KILN
Clark’s Bulletin Tells of Busy
Times In All Departments
—The Relief Association.

Every-Othx -Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 1 3, 1924.
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HERE’S A TIP FOR
AUTOJOURISTS

10 YEARS SUFFERING GONE
SAYS MRS. WHEATON

FRONT WHEEL BRAKES

’ MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD ”
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

\’ot On the Car For Purpose of
Stunt Driving, Says Mr.
Apperson.

for

Augusta.

A |7.00 am, 17.30 a. ra.. |110 p. m.
Hangul A§7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a.m., 11.10p.m.
Boston. A17.00 a. in.. V .30 a. in., tl-lOp.m.
Hrtxnswick.A57.OO am. t7.3O a. m.. tl-lOp. m..
|5.3O p. ni.
~
I

Lewiston, A57.00 a. tn., b .30 a. tn., tl-10 p. ra.
New York, 11.10 p.m.
|
Portland, A|7.00 a in.. t7.30 a. ra., tl-10 p. m.,
T5.30p.ni.
..
I
Waterville. A§700 a.in..t7.:W)a.m.,tl 10p.m. 1
Woolwich. Aj7.00a.ni., t7.3O a.m.Jl.lO p. m..

Point—No. 5 kiln is running with a What To Ask For At Wayside
"Front Wheel Brakes will probably
“Tanlac Brought Me Better I *at everything my n-'rvfs arc;i.e>fcctbe the most discursed subject at the
three-men crew.
II
1 I -T-1
I rII
1 ly calm' and 1 sleel’ llkc “ chlldMj
Drug Stores When in State
Arthur Smith has returned and is in
Boston Automobile Show this year," 15.30 p. tn.
Health than I Ever Hoped gratitude to Tanlac is inexpressible.”
Newspaper Association Member No. 3720
A Passcngirs provide cwn ferriage Bath to VVooL
the Jobbing crew.
said
Mr. Apperson. “which makes this wich.
t Daily, except Sunday.
*
To Enjoy
tvw days n“0, ovfr three years
of Collapse.
I). C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,* I
_ —__ later, Mrs. Wheaton addressed a comJames Simmons has finished an or
The great road maker’s convention issue of vital importance to every auto 9 21-33 V. 1’. & Grn’l Mgr. Gcn’l Passenger Agt.
-----munlcation to the makers of Tanlac,. in Chicago is over. The exhibitors motive engineer.
der for fish drums and departed.
"Once n user of Tanlac, always a 1 in which she said "1 am still in good
William Staples has transferred from
Carl B. Everberg, of 62 Beach Street,
“Advertisements carefully written Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
have taken their machinery and ma
the cooper shop to shed Jobbing crew Woburn, Mass., writes the Priest Drug friend of Tanlac" is a truth convinc- i health, thanks to Tanlac. A number of
and so logical In thought almost con
terlals
and
departed.
The
Coliseum,
and spare kiln man.
ingly demonstrated in the case of Mrs. i people have writen to me asking about
Co., Bangor, Me.:
vinces the reading public today that
BANGOR LIME
A workmen’s committee for the kiln
"I was first introduced to Priest's Hattie Wheaton. 7 Strong's Court, Tanlac and I have told them how much which for a week demonstrated the the front wheel braking system is cor
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
section was formed Feb. 27.
Indigestion Powder at Salem, Mass., Willimantic. Conn. Early in Septem-'good it has done me."
wonderful progress which road making
Tomorrow along comes the sales
leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays At
Ed Smart has so far recovered from during the summer of 1919. When ber, 1921. Mrs. Wheaton made a state- ' Mrs. Wheaton is only one of many has had, is empty of all that pertains man of another company with an ff.oo P ,M. for Poston.
— Lave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
an arm injury sustained some time ago touring through that city I was so ment regarding Tanlac. saying
i thousands who have publicly praised to highways.
equally carefully planned program to at Return
5.00 P. M. Leave Roeklar.d Wednesdays and
as to be able to do light work in the distressed from stomach trouble and
“For ten years I suffered from indi-i Tanlac. not only once but time and
But the results of the exhibit remain. tear down the impressons one has Saturdays at 5 on A. M.: Camden 5.45 A. M.;
shed.
nausea that I nearly collapsed.
1 gestion and many ills that go with it. i again.
Belfast 7.15 A. M.; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.;
Never before was so remarkable a made in favor of front wheel brakes.
V Interpm 9.33 A. M.
The Whitney shed is chock-the-block alighted from the automobile and en Then cams a great sorrow and, being' Tanlac is for sale by all good di ug- gathering of educational ma-terial re
"The main question of many ques dueReturn
—Leave Winterport Mondays
and
■with barrels, there being 21,100 in tered a drug store asking for some already terribly nervous and run-down, gists. Accept no substitute. O\cr 40 carding highways put beneath one tions on front wheel brakes is firs;, Thursdays
«» 10.00 A. M. tor Boston and way
storage there. Barrels are now being thing to take for the trouble. The I got worse until I almost despaired. | Million bottles sold.
landings, due the following morning about
roof. Never before has it been possi why front wheel brakes?
A. M.
shipped to the Northend from the ‘clerk handed me one of your sample
ble for anyone, within the space of a
"It is very apparent that this has ".HO
"Tanlac has brought me better health i
--------NOTE: During the close of navigation at
cooper shop.
bottles, first giving me a dose. Ten than I ever hoped to enjoy again. 1 | Take Tanlac Vegetable Pills.______
few hundred feet, to gather so com come up over night, and it is safe to Pat gor steamer will tun to and front Winterport.
Lester Seavey, for the past two years minutes after 1 had taken the dose, my
prehensive an idea of what roads are say that, prior to the past 12 months. Fr.eght from and to Bangor will be handled
a Jobber in the shed, has transferred condition was if 1 had never had any
how they are built, what they are built :liere was little talk of front wheel la Bucksport.
MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
Creed and Flora Colson the American c'f. what they cost, how they should be brakes in this country, lias the pub
to the cooper shop, where he will stomach distress whatever.”
AMONG THE SCHOOLS Creed. America was sung and the
BAR HARBOR LINE
"break in” on the machines as spare
used, how they should be financed.
lic demanded front wheel brakes? If
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
flag salute given.
emergency man.
It is very certain that the educators so, why have they demanded front North Haven, Stonington! Southwest Harbor,
The children in Grade 5 are making builders, engineers, county and State wheel brakes? What are the average Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, duo Bar Har
Good soft rock production was had and went afire on Tuesday of last News of the Busy Educational
A. M.
a product map of the United States. officials, teachers, students, and the driving conditions as far as the public borRc11
for the past two weeks. Last week the week, with the following crew: Joseph
—L» ?vc Bar Harbor Thursdays At 8.01
World In and Outside of Each pupil brings in some article that general public which thronged this is concerned which have changed in a A. M.’iini
average production per kiln 1,111 bar Cox, Charles Childs, Charles Brann,
for Rockland and way landlugs.
we can paste on the map.
rels, which would be hard to beat very Granville Robbins. This kiln made a
BLUE HILL LINE
great exposition, took away with them year so radically as to demand braking
Knox County.
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
The ‘Golden Crown" (Grade 5 bas much information, the results of which systems different from those used in
much with hard rock. The tally for straight run of one year for last opera
Dark Harbor, South Brooksville, Sargentvllle,
ketball team) brought home another will be apparent for many years to former years?
the week ending March 1 was: No. 2. tion, nearly equalling a former record
!)<-er Isle, Brooklln, South Bluehill, due BlueMcLain School
victory over the “All Stars" of Grace ceme. The little 'leaven, leavens the
954%; 3, 1139; 4, 1108%; 5.'five and of one year and four days continuous
hill 11.00 A. M.
“
Good
and
efficient
brakes,
whether
Temperance Day was observed in street: score 10-4. The calendar for
—-Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
one-half days, 1073. For the week of operation.
whole lump: the educated man spreads they are rear wheel brakes or front M.Return
the schools last Friday. At the Mc March is in the 'form of a weather _____________________
for Rockland and way landings.
March 8, No. 2 had 1010; 3. 1074; 4,
knowledge
about
him
Those
who
have
wheel
brakes,
are
hard
to
build
[
r
the
At
Boston
connection is made via the Met
R. & R. Relief Association—The Lain the schools held assembly in the
roads, not as a theory but severe service they must undergo. I re nolltan Line exmesa freight stcatnera for
1112; 5, 1260; a total of 4,456 for the March meeting was held In K. of P. hall and presented the following pro bureau. Each day is marked whether j lcarnej
New
York
snd
points South and West.
pleasant, cloudy or stormy.
four kilns.
as they are. will talk: those they talk has been a constant struggle on the
hall. Monday the third. The report of gram:
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Grade 6 had several callers Friday to will be Interested: a greater and part of every automobile manufacturer
L. R. R. R.—Walter Rogers has re the secretary showed the membership Scripture Reading.
Portland-New York Freight Servlet
afternoon. It won the attendance ban greater degree of sentiment will be to build brakes which will stay in good
Dlre>t Freight Service between Portland and
Donald Haskell, Gradf* 8A
turned as section man and spare train on March 3 to be 125.
ner for the week closing Feb. 29.
New \ork Is resumed from the New State Pier,
created
regarding
the
necessity
of
Song
—
Wien
the
Flag
Goes
By,
Grade
8
efficient
condition
and
it
is
a
well
man.
He has been substituting for
The treasurer reported he had paid Essay on Temperance.
ortlatul. Me. Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays
The sick pupils are well again and more, many more, good roads in this known fact that a large portion of geti
John Buttomer, night man, who was sick benefits during the month to the
and Suu days each way.
Robert Johnr.on. Grade "A back, which helps both attendance and
country.
j
era! service work is on brakes.
Tbr« igh talcs and direct track connections
out two weeks. Walter looks real cute amount of $18; thut the balance In the Reading of letter from Gov. Barter.
Elizabeth Benson, Grade fi school work.
In its special educational field, the
"This is not due to lack of engineer with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
in his new Shapiro suit.
treasury was $350.50. Three members Story.
Edward Lawrence, Grade 6
Much interest Is shown in making ■ ron(j exposition undoubtedly did a ing but to the lack of attention on the roads.
Roy Mank. a former employe who were reported as being on the sick list. Neal Dow.
Bernard McConaghy, tirade 8C
I S. SHI’RMYN. Supt., Rockland, Maine.
Grade 8 mnps of Venice in Geography. The • grcat deal, but its greatest achieve- part of the owner of the car, plus not
R. S. SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland, Maine.
has been in the South all winter, rolled
Upon the report of the committee on Song—America the Beautiful,
map work is an ch ert lesson to show j ment unquestionably is Its showing only his lack of knowledge of what
Patriotic Recitation,
in on the Maine Central last Thursday entertainment it was voted to hold an
Lillian Perry, Grade 4 the idea of the city.
The following , fOrth to th“ Nation the state of the art brakes are and their action is but that
V inallinven and Rockland
and got a job on the Northend trolley entertainment and dance for the bene Temperance Reading.
j.highway building, and educating read of the average garage men as well
Ma
’
•gar
el Achorn, Grade 7C have passed In very gerfod eppies:
line.
He took the place of Henry fit of the association, to be under the
Steamboat Co.
Clarence Simmons. Ix>irise Fields and makers, users and buyers alike, in its The automobile owners to a degree and
Life of France* E. Willard,
Sleeper who was injured.
management and direction of the same
Lois Da’.zell, Grade SB Jessie Naylor.
boundless
possibilities.
a
majority
of
the
mechanics
have
be

Grades 1 and 2
Albion Palmer returned to work last committee. The committee were au Recitation,
The direct route between
Oak Grove School
come well versed in motor and trans RCCKCAI.P. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
week. He was more seriously injured thorized to appoint such addition mem Recitation.
Edward Helller and Catherine Cole. Grade 1
mission
adjustment
and
repairs
but
s
The
following
have
not
beenBenefit
From
VTOM
KGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND
when he took a header from beneath a bers as they considered necessary. Recitation—For the Woman’s Christian Tem
Improved
absent or tardy this month:
Webb
far as the study of brakes is con
perance Union.
car than was stated in the last Bulle John D. Shepherd was added to the
Roads.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Jessie Rubenstein, Grade 7B Maurice Chase. Daisy Gray, Hilda
cerned this phase of the car has been
tin.
A shoulder trouble developed original committee which are Everett Redltatlon—Schools,
"What is the matter with the sadly neglected.
—America's Creed,
(Subject to change without notice)
Rarnes, Vivian Foster. Lawrence Lord.
which compelled him to lay off for Libby, Robert Adams, John Welch.
Song—America,
We find that nearly all rear wheel H EFFECT 5 30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. 8,
Charlie Lindsey, Marion
Lindsey, church?” is the favorite demand of
several days.
The amendment to the by-laws. In Flag Salute,
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those who find something the matter brake systems today are efficient
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George Burgin has resumed his du reads: "In case a member of this as
get out of adjustment through neglect
The Roll of Honor in Grade 8A con with the greatest number of stars at
sociatlon should cease to be an em
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Kiln 3 went afire Saturday and No. ployee of the Rockland & Rockport Bird. Edward Barnard, Brenda BlackTemperance Dav was observed the reads which are the matter with it; the braking system properly lubricated
W. B. WHITE,
Liine Corporation or subsidiary com
General Manager.
last 45 minutes Friday and a very in- j lability of parishioners to get to it The working parts are subject to dust
5 finished for repairs Thursday.
all.
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their
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terestlng discussion took place.
"hi h Is the matter with it, only and dirt—sand and water gets in
^••ank Sanfrone took an endurance
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equalled by his inability to gj to his parts rust and the worst feature of all
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last week wthen he went three membership in this association upon Harden, Norma Hutchinson, Helen
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up smiling at the end of the 24 hours
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i now churches are constantly being owner of the ear. seldom, if ever, using
Benny Nota, George (Crow) Miller,
marshal for Grade 8A and the attend- ' Babbidge. Lyra Lenh. Alice Gay, Clifmiles
of
Rockland."
built. People want and need churches. It. We see that condition every day C. M. WHEELER,D.C PLC
Ignazio Timpone; George Hallowell of
It was voted, that when payment for ance banner Is still held by this grade ton Lewis, Herbert Larrabee. Herbert But in the rural districts, miles from If the owners of motor cars would ap
Rockport, Willard Sanborn and Mervyn
Pendleton, Ernest Ri. h, Ernestine a good road, but a handful can gather
Chiropractor
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work have been far superior to the Thomas.
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropraetie
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A large crew of trimmers is being from the first of the month; when pay preceding
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month.
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Kalloch
of
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regarded as being at the experimental
Crortin, Dewey Tripp, and others,
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
tory’ are making maps of the trading mado by Sherman Rubenstein.
. ] life. Where roads forbid the extra
A11 the hearth scales are being moved appointed as visiting committee for districts of the ancient world to show
Friday afternoon Grades 1 and *“ | work, and a long trip means most of stage and it must be borne in mind
that
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Diseases of the Eye;
that scarcely six months of actual de
out to runway and set on new' concrete
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of
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ance Inevitably suffers.
six months there will be an enormous
the hearths an average of eight feet,
Johnson. Frances Chatto and Eliza and stories, including the life of
«C7 MAIN STREET
Where roads are good, the country amount of mental effort expanded to
which will be greatly apreciated by the hall, as the room is well adapted for beth Greene have passed in excellent Frances E. Willard were read.
H.wn. S to 17 A. M ; I to 6 F. «.
j church makes no complaint of lack of
Reefljaco. 21 Fulton Street Tel. 3fl->
wards more efficient methods of secur
men. All the hearths are to be fixed the purpose and the price Is reason work on the countries included in the
5J ?"haVe-beCn "° CaJT:: attendance. Where hightvays are
OfflftH Teleoenne 493-W
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beth Greene is marshal for this month. pupils are trying to secure the same
DR. T. L. McBEATH
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Elizabeth Benson, Frances Chatto, four of them have not been absent this as vital to the rural House of God as
has Jacked his job at the quarries and
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
duced to drive his front wheel brake
Annette
Segal,
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Dolliver,
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month.
Esther Fuller is attending Freedom
Joined the cooper shop crew.
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each of staves and hoops came in last
ed brake system Front wheel brakes
E. A. Leigher has been working for Howe Glover, Velma Faulkner and Lu of this grade:
Osteoopathy
week.
How Butterfly’, Wing Photographs. are not on the ear for the purpose of
ther Bickmore received Honor mark
MARCH
A schedule of 1300 barrels per day George Leigher.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
A month of winds.
When a butterfly's wing Is laid for doing stunt driving
Roswell Pinkham Is visiting friends for the month.
went into effect March 3, and it sure
“We have, for a long time, experi
Of kites that fly—
At Highland School the February
a
considerable length of time upon a mented with front wheel brakes. Un
keeps everybody humping to accom in Washington.
A funny month.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
pllsh this stunt.
Will Jones was here recently on Arithmetic contest closed Friday with
A funny sky.
photographic plate, In a dark room, a der certain conditions we have found
the following as leaders: Fred Hard
Telephone 323.
business.
clear image of the wing makes Its some systems excellent and of no use
Quarries—Clyde Fuller is dumping at
Some days It's just as blue.
38 Summer Street.
Rockland
Charles Sukeforth and family visited en Grade 4 had 13 stars: Carol Gard
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the
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ner and Mavis McMahon of Grade 3
But none ran ted what tomorrow'll bring
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Charles Wood is a new one in Cobb his sister. Mrs. E. A. Leigher, Friday,
For God holds that secret fast.
Jesse Rhodes has been chosen road each had 10 stars: Earle McMahon of
Images are of the positive character, tory because equalization is not pos
2.
Grade
2
and
Sidney
Harden
of
Grade
March is the month of Shamrock
A1 Perry is back again, dumping at commissioner.
the dark parts of the wing coming out sible. We must consider the co-effici E. W. HODGKINS, 64. D.
And of the crocus, too;
William and Rex Prescott have 1 received a star every day for the
hard rock 4.
most strongly, while white portions ent of friction which varies according
whole month. Carol Gardner has had
And when the pusay-wlUows eome
om»: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
There are heaps of them for you.
Lawrence Upham, a former driller hauled about 100 cords of lumber to a 100 per cent in spelling for ten con
make no Impression at all upon the to the wear and tear on the brake
their mill.
OfflM Hour,: I t. 3 tnd 1 to S P. IS
Friday afternoon was observed by plate. It Is the scales of the wing bands or shoes as well as the drums.
in Crockett 3, is in hard rock 1.
secutive w’eeks. Fred Harden Is a
New men on the bluff at B, F. 5 are:
close second as he misspelled only one the pupils of Grade’ 6, as Temperance which exert the photographic Influ This can only he determined after ex R«,ldinc» until 9 A. M. and by Asnintosal
haustive tests.
Meanwhile, braking
Day.
Governor Baxter's letter was
E. Morse, Ray Genthner, Fred Wall,
word in the same period of time.
T.l.o^ona,: R«,id,i>r,. 41-4; OSIm I4S
EAST LIBERTY
ence, since when these are removed the speed of a car should be accom
Ernest Engstrom, Ralph Gillis.
The following program was observed read by one pupil, and other pupils
W A. lUHNSTON, RED. PHC.
the wing falls to record Itself upon the panied with judgment. My axiom f r the
James Gray of Cobb 2 is good for
read
articles
showing
the
harmful
ef

Temperance
Day:
George W. McLain has finished his
21 years I have built cars Is that no JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
plate.
The
removed
scales,
however,
fect
of
alcohol.
Obedience
to
law
was
about two weeks more outing. He ha3
The America Creed.
School
man should drive a car at such a speed
COMPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
are found to register on a plate.
been out several weeks on account of logging job which he was doing for J. Frances Willard,
Florence Demmons emphasized.
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Song—Maine.
hut what ho ran avoid trouble nor
School
injury to little finger of left hand, Q. Adams on the J. W. Prescottiot.
This class had the highest percent
rPESCRIPlIONS.
KOOAKS.
DERecitation—Bird’s Song.
Mary Haskell
should he drive In any manner but
VEI.OPING.
PRINTIN0
ANO
EMwhich occurred at his home. After
Mrs. Helen Brown Is working for Story—Temperance Cat.
Carol Gardner age of attendance for the month.
Why “Feather In Cap."
LARGING.
ihat
he
can
stop
within
the
range
of
Recitation
—
Temperance
Birds
A
Junior
Audubon
Society
has
been
treating the injury for infection it was Mrs. Charles Webber who is recover
Fred Harden
Because It was once the custom for his vision on a clear right of v.ay.”— 370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
Recitation—Broken Wing.
Lucy Quinn formed and the pupils expect to find
discovered that the bone had been ing from a long Illness.
Recitation—To a Snow Bird,
Louise Sherer
much pleasure and profit in studying Hungarian soldiers. In their wars with adv.
broken.
Mary Adams, Vera Howes and Ar Recitation—My Country.
the Turks, to place a feather In their
Addison Sawyer and Marls McMahon birds.
The latest new invention by George lene Esancy are having a two weeks'
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Reading—Neal Dow,
Mary Haskell
PICTURE FRAMING—Raws sharpened, all
cups' for each Turk killed, and the one
Ulmer is a blackboard method of com vacation from Liberty High School.
106 PLEASANT STREET
Recitation—Maine,
Carol Gardner
kinds
of
shop
carpenter
work
promptly
and
who could show the most feathers was carefully done. EDWIN H. MAXCY, over Faymunicating with men in the quarry. A
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ladd have gone Recitation—Heroes.
Helen Knight
ten-cent tin pan, a piece of hard wood to Lawrence, Mass., where they have Recitation—Way to Succeed. Nartarto Mazzeo
eon’a store, at the Brook.
tocated with the greatest respect.
PLUMBING
HEATING
0 Bright Flag—Salute—America,
School
painted black and fitted to pan, a wire work in a boys’ school.
TEL.
244W.
Grace Street School
hook to suspend it on the drag chain
Elmer Colby is attending the auto
TlT-tf
The following Temperance program
a piece of chalk, and the outfit is com show in Boston this week.
plete. No more hollering over quarryMiss Harriet Esar.cy, who has been was given in Grade 5 Friday:
ARTHUR L. ORNE
8chool
bluff for George.
working for Mrs. Georgia Pease at Song—God Is Lore,
Reading- -The W. C. T. U.,
Margaret Thomas
Clinton Parsons is on the Northend South Montvllle for several months, Life of Frances Willard,
Insurance
School
Reading,
trolley, taking the place of Benny Nota has returned home.
John Mazzeo
This Corn
Recitation—Our Heroes,
Successor tc A. J. Ernkine A Co,
Alrary Gay
who went to the Gregory. David Hill,
Remedy
Recitation,
Herbert Huntley
who has been for a long time on the
417 MAIN ST. - - RCCKLAND. MB
Song—Maine.
tirade 5
Is
SOMERVILLE
I/ife
of
Neal
Dow,
Grade 5
Northend trolley system, has trans
Reading,
Dorothy
Feeney
Guaranteed
ferred to the Walker stevedore crews.
R. CAMPBELL
Reading.
Evelyn Pletrosky
Miss Dorothy Odlin of China closed Recitation—Little* People.
Bernice Ay!ward
Rockport—Weston Wall Is working
Alrary Gay
Attorney at Law
the winter term of school at the Corner Reading—Gov. Barter’s Letter.
In the cooper shop.
Salute to Flag,
School
School
The machine room schedule is 10,000 March 4. Miss Odlin Is a popular Flag Song.
Special Attention to Probate Mattera
Prayer for our Country,
Nettle Richardson
staves per day.
teacher, being a good disciplinarian
876 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.
Purchase Street School
Four kilns are now in operation and instructor.
Temperance Day was observed with
something unusual for the time of year.
Mrs. Lila Boynton was a Tuesday
EDWARD K. GOULD
appropriate exercises and Mrs. BradChester Grant, who has been tilling guest of Mrs. Fannie McGown.
in on kiln, joined the trimming crew
Nelson Brewer has employment tn street, Mrs. Brew'ster, Mrs. Colson,
z\ttorney at Law
Mrs. Sanborn and Mrs. Young were
this week.
Shaw's saw mill In China.
One thousand cords of kiln wood are
The annual town meeting was held present.
COR TILLSON AVE. And MAIM MT
The Grade 2 Children are showing
in the Enterprize yard. This is about Monday, March 10.
much Interest in Dutch sand table
300 more cords than last year.
Mtrs. O. P. Brann, who has been 111
fr nk h ngraham
and stories of Dutch people and coun
Lighter Berwick loaded Nb. 1 and for a long time, is better.
try of Holland.
Jacobs last week for Rockland, to re
Mr. and Mrs. B. I). Brown were busi
Attorney at Lav
The following children In Grade 1
turn for a load of Jacobs when dis ness callers at the Corner Friday.
There h an old laying that *Tho«e who dance mutt pay dw
have not missed a day this term:
charged.
SPECIALTY:
PROBATE PRAcTICI
The ‘Gets-It” painless way to end corns for
fiddler.'* The tame thought applies to other things as welL
Maurice Dondis, Geraldine Metcalf,
Kiln crews for the pets are: No. 7.
ever is miles ahead of any thing else. Try it.
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
□imply apply two or three drops to any corn or
and Eleanor Bradbury.
Lowell, Harry Colllamore, Alvenus
T»i«phnn«s—Office 468.
Houna 608-W
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
In two minutes all pain will have
For example, we have here a homelike community which wn
Jennie Long, Geraldine Metcalf, callous.
i; No. 8. Calvin Aldus. Percy
stopped completely. Soon you can peel the
Marjorie Riehardson and Roger Skin CorP
Grunt, Forrest Hendricks; No. 9, Harry
all appreciate and enjoy. But what would happen to our
ca^?us
off with your fingers, root
A. C. MOORE
Mrr.. D. E. Bartlett who has been in
ner passed In star number work papers and all. Costs but a trifle. Satisfactory re
Lane, Charls Lan, Orris Wllman.
poor health for several weeks ia better.
pleasant community if we nil stopped replenishing the fund
sults guaranteed with your com or money back.
on Monday.
Herbert Simmons or Jumping horse
Piano Tuner
E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago. Sold everywhere.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Keller and S. L.
out of which the expense of upkeep is taken? Our commu
These Grade 2 children have had "Get3-It” Is sold In this city by George Treggett.
fame is a new man in the machine
Bartlett visited at the home of Mr. and
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO
perfect attendance for the past month:
room, taking the place of Herbert Po
nity would soon go to tach and ruin so that wo should bn
Mrs. Cleo Bartlett In Washington re Dorothy Dimick, Earl Ellis, John Gal
land on the. tongue and groove mach
cently.
ashamed to call it our own.
lant,
Charles
Havener,
Marie
Nassar,
ine. He has recently been employed in
William B. Hewett who has employ Sterling Proctor, Vincent Pellicane,
Rockland.
For every dollar that is sent out of town, somebody has to pay
Three new jobbers have been added ment in Whitefield, was a weekend Lillian Rubenstein, Eulalia Stanley and
more taxes, because that dollar has gone to do its work else,
Hazel Vasso.
to the crew. They are “Tete" Whit guest of his parents and brother.
PLUMBING
Miss Alice Williams of Hallowell,
Most of the children are enjoying
tier, who has been setting up pool balls
where. The dollar spent with a local dealer pays its share of
who
lias
been
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Lloyd
milk lunches. The second grade chil
for Ken Knight during the winter;
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
the cost of local improvements, helps to reduce your taxes and
dren made little posters this week for
Wilbert Meservey, whose business has Hewett, has returned to her home.
ANO FURNACE REPAIRING
Missionaries Buchanan and Ham industrial work in connection with
been a little quiet lately; and Leon
to make your home enjoyable.
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
mond who have been holding meetings lunch.
Poland.
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACE8,
The girls in Grade 4 won this week
Herbert Poland of the machine room in this place four weeks have gone to
went on as day kiln foreman last Sun West Jefferson to start a series of in the Arithmetic contest by 14 points.
HOT WATER AND STEAM
day morning. Mr. Poland was former meetings. The people of this com They also bad more 100’s in spelling.
HEATING
ly night foreman, resigning that posi munity gladly and cordially endorse Friday afternoon the class discussed
20 Franklin Street, - * Rockland
tion to be Rockport’s postmaster. He these young men and their work in the effect of alcohol when given to
has been employed in the machine this place, and cheerfully recommend animals as tests; also when used by
Telephone 424-1
them to any people W’ho wish to hear men in both warm and cold weather.
room for several months.
«
l»7-tf
John
Moulalson
recited
the
Citizens
’
the
old-fashioned
gospel.
The Enterprize kiln finished repairs
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HAS A BIG SQUAD

Estate of Leander

THE PAIGE BILL

Rokes

STATE OF MAINE

And "Styvie” Is Very Happy Public Sympathizes With the
Postal Employes In Efforts
Over Thomaston High’s
Baseball Prospects.
To Obtain Fair Salaries.
The Courier-Gazette today begins its
annual review of the interscholastic
baseball situation in Knox and Lincoln
counties. Will the athletic directors or
team managers kindly send in their
•'dope" as early as possible, with no
further request?
Today's review features Thomaston
High. L. C. Sturtevant, principal of
the school and coach of the team says:

KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In
and for said County of Knox, on the 27th
day of February, A. h. 1924.
Zilpha A. Rokes and Lucy A. Rokes having
presented their petition that the actual mar
ket value of so much of the estate of Leander
Rokes, late of Thomaston, in said County of
Knox, as is subject to the payment of the
State Inheritance Tax, the persons interested
in the succession tiicreto, and the amount of
the tax thereon may be determined by the
Judge of Probate;
Ordered, That, notice thereof be given to
Hie State Assessors and ail persons interested
in the succession to said property, by causing
copy of this Order to be published once a
eek. three weeks successively in The CourierGazette. a newspaper published at Rockland,
in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Rockland. In and
for said County, on the 18th day of March,
D. 1924. at nine o’clock in the forenoon
and be heard tn reference to the determination
of said tax or any question that may arise
ir. reference thereto.
AhELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate,
true copy—Attest :
833
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.

Estate of James O’Neil

Cstale of Thomas E. Tibbetts

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
for said County of Knox, on the 2llth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty four.
A petition asking for the appointment of
Walter H. Butler as administrator on the
estate of Janies O’Neil, late of Thomaston, in
said County, having been presented.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of thia
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspajicr pub
lished at Rockland, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to he held at
Rockland in and for said County, on the 18th
day of March A. I». 1924, at nine o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of tlie petitioner should
not be granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Atest:
27S33
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a i’robate Court hold at Rockland In ajid
for said County of Knox, on the 19th day of
Ft hrnary, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty four.
A petition asking for the appointment of
Jennie C. Tibbetts as administratrix on the
estate of Tlionras E. Tibbetts, late of Rock
land, in said County, having been presented
and application having been made ihat no
bund be required of said administratrix.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
ir The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, tiiat they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land in and for said County, on the 18th day
of March A. D. 1921, at nine o'clock Io the
forenoon, ami show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not
be granted.
AhELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.

Postal employes, the country over,
are petitioning Congress for a read
justment of their salaries with a rea
sonable and well deserved increase in
the present rate of compensation. Con
gressman Paige of Masa'chusetts, a
veteran member of Congress, has In
troduced bills which provide increases
A true COPJ Attest :
tor postoffice clerks and city letter
Estate cf Julia A. Cray
27S33
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
carriers
ranging
from
$200
in
the
min

STATE
OF
MAINE
• • * •
Estate of Lorenzo Crimi
Kr.ox, ss.
We lost by graduation last year’s imum grade to $600 in the maximum
KNOX COUNTY In Court of I’robate held
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
for said County of Knox, on the l'ith day of at Rockland on the nineteenth day of i’ebrucaptain and shortstop Edward Lindsey, grade of clerk or carrier. The bill was
ary.
A. 1). 1924.
February, in tiie year of our Lnr I tine thouArthur Klstecn catcher for last four read twice and referred to the PostFrank H. Ingraham, Public Administrator
nd nine hundred and twenty-four.
Estate
of
Flora
8.
Taylor
office
committee,
of
which
Mr.
Paige
is
on
the
estate «»f Lorenzo Crimi, late of Rock?
years, and Robert Libby right field.
A petition asking for the appointment of
STATE OF MAINE
Frank B. Miller as administrator on the estate land, in said Count? deceased, navlnc pre
Richard Webb, third sacker, last three the ranking Republican member.
sented
his
first and final accodnt of adminis
KNOX SS.
JuHa A. Gray. late of Rockland, in said
The bill sponsored by Mr. Paige em
years, has moved to Calais. The men
tration of said estate for allowance:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
ounty, having been presented.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three
and for said County of Knox, on the 28th day
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to all
left are Capt. Ramos Fechan pitcher, bodies the Ideas and desires of the
of February, in the year of our Lord, one persons interested, by causing a copy of tills weeks successively, in Tiie Courier-Gazethe
George Newbert first base, Dana Stone clerks themselves as they were ex
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-four.
Order to be published three weeks successively published In Rockland, In said County, that
second base, W. Hall left field, E. pressed at the last convention of the
Whereas a petitluu has been duly tiled pray In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published all persons Interested may attend at a Probate
ing that die balance remaining in the hands at Rockland, in said County, that they maj’ Court to he held at Rockland, on the eigh
Condon center field, S. Kalloch, A. clerks' association. About 40,000 of
of Walter H. Butler, Administrator of the es ppcar at a I’robate Court to be held at Rouk- teenth day of March, next, and show cause, If
Elliot, E. Libby, V. Achorn, D. Vinal the 50.000 odd clerks employed In the
tate of Flora It. Taylor, late i»f Hope, de and in and for said (’ounty, on Ihe 18th day any they have, why the said account should
based, on settlement of ills final account, of March A. D. 1924, at nine o’clock in the not be allowed.
W. Vinal, H. Kalloch, L. Smalley and A. 3900 first and second class postofflees
SOUTH
WARREN
AhELBERT L. MILES. Judge.
WARREN
made at a Probate Court, held at Rockland, forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
Brazier substitutes. Freshman pros in the United States maintain rnernIthin and for said County, on the third why tlie prayer of tlie petitioner should not A true copy- Attest :
pects are Grafton, Barry, Teel, D. Libby- bership in the organization entitled
27S33
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
Tuesday
of
March,
A.
D.
1924.
may
he
or

he
granted.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beverage of dered to be distributed among the heirs of said
Charles It. Overlook left Monday for
Creighton. Miller, Eaton and Fales. ’’The United National Association of
AhELBERT L. MILES. Judge of Proliate.
Estate of Mary H. Allen
Rockland were callers at John Spear's deceased, and the share of each determined.
A true copy—Attest :
Frederick Sawyer, a junior is a new Postoffice Clerks.” First and second Newton Center, Mass., where he will
KNOX COUNTY - In Court of Probate held
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to all 7S33
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
be
the
guest
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
II.
A.
Sunday
class postoffices are located in every
comer.
at Rih kland on the nineteenth day of Febru
persons interested, by causing a copy of tiiis
A new Fordson tractor has been Order thereon to he published once a Mtk,
Estate of Gladys M. Gregory
ary. A. h. 1924
Prospects bright if I can develop a state, territory and island possession Chase for two weeks.
STATE OF MAINE
Frank B. Miller Administrator on the es
Cornelius E. Overlook of South War placed on the State Farm.
three weeks sureessively, in Tile Courler-fianew catcher. Condon last year’s fast of the Republic. The clerk's associa
KNOX. ss.
tate of Mary II. Allen, late of Thomaston. In
lettc,
a
newspaper
published
at
Rockland.
ren
bought
a
Buiok
6
of
Warren
Ga

O.
A.
Copeland
recently
bought
an
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
P.ockland
in
and
sr.
’
.d County, deceased, having presented his
center fielder has a good whip and tion is represented lb more than 3.000
In said County, that they may appear at a
incubator of 1200 egg capacity. He al * rebate Court, to be held at Rockland, in and for said County of Knox, on tlie uineteeenth (list and final account of administration of
should develop into a smart backstop. of such postoffices with members in rage recently.
day
of
February,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord,
said estate for allowance :
Eugene Hayes who lias been criti so has three others of 900 capacity for said County, on the 18th day of March,
1) Vinal, substitute catcher last yedr, every state, in Alaska, Hawaii, and
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-four.
Ordered, That notice thereof bo given, three
cally ill as the result of a serious Leslie Copeland also has a new one of . it. 1924, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and
A Certain Instrument, purp4>rting to be the weeks suec-esslvi ly. in The Courier-Gazeftu
show cause. If any they have, why the pra.ver
is also out for the position and hard Porto Rico.
operation performed at the Bay State 600 capacity.
ast Will and Testament of Gladys M. Greg published in Rockland, in said County, that
of
the
petitioner
should
not
lie
granted.
work is his middle name. Grafton,
A salary of $1600 a year is equiva Hospital, It. ston, is now gaining. This
AhELBERT I.. MILES, Judge of Probate. ory, late of Rockport, in said County, having ail persons interested may attend at a Pro
The "bobbed hair" wave has struck
been presented for probate, and application bate Court to be liebl at Rockland, on the
promising freshman is also a candi lent to h little over $30 a week, while encouraging report of a former War
true copy—Attest:
here and three of our young ladies A S33
ghteenth day of March next, and show cause,
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register. having been made that no bond t/C required
date for a battery position, as a catch $2600 equals $50 a wee k. These are the ren townsman was received Tuesday.
of
the executor named in the will.
if any tlmy have, why tlie said account should
have sacrificed their abundant locks.
er and as an understudy to Capt. Fee- minimum and maximum salaries asked
Estate of Francos A. Hall
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to not lie allowed.
Joseph Stickney is employed as clerk More are to follow.
all persons interested, by causing a copy of this
AhELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
han, who will do the bulk of the twirl for by the clerks. However, no one’ at Charles Iiysler's grocery store.
STATE OF MAINE
Ruth Lermond, Richard and Fred
To the Honorable, tiie Judge of the Probate Order to be published three weeks succes'.vcly in A true < op\ Attest:
ing for his team this spring. G. New will receive the maximum salary until
Mrs. Leroy Elwell of Rockport has Bucklin and Eunice Libby have been Court in and for the County of Knox.
The Courier-Gazette, a newspatier published 27S33
HENRY II. PAYSON, Register.
bert, last year’s first baseman may be he has served a training period cover been the guest of her pirents, Mr. and
Respectfully represents Charles S. Hall of at Rockland, in said County, that they may
sick with the mumps. Jeanette Libby Rockland
Estate of John Sabegon
shifted to third, if so. Uiot will be the ing eight years. Preparation for any Mrs. A. B. Conic for several days.
Conservator of Frances A. Hall of appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land. in and for said County, on the eigh
is ill with the chicken pox.
KNOX COUNTY In Court of Probate held
Rockland.
most promising man for first base, ef the professions demands no greater
Miss Evelyn Sawyer .is confined to
That said ward is the owner of onc-ba!f un- teenth day of March. A. I). 1924, at nine o’clock at Ruckl.ind on the nineteenth day of February
Charles Maxey and family were en
with Creighton, a freshman, as his requirements. Seventy-five per cent her home with mumps.
in
the
forenoon,
and
show
cause.
If
any
they
A.
h. 1924.
ilvided of certain Real Estate, situated in
tertained Sunday evening at Joseph Owl
Frank II. Ingraham, Public Administrator,
’s Head, in said County, and described as have, why the prayer of the petitioner should
understudy.
of the clerks’ service Is rendered after
Berdine
Simmons
has
recently Maxey's in Thomaston.
not
be
granted.
the estah of John Sabegon iate of St.
follows, viz: a certain lot or parcel of land
Second base will be held down by- 6 p. rn. end prior to 6 a. m. The clerk bought a ltadiola II.
L. MILES. Judge of Probate. George, in said County deceased, having pre
Miss Zetta Jordan who has been situated in Owl’s Head in the County of Knox, A trueAhELBERT
copy
—
Attest
:
Dana Stone, if he continues to perform who distributes the mail must con
sented his first and final account of adminis
Mrs. William Barrett of Haverhill, spending a week with her sister, Mrs and State of Maine and bounded and de
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register. tration of said account for allowance:
scribed as follows, to wit: on tlie nortli by "S33
the way he did last year. His under stantly study every changing railroad, Mass., arrived Monday and will visit
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
'Charles
Woodcock,
returned
to land of George Everett, on tlie west by land
Estate of Charles W. Graham
studies are Brazier and H. Kalloch.
steamship, and other transportation ber brother. Erastus Clark of East
of Ross and Putnam; on the acu h by land of
Brunswick Monday.
KNOX COUNTY In Court of Probate held weeks successively, In The Courier-Gazette,
Candidates for third base and short schedules embraced in schemes of dis Warren for a few weeks.
Arthur Pierce and formerly Men 111 risk now at Rockland on tlie 28tli day of February, A. published In Rockland, in said County, that all
Henry Jordan and family of Roclt- Dana Knowlton and on the east by land of
persons Interested niay attend at a Protiate
stop are Newbert, Hall, Sawyer, tribution containing in many Instances
Mrs. Adelina Ilaminond, a former
I). 1924
curt to he he'd at Rockland, on the eigh
iland spent Sunday at Albert Jordan’s. Leo Brault, being the westerly part of the old
I’, h. Perry, Executor on the estate of Charles (teenth
Grafton and Barry. Hall played the from 5 to 6000 facts. Such a clerk, In resident of The Meadows, died at
dav of March, next, and show cause. If
Mrs. Elizabeth Hysicr and grand Thomas Hix lot.
W. Graham, late of Warren. In said County, anv they
have, why the said account should
Also
one-ha'f
undivided
of
another
certain
outfield last year,and Sawyer is' fast order to progress from grade to grade East Warren Tuesday.
'daughters of West Warren were guests ot or parcel af land, with tlie buildings tliereon deceased, having presented his first and final not he allowed.
Mrs. Inez Brown has sold her cot
account of administration of said estate for
and a hard worker, and should give a up to the fifth grade, must render sat
AhELBERT L. MILKS. Judge.
ituated
in
Rockland,
in
tiie
County
of
Knox,
Sunday of Mrs. James Storer at the
I low ance :
good account this year. Barry is an isfactory service for one year and tage h jure on Riverside street to
true copy Attest :
and bounded and described as follows: Be
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three A
camp.
27H33
HENRY
H. PAYSON. Register.
ginning on the northerly line of Ocean Street
other promising freshman, fast on bis qualify once each year in an exami Lloyd G. Simmons.
successively, in The Cmiricr-Gazctte.
Elmer Overlook who was quite ill at Mark Perry’s southerly corner thence by weeks
■Christine and Gerald Er wn ore re
pub’tshed in Rockland, in said County, that all
Estate of Stephen Y. Weidman
feet and a worker.
nation distributing from 600 to 1200
with the chicken pox has so far recov aid Ferry’s line north 4 degrees east. 41 feet persons interested may attend at a Probate
NOTICE
The outfield has numerous candi cards at not less than 16 cards per covering from the mumps and chicken
by raid Perry’s line aortli, 8 degrees Court tn he held at Rockland, on the eigh
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
ered as to return to his work at the thence
west 69 feet to the original Harding line; teenth day of March next, ami show cause, Fibruarv 19. 1924, she was duty appointed
dates, W. Vinal. S. Kalloch. E. l.ibby, minute, 95 per cent of which must be pox.
hence by said line nortli 82degrees east f any they have, why tiie said account should executrix of tlie last will and testament of
Hinckley Corner School will reopen mill in South Waldoboro.
V. Achorn, P. Williams, D. Teel, L. distributed
correctly.
Distributing
C. E. Overlock has bought a Buick 6 '10 fe*'t to Jesse Heller's land; thence by said not be allowed.
Stephen Y. Weidman, late of Rockport, In tii«
Smalley. D. Libby. J. Fales, J. Miller special clerks must distribute not less for the spring term March 24. All
Helh r’s line 57 degress east 00 feet; thence
AhELBERT L. MILES. Judge, County <»f Knox, deceased, without bond as
south 20 degrees east 42 feet; thence by said
and Eaton. W. Vinal is a good sticker. than IS cards a minute at 98 per cent otlter grades and rural schools will be of A. T. Norwood of Warren.
true copy—Attest :
the will directs, and on tills date was qualified
The Grange Circle will meet today Heller’s lot :xmth 14 degrees wed 20 feet to 27833
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register. to i'l l said trust.
gin March 31. The term will close June
S. Kalloch has a fine whip. A. Elliot is or better correct.
mid Ocean Street: thence by said Street nortli
with
Mrs.
Martha
Kirkpatrick
at
Sid

All persons having demands against the
20.
Estate of Elmira I. Henderson
a good fielder and fast, D. Teel is a
! degrees west 60 feet to first bounds.
Clerks employed in. the lien-distri
c..tat<’, are desired to present the same for
That there is r.ot sufficient pcrwuial estate KNOX COUNTY In Court of Probate held at w Clement, and all Indebted thereto arc re
I’,, lici t Cinqmars. who has spent the ney Stevens.
freshman of promise. From the above buting division of the service must
Rockland on the 19tli day of February, A. h. quired to make payment immediately to
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Burns enter o pay the ward's debts.
named and the infield candidates that have a general knowledge of the Postal w liter Ivre employed In the pattern
That it would be for the benefit of said 1924.
MARION T. WEIDMAN.
tained this week at a 6 o’clock dinner ward
that said Beal Estate should be sold fo.B. Stanley Gregory, admr c.t.a. on the esdo not secure a regular berth the out Laws and Regulations, consisting of a room of the woolen mill, returned
Rockport, Maine.
at their present home in Thomaston said purposes.
state of Elmira I. Henderson, late of Rock
Tuesday
to
his
home
in
I.owell.
Mass.
February
19.
1924.
_________ Marl M IS
field will be selected.
volume with some seventeen different
port,
In
said
County
.deceased,
having
pre

Wherefore
your
petitioner
prays
that
lie
may
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
W.
Marshall.
Mr.
and
• • • •
Mr. Ciniiniars. who is a graduate of
|
Lstale of Andrew Nelson
1 licensed to sell and convey said Real Es sented his first and final account of admin
parts and with close to 2.000 dif
NOTICE
The schedule, which still has several ferent sections. They must be familiar rhe Lowell Textile School, was gain Mrs. Oscar Copeland and Mr. and Mrs ate at pi it ate sale for rue purpose aforesaid istration of said estate for allowamo':
The
subscriber
hereby gives notice tliMt oti
Ordered, Tiiat notice thereof lie given, three
hated this 22nd day of February, A. I>
ing practical knowledge in designing. Charles Copeland.
open dates, follows:
February
19.
1924.
he
whs duly appointed exewith the different classifications of
PJ24.
weeks
successively,
in
Tiie
Courior-Gaxett
.
Mrs. Olive Fales and son Clayton of
Among those who attended the prize
Wednesday’, April 23—Boothbay Har mail matter, the postage rates between
newspaper published in Rockland, in said | ciitor <»f the last will and testament of Andrew
CHARLES S. HALL.
South Waldoboro were guests for a few
light
in
Waldoboro
Monday
evening
i
unty,
that
all
persons
interested
may
at
i
Nelson,
late
of
Thomaston,
in tile (ounty of
bor at Thomaston.
all countries in the world, the parcel were C. A. G. Simmons, William days recently of Mr. and Mrs. C. J
and at a Probate Court to be held at Roek- Knox, deceased, without bond as the wi’l di
KNOX COUNTY.—
Saturday, April 26—Lincoln Acadcrects,
and
on
this
date
was
qualified to fill
lai.d,
on
the
eighteenth
day
of
March
next,
zone
rates,
together
with
the
1
In Proba’e Court, held at Rockland, on tiie
Lynch. Lloyd Simmons. Ernest Ach, rn, Copeland.
V
ana show cat.se, if any they have, why tiie Laid trust.
my at Thomaston.
2nd day of February.
ng rates established for the inter ■Ir., Leland Chapman, Parker McKelMr.
and
Mrs.
Addison
Oliver
of
War
All
persons
having
demands
Igainst the
uid
account
should
not
be
allow
the petition aforesaid, Ordered. That notice
Wednesday, April 30—Thomaston at
nal parcel post. They must be lar, Crockett Baeheldor and Oscar ren were guests ot Edward Spear's bjOn
AhEIBERT L. MILES, Judge. esiate, are desired to present the same tor
given, by publishing a copy of this petl.ior.
settlement,
and
all
indebted
thereto
are re
Boothbay.
etent to deal with the public. Hart.
with this order tliereon, once a week Tor three A true copy—Attest :
Sunday.
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register. quired to make payment immediately to
Saturday. May 3—Vinalhaven at
successively, prior to the third Tuesday of 27833
have working knowledge of inJOHN BROWN.
Henry Montgomery itr soon to build a weeks
March next, in The Courier-Gazette, a news
Estate of Michael Foley
Thomaston.
Thomaston, Maine.
iCe, and adjustment of claims, in
garage on land of Bhilard Libby.
MRS. LUCY JONES HASKELL
paper printed in Rockland, that all persons in
STATE OF MAINE
February 19. 1921.____________ .Marl 8-1”.
Wednesday, May 7—Open.
Ion to having an intimate knowlterested
may attend at a Court of Probate then Knox ss.
Roland Watson of Friendship is vis
at
10
—
Thomaston
Saturday’, May
to be held in Rockland, and show cause, if
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
Mrs. I.u.-y Jones Haskell, aged 63. itlng bis brother. Raymond, at A. R any. why the prayer of said petition should
for said County of Knox, on tlie 19:h day
Camden.
Whereas, Theodore It. Sweet I and of Rock
rife
(f
George
Iiaskell
of
Warren,
died
uot
be
granted.
Jordan's.
of
February,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thou

land, in the County of Knox and State of
Wednesday, May 14—Open.
AhELBERT L. MILES, Judge sand nine hunderd and twenty-four.
it the home of her daughter. Mrs.
Maine, by Ills mongage deed dated the eleventh
at
17—Kockland
A true copy—Attest:
Saturday, May
A Certain Instruments, purporting to lie the da\ of August 1921. and recorded in Knox Res
Clara French, in Camlden. Feb. 23, af
27S33
IIENHY H. PAYSON, Register last Will and Testament of Michael Foley, late
Thomaston.
TENANT S HARBOR
ist rv of Deeds. Book 175, Page 617, conveyed
ter an illness of several weeks. She
o’’ Rockland, in said County, having been pre- to the Rockland Loan and Building Associa
tsta’e of Jannie Myrick
Wednesday, May 21—Thomaston at
a real degree of ef- was born and always lived in Warren
nted for probate, and application having tion. a corporation legnlh organized under the
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Ida Ritlrs of Wa’lston is ill, and i
Newcastle.
To tiie Honorable, the Judge of the Probate been made that no bond be required of the laws of the State of Maine, and having Its
and is survived by Ihe husband and being
cared for by M's. Myrtle Taylor
executor named in the will.
Court, in and for the Count} of Knox:
Saturday. May 24—Thomaston at
I rineipal place of business at Rockland in
three children—Mrs. M. Alton French of
The O. E. S. served a public dinner Tn the
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given to all
Respectfully represents W. Y. Fossett, Ad
Knox county, a certain lot of land with
Vinalhaven.
Camden, Myrtle Haskell of New York Masonic hall town-meeting day. The proceed: ministrator of the estate of Jennie Myrick persons Interested, by causing a copy of this said
tlie
buildings thereon, situate in Rockland In
28
—
Open.
netted very nearly $90.
W ed n esd a y—May
Order
to
tie
published
throe
weens
successively
late
of
Vinalhaven,
in
said
County,
deceased
and
Maurice
Haskell
of
Laconia.
N.
The public is quite willing that gov
Mrs. J. K. Monaghan is on a business and testate, that said Jennie M.vrlck at tin* time In Tlie Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published said (ounty of Knox and bounded as follows:
at
31—Camden
Saturday,
May
Beginning at a point where a line drawn
rnment employes, of whom so high II.: also a grandson, Jennie Haskell, pleasure trip in Massachusetts.
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
if her decease was the owner of certain R
Thomaston.
The Senior Class of the High School pre Estate situated in said Vinalhaven, bounded apix’ar at a Probate Court tc bo held at Rock th (High the center or the middle wall of Ran
and a brother, Charles Jones, birth of
tandard of skilled efficiency is exae
kin
bank would touch said street; thence N.
sented their p’ay last Thursday evening in th
and for sain County, on the 18th 71 dig.
Wednesday. June 4—Open.
39 inin. W. through tiie center of sa'd
4, should receive a wage equal to if W.irrci. The de eased was a member I. O. O. F. hail. I’ was a great success flnan and described as follows, viz: On the north land, ofinMart
’ll A. h. 1924, at nine o’cloi k in
Saturday, June 7—Thomaston at ot a little in excess of the amount of Crescent Temple, Pythian Sisters, cially and was much enjoyed. Ice cream and by East Main Street, west and south by land day
middle wall. 65 feet and nine inches to the
of Robert S. Arey; east by land of Sarah A the forenoon, and show cati.se, if any they outside rear wall of said block; thence N. 53
candy
were
on
sale,
and
a
dance
followed.
Rockland.
s ns of Veterans Auxiliary snd War
Smith, containing one-eiglith of an acre of land have, why the prayer of tlie petitioner slio.ild deg. 15 lain. W . 25 Teet and nine inches; thence
sualiy paid to the employes In p
Capt. Fred Hart is in town.
not he granted.
and tlie due’ling located thereon.
Grange, an interested and faithful
N. 71 deg. W.. 15 feet; thence N. 20 deg, W.
ate industry. This much and
Jesse Rivers of Boston is a guest of hi That
AhFzLBKRT L. MILES Judge of Probate.
tlie debts of the deceased an
CUSHING TOWN MEETING
22 feet and nine inches to stake and stones;
nber
and
worker
in
each
order,
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Weston
Rivers
of
A true copy—Attest :
lore would be accomplished if .
nearly a? can be ascertained,
thence
south about 56 deg. E. about 40 feet to
HENRY II. PAYSON, Register.
.eral services were conducted by Wallston.
amount to,
$ 589 59 27S33
Paige Bill. II. It. 5552, were enacted it.
Mrs.
Fannie
Morris
is
a
guest
of
relatives
Ihe center of a passagewv dividing the two
Cushing’s annual town meeting was
And
the
expenses of sale and admini.-v.
J.
M.
Iteiriick.
at
the
home.
Estate
of
Leander
Rokes
in Waltham. Mass.
stores in the south ha’.f of said block ; thence
istrdon to
30 99
held Monday and officers for the en to law. The public could da no great
KNOX COUNTY In Court of Probate held S. 71 deg. 30 min. E. through th? center of said
Capt. Thomas Hart of Rockland was in Amounting
There were many Moral tributes from
in all to.
616
at Roek’and on the 27th day of February A. passage way 75 feet and nine inches to Main
suing year were chosen thus: Mod er service to itself, and to this popular relatives and friends. Burial was in town last week, called by the serious illness That
the
value
of
Personal
estate
h
75
99
his sister, Mrs. Melvina Wall.
l». 1924.
street; thence N. 17’/S deg. E. by said Main
erator. B. S. Geyer; clerk, O. H. Wood nd most essential department of the tile Baptist Cemetery. Mrs. Haskell of Mrs.
Zilpha A. Kokos and Lucy A. Rokes Execu street, 27 feet, more or less, to the first bounds.
Vernon Tahbutt and three children of That th? Personal Estate is therefore
insufficient to pay the debts of tlie
cock; selectmen and overseers cf |>oor. Government thin to bespeak for postal w.s a kind neighbor, a true friend and White Head were recent guests of Mr. and
trices on the estate of Leander Rokes, late of Together with all rights or way belonging to
deceased and expenses of sale and of
Thomaston, in said»County deceased, having sab’ property, excepting, however, the rights
E. S. Vose. C. C. Bucklin, S. E. Hy'.er; (niployps the immediate and favorable devoted to her home and family. She Mrs. Winifred Tahbutt.
administration, and it is necessary for
presented their first and final account of ad of wav, If any across the land back of said
assessors, S. E. Hyler, C. C. Bucklin, consideration cf this very meritorious will be sadly missed in ihe home and
that purpose to sell the whole of
ministration of said estate for allowance:
tlie Real Estate to raise the sum of
E. S. Vose; treasurer, B. S. Geyer; and much belated recognition of faith by the friends who loved her.
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three block.
And whereas tlie conditions of said mort
That the residue would be greatly depre weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
collector, W. B. Holder; S. S. com ful and devoted service to the country. Mother, we miss thee; we miss thy presence
gage have been broken.
elated by a sale of any portion thereof:
published in Roek'and, in sal I County, that
Now. t herd ore. by reason of the breach of
mittee, E. S. Vise; constables, B. S.
And thy words of cheer.
Wherefore
your
petitioner
prays
that
he
ma
This community was shocked and saddened
al! persons Interested may attend at a Pro
Unshed are thy accents, thy heart tiirobs o’er, Monday morning, when It learned of the death be licensed to seli and convey the whole of bate Court to be held at Rockland, on ‘lie tlie condition thereof the said Rockland Loan and
Geyer, W. B. Holder. G. It. Conant.
Building
Association claims foreclosure of said
Mother, we miss thee.
of Mrs. Aldora (Bumes). wife of Levi T. Marr said Real Estate at private sale for the pay
igliteenth day of March next, and show cause,
Appropriations: Support of Schools.
We shall miss thee mere and more.
which occurred about the o’clock. She had ment of said debts, legacies and expenses of if anj they have, why the said account should mortgage.
In
witness
whereof, the said Rockland Loan
$1,400; support of poor, $100; roads
Tliy hands are folded and at rest.
been ob.iged to go with a cane or crutch, for sale and administration
not be allowed.
nnd Building Association has caused this InPatient Mother, earth’s race is run ;
the past few years and on last Friday he
hated this 19th day of February, A. I). 1924
and bridges. $750; repair of School
AhELBERT
L.
MILES.
Judge.
We would not t all thee baeh.
struimnt to bo sealed with Its corporate seal
crutch slipped on tlte floor and she fell strik
•
W. Y. FOSSETT.
A true copy Attest :
buildings, $200; text books, $100; town
Mother, rest! thy fife work done.
ing heavily. She did not break any bone
27S33
HENRY II. PAYSON, Register. and signed in Its corporate name by Israel
KNOX COUNTY —
expenses, $600; Patroling State road,
Sweet tie thine eternal rest;
Know, i’o President, and Harry O. Gurdy, Its
hut got a bad shaking up. Early Monda
In Probate Court, he’d at Rockland, on the
Mother, rest 1 thy night has passed.
Estato of Edwin F. Lufkin
Treasurer, thereunto duly authorized, this fifth
morning she was taken suddenly worse and
$450; incidentals for Schools, $25;
And thy glory lias begun.
KNOX COUNTV In Court of Proba’e held day of March, 1924.
lhed about an hour. She leaves besides lit 19th day of February.
snow bills, $200; principal Interest on
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That at Rockland on the 19th day of Fehraury A.
husband, two grandchildren, Mrs. Eva Blac
ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING A880nete, $210; Improved toilet, $200;
of this place and Mahlon Turner who is at notice he given, by publishing a copy of said h. 1924.
NEW SMELT LAW
petition,
with this order thereon, once a wee
TION
Benjamin N. Lufkin. Administrator on the
tending school at Pittsfield. Funeral services
special resolve road, $500; special for
(Seal)
were held at her late home Wednesday after for three weeks successively, prior to the estate of Edwin F. Lufkin, late of Rockport, in
Bv
ISRAEL
SNOW, president
bridge, $200; special for gravel, $100;
third
Tuesday
of
March
next,
in
The
Courier
said
County
deceased,
having
presented
his
Attorney General Ransford W. Shaw noon.
HARRY O. GURDY. Treasurer.
Gazette, a newspaper published in Rockland first and final account of administration of
State culvert. $36; for flags and poles.
Corrects the
Wrong Impression
that all persons interested may attend at
29-Th35^
______________________________
Estate of Marietta Kennedy
said estate for allowance:
$40; High Sc-hool tuition, $200. Voted
Which Is Current.
Court of Probate then to lie held in Rock
NOTICE
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
Estate of Emma F. Allen
to increase the pay- to $6 a day for
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on land, ami show cause, if any, why the pra.ver weeks successively, in The Couricr-tiazettc.
The new smelt law passed by the February
NOITCK
of
said
petition
should
not
he
granted.
19.
1924,
he
was
duly
appointed
ad
published
in Rockland, in said County, that all
teams and $3 for men.
TOOTSY WOOTSY!
The
Huhseribcr
hereby gives notice that on
last Legislature forbidding the taking ministrator of the estate of Marietta Ken
AhELBERT L. MILKS, Judge persons interested may attend at a Probate
Crurt to be held at Rockland, on the 18th March 3. 1924. he was duly appointed admln"What makes it Jiggle around
of smelts in any waters of the State nedy. late of Union, in the County of Knox A true copy—Attest :
MAINE ELECTORS
HENRY I! PAYSON, Register day of March next, and show cause, if anv istrator of the estate of Emma F. Allen, late
without bond as the law directs 27S33
•o?"
except by hook and line, does not af- deceased,
and on this date was qualified to fill said trust
they have, why the said account should not be 1 Bo kland, ill tile Countv or Knox. dOGMSld.
Estate
of Roscoe Smith
"Ha! ha! It’s a spoony couple,
fe. t inland waters, according to a rul
and on this date was qualified to fill said trust
All persons having demands against the
allowed.
Biddeford Has Not Yet Seen the trying to fish and hold hands at
STATE
OF
MAINE
estate,
are
desired
to
present
the
same
for
AhELBERT L. MILES. Judge. by giving bond as the law directs.
ing by Attorney General Ransford W.
Knox,
ss.
All persons having demands against tlie
Light.—Only One Ticket in Belfast.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
:
the same time!”
t'haw.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and A true copy Attest
quired to make payment immediately to
HENRY II PAYSON. Register. estate, are desired to present tlie same for
for said County of Knox, on the 19th day of »7S33
"This legislation was proposed lA'
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reJOHN L. HOWARD,
February, In the year of our Lord one thou
Estate of Flora B. Taylor
Edward II. Drapeau, Democratic
Barely Escaped Waterspout
pilred to make payment immediately to
Union, Maine.
the Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis
sand nine lundrtd and twenty-four.
KNOX COUNTY In Court of Probate bed
ASA P. HtCLAIR.
miyor of Biddeford, was returned to
February 19, 1924.
Marl-8More terrible than all the mythical sion to prevent the dipping of smelts
A petition asking for the appointment of at Rockland cn the 19th day of February, A.
Rockland. Maine.
office for his third successful term monsters of the deep sea wits a water in tidewaters and invt stigation shows
Edith S. Racheldc" as administratrix on the h. 1924.
Estate of Rose L. Kalloch
March
3,
1924.
March 6 13 20
Walter H. Butler Administrator on the es
estate of Roscoe. Smith, late of Vinalhaven, in
Monday
He defeated William Sulll spout which pursued the stennicv Es that the interested parties Inadver
NOTICE
said County, having been presented and appli tate of Flora B. Taylor, late of Hope, in said
van by 1260 votes. Democratic candi
PHOENIX INDEMNITY COMPANY
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
peranza in the Caribbean sen. ac tantly used ‘waters’ Instead of ’tide February 19, 1924, lie was duly appointed cation having been made tiiat no bond be re County deceased, Laving presented his final
New York. N. Y.
dates won in every contest. Woman
account of administration of said estate for
waters' when the bill was drawn and executor of the last will and testament of quired of said administratrix.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1923
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to all allowance.
voters turned out in exceptional num cording to the enptnin. The spout was the error was not discovered," assert Rose L. Kalloch, late of Warren, in the County
St'ieks
and
Bund*
........................ . .$1,575,140 09
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three,
interested by causing a copy of thia
bers.
Mayor Drapeau |>olled 3024 the largest be bad ever seen. He said ed Attorney General Shaw, replying to of Knox, deceased, without bond as the will persons
57,215 95
Order to be published three weeks successivclj weeks successively, hi ’ihe Courler-CaAettc Cash in Office and Bank.............
voles and Sullivan 1764, the total of It was 100 feet thick and several hun question ubout the construction of directs, and on this date was qualified to fill in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published published in Rockland. In sal I County, that Agents’ Balances........................... .. 197,160 36
said trust
7.066 25
a!i persons Interested may attend at a Pro Interest and Rents, .....................
4788 being one of the heaviest votes dred feet high. It appeared a quarter Chapter 132, Public Laws of 1923.
All persons having demands against the at Rockland, in said County, tiiat they ma
9.712 36
bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the IStli All other Assets...........................
east in a city election there. Ail seven of a mile astern and moved rapidly
arc desired to present the same foi appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock day
“I, 'therefore, advise you that Sec estate,
of
March
next,
and
siiow
cause,
if
any
land in and for said County, on the eighteenth
Gross Assets............................... ..$1,846,294 92
wards were carried by the mayor. toward the vessel.
Only by clever tion 26 (if Chapter 219, Public Laws settlement, and all indebted thereto are re day of March A. D. 1324, at nine o’clock in they have, why tlie said account should not
quired to make payment immediately to
8,800 29
Deduct Items not admitted.........
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they he allowed.
Last year he won by 1301 votes but work with the helm was the captain af 1917, as amended, is still in force.
NIVEN C. KALLOCH.
AhELBERT L. MILKS. Judge.
have, why the pra.ver of the petitioner should
failed to carry ward one. Seven alder able to steer tlie Esperanza clear of Statutes may be repealed by the enact
Warren, Maine
Admitted
.....................................
.
.$1,837,494
63
A true copy—Attest.
not lie granted
February 19, 1924.
Marl-8LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1923
men and 2 common councillors were the whirling column.
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
AhELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate 27S33
ment of new laws, but only when the
Net
Unpaid
Losses
........................
$
227.241
72
A true copy—Attest :
chosen.
Estate of Elsie M. McIntosh
Estate of Willard A. Milts
iavv expressly repeals or when the re
Unearned Premiums..................... .. 425.567 92
27833
HENRY If. PAYSON. Register
NOTICE
* • * *.
NOTICE
86.222
94
All
other
Liabilities
......................
peal Is effected by necessary Implica
Nature in Freakish Mood.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
The subscriber hereby gives notice tiiat on Cash Capital..................................
Estate of Lysander Norwood
5110.000 09
Mayor Orlando E. .Frost was re
tion. 1 advise you that It was the In February 19, 1924 she was duly apixiinted
February 19, 1924, she was duly appointed Surplus over all Liabilities......... .. 598,462 05
A
render
at
Grand
Falls,
Newfound

NOTICE
elected in Belfast for a second term,
tention of the Legislature to repeal administratrix of ihe estate of Elsie M. Me
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on administratrix of tin: estate of Willard A.
heading a non-partisan or citizens' land, says that n Joltstor was caught Section 26 cf Chapter 219. Public h tosh, late of Rockland, in the County
February 19, 1324. she was duly appointed Mills, late of Rockland, In the County of
Total Liabilities and Surplus, ..$’.837,191 63
Knox, deceased, without bond as the law di administratrix of the estate of Lysander Nor Knox, deceased, without bond as the law di
In Newfoundland waiers with n cu
ticket, which was unopposed.
Mch6-13 20M
Laws of 1917 by amending Section 74 reels, and on this date was qualified to fill wood, late of Union, in the County of Knox rects. and on this date was qualified to fill said
rious front left claw. It was a per
of Chai<er 45 of the Revised Statutes.” said trust.
deceased, without bond as the law directs trust.
NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY

Just soaking in it loosens

all the dirt '

saves you the
hard work 0/ rubbing

RAZORVILLE

[Allcock
PLASTERS

A StmOard
External Knud*.

and Colds

Mirara ahonldar bladra)

Weak Cheats,
Any Local
Pain.

/mMm

ALLCOCK’S—
Ito OrtfinaL

fect form of a man's heatl and face.
The eyes, nose and mouth were very
NORTH WASHINGTON
distinct; also the curling waves of
Fred
Hannon is seriously ill.
hair and a small pointed heard. If
IHarry Lenfest who has been con
viewed from a different angle the clnw fined to the house with a severe case of
presents the fealt#es of a laughing grippe, is able to be out.
girl. The length of the head Is ubout
This neighborhood was saddened
(wo Inches.—Montreal Herald.
Monday morning to hear of the dea'th

Mr. Merchant—
Make Your Product a Standard
In This Community. We
Will Carry Your Message
Into Every Home

of Mrs. L. T. Marr of Razorville. Mr.
Marr has for many years kept store at
Razorville, and the pleasant, kindly
face of hits wife will be badly missed
by her friends here.
Mrs. Frank Peaslee of South Wash
ington is helping care for her brother,
F. A. Hannon, as is also his uncle
Lafayette of Razorville.

All persons having demands against the
estate, arc desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Immediately to
HELEN A McINTOSH,
Rockland, Maine.
February 19. 1921__________ Marl - 8

Estate of Charles C. McFarland
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
February 19, 1924, she was duly appointed
administratrix of the estate of Charles
McFarland, late of Union, in the County
Knox, deceased, without bond as the law di
reels, and on this date was qualified to fill
said trust.
All pet sons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to
GRACE K. WILLIAMS.
Union, Maine.
February 19, 1924.
Marl-8-15

All persons having demands against the
and on this date was qualified to fill said trust
Ail persons having demands against the estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement,
ar.d all Indebted thereto are re
estate, are desired to present tlie same foi
quired to make payment immediately to
settlement, and all indebted thereto pre i
NELLIE M. HATCH,
quired to make payment immediately to
Roektand. Maine.
LIZZIE R. HAWES,
February 19, 1921.
Marl-8-13
Union, Maine
Febntary 19, 1924.
__ Marl-8-1
Estate of Francis Smith
Estate of Beniamin H. Hall

NOTICE
The subscriber liereoy gives notice that on
February 19. 1924. she was duly appo'nte
administratrix of tlie estate of Benjamin H
Hall, late of Rockport, in the County of Knox
deceased, without bond as tlie law directs, and
on this date was qualified to fill said trust
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
sett lenient, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediatoly to
HELEN S. HALL.
Rockport, Maine.
February 19, 1924.

Marl 8-15

NOTICE

The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
February 26, 1924. he was duly appointed
Special Administrator of the estate of Francis
Smith, late of Rockport, in tlie County of
Knox, deceased, and on this date was qualified
to fill said trust by giving bond as the law
directs.
Alt persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to
S T. KIMBALL.
Rockland, Maine.
February 26, 1924.

Marl-8-15

New York. N. Y.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1923
Real Estate.................................. ...$ 17,219
Mortgage Loans...........................
II.4M
Stocks and Bonds....................... .. .24.726.667
('ash in Office and Bank........... ... 1.927,966
Agents’ Balances......................... . . . 3.711.277
280.119
Interest and Rents......................
All other Assets^....................... ... 1.599.652

70
89
12
41
41
97
54

Gross Assets............................. . .$32,620,245 76
Deduct items not admitted. ... ... 720.022 34
Admitted.................................... . .$31,900,223
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 . 1923
Net Unpaid Losses...................... . ,.$5,253,729
Unearned Premiums................... .. .10,483.328
All other Liabilities................... ... 1.041.974
Cash Capital............................... .. .10.000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities. . ... 4,121.190

42
73
83
5°
00
34

Total Liabilities and Surphis. ..$31.900.223 42
Th29 32-33

-re.— x..

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March .13, 1924.
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miss her. Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Nash
of
Vassalboro,
anel
Mrs. Walter
Coombs of Bangor, relatives of Mrs.
The following officers were elected at
Peaslee are here to attend the funeral.
the annual town meeting held March
10: Moderator. Charles H. Plummer; Interment will be in Warren.
clerk, 15 .1. Ness; selectmen, A. D.
Fish. A. H. Moody. S. B. Miller; school
committee, Charles II. Plummer; col
lector, E. M. Johnson; treasurer, B. J.
Ness.

APPLETON

THOMASTON

Rodney Jordan, manager of the
Thomaston Farmers’ Union, has sus
pended his activities on account of the
mumps.
Mrs. Ellis Copeland will entertain the
Fortnightly Club Saturday evening.
The preaching service of the Baptist
church will be held in the auditorium
next Sunday.
TEL. 856
71 CRESCENT ST.
John McLain, young son of Mr. and
UNION
Mrs. Newell McLain, is ill with pneu
10 lbs. Sugar............... $1.00
The pastor of the Congregational
monia, late reports saying that his
Church will preach a series of Lenten
condition has improved.
Best allround Flour, bag 85c
Miss Hilda George arrived in New sermons on Sunday mornings based on
York Monday from Cuba. She will re incidents in the life of Christ leading
New
Seeded Raisins, pkg.
main in New Jersey for a month, ob up to His resurrection. The subjects
12c; 3 for..................... 35c
serving in a hospital as part of a will be as follows:
March 1*1—The Last Christ.
course at Columbia for nurses. She
Del Monte Peaches, can 27c
March 23—"He could not be hid.”
will return to Thomaston in April to
March 30—"They took up stones to stone
Him."
Blue Ribbon Peaches, pkg
remain a few weeks before entering
April C—The Supreme Allegiance.
upon her vocation as nurse.
.... 15c; 2 for .... 25c
April 13—Love Triumphant.
April 20—The Easter Message—what it
Mrs. Harriet Dickey is assisting Miss
means.
Tall
Cans Milk............... 10c
Morton at T. S. Singer's.
April 27—The Resurrection here and now.
W. G. Washburn returned from Bos
5 for.................................... 48c
All friends of the church are invited
ton Tuesday. He reports a bad storm to attend these services during the
Golden Bantam Corn, 15c
in Boston Monday.
Lenten Season.
2 for.................................... 25c
Walter Studley, son of E. E. Studley,
the hardware man, is expected to be
Top
RoundSteak, lb. 25c
EAST UNION
in Thomaston soon. Mr. Studley left
Bottom Round Steak lb. 20c
Maine last Thanksgiving Day and mo
Mrs. A. R. Davis has returned Line from
tored to Florida to spend the winter. Fall River.
Best Rump Steak 35c, 40c
Mass . where she has been spend
He was in Philadelphia Sunday on his ing the winter with her sister. Mrs. Emma
Sirloin
Steak, boned, lb. 40c
Gllchrest.
j
return trip.
Mrs. Nina Fuller of Union was the guest
Maine motor receipts from Jan. 1 Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Randall Robbins.
Chuck Rccst, lb................15c
.Mrs. G. F. Daniels las gene to Horton
to date are reported to have been $479,Hamburg, 2 lbs.................. 25c
she will visit her brother and other rel
264.80 . If all the roads in the State where
atives.
Stew Beef, 2 lbs. 1 5c to 20c
over which motors travel were injured
E. M. Stuld has had a r.ill>. Lu: ailed in
as much by them as the Thomaston his hone? recently.
Ccrr.ed Beef, new all
Will I ..br- p has r.tt::i »1 home from the
roads tile receipts should have been an South v.here he has had
Mt.
lean, lb............................. 12c
Rov
(
nd family hs.ve mov^d to South
even million.
lb
'•'
Io c such good nvlgiiGilman Stone has returneel from a hors
Sirloin
Roast, lb............. 25c
fro.n J
P a t.
visit of several weeks in Boston at
Pioneer «
g< ha; recently pnreha d two
Bacon, lb................................... 16c
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Arthur flags.
Mrs. Izzle
i\no Ho pltal
Silva. Mr. Stone very much enjoyed for tria;n:ec
Pressed Ham, lb................20c
his visit and was greatly refreshed 1
Minced Ham, lb..............18c
it
MRS. ELIZABETH M. PEAS
John Edgerton, who has been visit
Fresh Pork Shoulder, lb. 14c
ing Miss Margaret G. Ruggles, will I Mrs. F.iizUu
?.L I
.e. who died
leave for Ne w York today. Mr. E.Ig ‘ {Tuesday
WE HAVE FRESH FISH
it-. . me, 33 Pa ifi • street,
ton has recuperated from a fi-v
i fter an illm-s- f several months, war.
Hadock
Halibut
sickness and returns to his Imsin s c’ born in Sent
■!
•
;. • • i >
satisfied that Maine air is a veritableJhg.. later Ji.oi ,ig to \\ t.rci, where
Finnan Haddies
"balm in Gilead.”
the resided ut 1 <?i.e moved here, 10
• • • •
Strictly Fresh Eggs, doz. 38c
yeais ago. Si was an upright lovely
it is hoped that there will lee a larre woman, d
t- J to her home, and
Butter cut from tub, lb. 52c
attendance nt the debate between made mat.
. it nds who wilt greatly
Rockland
and
Thomaston
High
Brookfield Butter, lb. 62c
Schools, to be given at the Congrega
Country Butter, lb. 55c, 60c
tional church tomorrow night at 7.3').
SaL-s
The Rockland debaters are Havener
Swift’s Nutola, lb.............28c
Carsons and Abram Fein, and Tli
FO~1 NEW ENGLAND TOWNS

M. R. Linscott’s
SOUTHEND MARKET

Bill ThpBdrber
Mb ^uys
THEY SKY TNOritl
&EHOJOFTQML
5TRIKFTHI5’
WELL, WE 0M£ I
LAST YFAR
WASNTSOFTI
EITHER'

WALDOBORO

'■

Every-Other-Day

AYERS
........................... -

and

Gee, '.

Wyllie. The question will be: "lb
solved, that the United States sheu. 1
join the League of Nations.” v. '1
Thomaston affirmative and Rockland
negative. Admission will be 25 cents,
school children 15 cents.
Charles Simmons of Springvale is in
town. Mrs. Simmons has spent the
winter here.
A large hay barn on the New County
road belonging to George A. Wellman
was ldown down in the gale of Tues
day nighff
Mrs. Isaac N. Young is ill with
pneumonia at her home on Wadsworth
street.
Melvina A. Wall, wife of David II.
Wall, died at Tenant's Harbor March
9. aged 74 years.
Tlie meeting of the Debating Council
of the T. H. S. on Tuesday evening
drew out 40 members. After dispos
ing of the ice cream and other refresh
ments the council
voted
Harold
Roundy, leader, “A jolly good fellow.”
On account of the storm Wednesday
the lenten service at the Congrega
tional church was postponed.
Miss Phyllis P.urkett. who has com
pleted a course in nursing at the Phil
adelphia General Hospital is at home.
Mr. Dobson of New Bedford, an ar
chitect, is having a boat built by Rus
sell Gray.
The Episcopal rectory is receiving
interior repairs.
Tlie remains of Mrs. Angeline Pack
ard, who died in South Hope Tuesday
night, were brought to Thomaston
Wednesday for burial.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
will have a special meeting this after
noon at the home of Mrs. Frank Ilathorn.
Thomaston has about $C000 uncol
lected taxes. Half of the amount is
due from a large company which is
r< ported to he re-organizing. . This
company has always paid the tax in
good time and will no doubt give the
matter early attention when the new
organization becomes effective.
Of the great number of old-time
Thomaston sea captains but two are
living-Capt. Timothy Murphy and
Capt. William J. Tohey.
THE HUMBLE MAILMAN

Picture Director Suggests Erection of
Statues to Mailmen.
Beginning with the olive branch car
ried by Noah's dove, and following the
development of communication down
to modern monsters of steel which op
erate day and night in the government
service, Emory Johnson, in his latest
picture “The Mailman,” gives a com
prehensive perspective of the evolution
of the mail carrier.
“In the whirl of modern life,” says
Johnson, “when man is pampered by
luxury, lavishly supplied with con
veniences which supply his every need,
it is interesting to pause a minute to
view the various steps in the progress
of any particular service. It is the
work of many ages, and the contribu
tions of thousands of bright minds
that has made our mail service what it
is today.
“Men who have devoted their lives
to the bettering of the postal service
have left a lasting impression, indeed,
upon history’s pages. .Some of the
greatest advances in all lines of en
deavor have been made possible only
because rapid communication enabled
tlie forces backing them to lie brought
closely together.
'The mailman himself, though his
services are sometimes discounted by
unthinking people, has contributed no
small share to the world's develop
ment. it is through performing his
duty as one small link in the chain
which holds this country firmly togeth
er. that he furnishes the masters of
science and industry with the splendid
cooperation necessary to the utmost
efficiency.
"if I had my way I would erect as
many statutes glorifying the humble
mailman in public parks and city
squares, as are now put up to im
mortalize tlie great leaders of science
and arts."

TELEPHONE 316

EAST WALDOBORO
Finnan Haddie, lb.................12c. Salt Mackerel, lb.................. 10c
Salt Tongues, lb.................. 15c. Cod Bits, 2 lbs.................. 25c
Mrs. Angie Porter Waters of Damar
Slack Salted Pollock, lb., 10c; 25 lbs........................................... $2.00 iscotta, who is stopping with het
Salted Greens, 2 lbs. .25c. 1-lb Boxes Cod Fish, each .. 19c brother. Edwin A. Mank. celebrated
45c

Eest All Round Flour, bag . .75c. Occident Flour, bag. .$1.15
Pillsbury's Best Flour, bag, 95c. Granulated Meal, 8 lbs., 25c
Graham Flour, 6 lbs........... 25c. Whole Rice, 5 lbs........... 25c

pea Beans, qt. 15c; 2 qts. 25c; pk
...............96c
’
__
_ qts.
» r 30c; pk.............................$1.00
Yellow Eyed
Beans, qt. n18c;
2
Cream Tartar, %-lb pkg, each 10c; 3 for 25c; 1 lb. pkg, 30c;
5 lbs............ $1.40. Baking Soda, lb. size, 6 pkgs............... 25c
Corn Starch, lib. pkg., each, 7c; 4 for.......................................... 25c
Prunes, 4 lbs............................ 25c; 25 lb. Box.............................. $1.35
New Seeded Raisins (full weight pkg.) pkg. 10c; 3 for... 25c
Seedless Raisins (in bulk) lb., 7c; 4 lbs........................................ 25c
Maccaroni or Spaghetti, 51b. pkgs.................................................. 25c
Baker’s Chocolate, % lb. cake, 15c; 2 cakes........................... 28c
Walnuts, lb., 20c; Castanas, lb. 10c; 3 lbs for........................ 25c
Cream of Wheat, pkg................................................................................ 15c
White House Coffee, lb. 35c; 3 lbs............................................ $1.00
Back Bay Coffee, lb.................................................................................... 30c
Peko Euds Tea, % lb. pkg, 34c; 2 pkgs....................................... 60c
Laundry Starch, 5 lbs.•••»••••••••••••••••••••••• 25c
Rolled Oats, large pkg., each, 17c; 3 for........................................ 50c
Quaker Corn Flakes, pkg........................................................................... 5c
Toilet Paper, 8 rolls 25c; Toilet Paper, pkg, 5 pkgs............... 25c
Jello, pkg...................... 10c. 2 lb pkg. Cocoa, each........................ 20c
Bulk Cocoa, lb 07c; 4 lbs........................................................................ 25c
Log Cabin Syrup (medium size) can............................................ 48c
Pancake Flour, pkg. 15c; 2 pkgs.................................................... 25c
Dates, lb., 15c; 2 lbs........................................................»...................... 25c
Soda, Pilot, Common and Oyster Crackers, lb. 10c; 3 lbs for 25c
10 Bars Swift's Pride Soap .... 25c. Brooms, each .... 65c
C-qt. Agate Kettles with cover, each 50c . Water Glass, can 25c
Potatoes, pk. 30c; bu.............. $1.15. Onions, 6 lbs............... 25c
Turnip-, lb............................... 02c. Beets, 6 lbs.................................25c
Cabbage, lb........... 04c. Carrots and Parsnips, 3 lbs...............25c
Cranberries, qt., 15c; 2 qts.............. 25c. Apples, pk............... 25c

1 Gal. Jar Stuffed Olives, $3.75; 1 Gal. Jar Plain Olives, $2.75
5 lb. Jars Preserves, each................................................................... 75c
Tomato Ketchup, large bottle, each............................................... 19c
5 gal. Oil Cans, each .... 90c. Clothes Line, each .... 40c
Clothes Baskets, each .... 75c. Clothes Pins, 6 doz........... 25c
Lanterns, each............... 75c. Stove Shovels, each.................. 10c
Cotton Gloves, white, brown or gray, pair,..............................19c
Cotton Mittens, pair.................................................................................. 15c
Korn Krumbles, box ............................................................................... 28c
Oranges, doz........... 35c. Lemons, large Calif., 8 for .... 25c
Grapefruit, 4 for 25c.
Marshmallows, lb., 35c; 3 lbs.,$1.00
*

AT HASKELL’S

-

Lost and Found
FOUND—On Rankin St., dark brown fur
rcbe, slightly worn.
MRS. D. 0. SMILEY.
219 Rankin St.
32-lt
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterlite. You
can hare It delivered in 5-gal. lots to y>ur
home anywhere In Rockland free. For service
call MOODY'S. 455-M.
ltf

Wanted
WANTED—To pl.ee an infant child to board
with responsible party.
Write 2 I'ARK ST.,
Suite 1, City.
31*33

her 80th birthday, Feb. 17. She re
ceived gifts from Will N. Porter of
San Francisco. Calif., Mr. and Mrs. E.
A. Flanders, Mr. and Mrs. LaForest
I. Mank and many others, also a letter
of congratulation from Simon Ascher
& Co., complimenting her upon the ex
cellency of her work in worsted ma
terials, hoping their pleasant business
relations would continue for many
years to come.
Several attended town meeting last
Monday.
Mrs. L. L. Mank and Mrs. Charles
Bowers and son were at S. J. Burrows,
South Waldoboro, Friday.
Alton Mank nt the U. S. N. has been
spending a week with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Janies Mank.
Mrs. Ernest Burns and Miss Myrtle
Burns of South Waldoboro were guvsts
of Mrs. Burns' daughter. Mrs. Percy
Miller Sunday. Miss Myrtle remained
for a few days.
Mrs. C. C. Bowers and son called on
Mrs. John A. Rines Thursday.
Mrs. Frank Johnson attended the
Farm Bureau meeting at Winslow’s
Mills Thursday afternoon.
Capt. Charles Coffin, who has been
at his son Clarence’s for several
weeks has returned to his home in
Aina.
Henry Orff of Pleasantville spent
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
F. M. Orff.

Used Cars
FOR SALE—*1^23 Ford
condition: some extras.
Li inerock St.

Sedan In excellent
8. J. HOKES, 62
32-34

USED TOURING CAR in good condition.
Not over $200 perhaps less. ERNEST C. DA
VIS, Fnller-Cobb-Davls.
31-33
1922 BIG SIX STUDEBAKER*— In good con
dition and teady to drive out.
Now la the
time to buy your used car at your own price.
Call A. C. JONES, phone 576-R or FIRE
PROOF GARAGE, phone 889.
16’tf

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. Earl of Itangor arrived in town
last week and is occupying tlie farm of
the late Willard J. Ewell.
Stephen Burrows, who has been con
fined to the house for the past two
weeks is able to be out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pitcher, Mrs.
Herbert Winchenbach and Biden O.
Brennan were in Rockland recently.
Master Virgil Winchenbach has been
spending the past two weeks with his
grandparents Mi. and Mrs. O. J. Stud
ley.
Quite a number from tills section at
tended town uveting March 3.
The.
courtesy -shown the women was com
mendable Indeed.
Mr. Trask who recently moved his
portable mill to this section is now
operating and running on full time.
Wihoo.ping cough and mumps have
been raging.
What next?
Augusta Tinner of Auburn spent
the weekend at • the home of Lewis
Morton.

The Store Where You Save Money
Everything advertised irv our ad of
February 28, remains at the same low;
prices except a few articles mentioned
below, which have changed slightly in
price. We wish also to remind you of
the fact that we hava no sals days. We
sell for the same low prices every day
as long as goods last.
When we buy
more goods and havo to pay a different
price we are obliged to change prices.
We aim to satisfy every customer in
order to secure
future business,
which we have boon successful in se
curing so far.
We give everyone a
share of our profits.
The quality of
goods we sell at low prices speaks for
itself, as we sell all staple goods at
low prices.
When we buy goods we
always look for the quality and not
for quantity.
All our meats are cut
from Western steers.
Try it now by
mail or freight, by telephone or
come in person.
We welcome your
inspection and solicit your patronage
as we know we can save you money.
Try it now, or ask your neighbor.
When you trade with us compare the
prices with your grocer, also quality of
goods and see the saving you can make
every week by trading with us.
Best Cut Top Round Steak..............25c
Best Cut Rump Steak, lb............ 30c, 35c
Boneless Sirloin Steak, lb................ 30c
Best cut Porterhouse Steak lb........ 35c
All other cuts of meat at low prices.
Corned Meat,.................. 6c, 8c, 10c, 12c
....and the beet cut for lb..................- 15c
Swift’s Premium Skinned Ham,
whole, lb......... 24c; half, lb......... 25c
Weigh 10 to 15 lbs each
A1 Smoked Shoulders, large size lb. 11c
....8mall size, lb .............. ................ 12c

WANTED—Pulp wood cutters.
Rockland.

TEL. 21-23,
31*36

WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
kittens.
Highest prices paid.
TEL. 352-14.
JOHN 8. BAXLKTT. Rockville. Me.
31 -tf

WANTED—To buy small office safe.
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
30-32
WANTED—Girl for general housework, no
washing. MRS. A. J. COtlUEX, 35 High Si..
Belfast, Me.
3»»32
WANTED—Salesmen to sell well known line
of household ne<-es*ltles.
We make all delireriea;
restricted
territory ;
see
Mr.
MEARS, 7 Bunker St., after 5 p. m.
30.33
WANTED—first class’ Boat Builders, steady
work and good pay, apply CAMDEN YACHT
BLDG. & BY. INC.. Camden. Me. Tel. 319.
17-42

It Is built on generous lines, is slum
—Oak lumber In tlie log. landed in
less. is rich in beautiful parks and ourWANTED
yard. Telephone or write, CAMDEN YACHT
broad tree-lined streets and avenues; BLDG. A BY. INC . Camden. Me Tel. 319.
17-42
and its provineian and federal, govern
ment buildings constitute one of the
handsomest collections of such struc
F or Sale
tures to be found on any continent.
FOR
SALE
—
Lady's
winter eoat. size 50;
With its population close to the 800,000
cost $28. will sell for $20: been worn onee.
mark it is midway between St. Louis For further particulars call COCKIER GA
32-34.
and Cleveland in size, yet numerous ZETTE OFFICE.
old-timers are alive who remember
FOR SALE—Small
farm, electric
lights,
Call or write
when the site of the great city of today blueberries, nice early laud.
HENRY CARLETON, Bui 62, West Kuckjiurt.
was just 'bush,' as Australians call Me.
31*33
their back country wilderness.
FOR SALE—Nice large sound Stark apples
Bayside Residences
delivered at $1.25 tier hu.
Drop postal to
“It has a great roomy harbor with LUKE R. BREWSTER. Rockland. Box 74. R.
F. D.
31*33
the outer portals of its bay some forty
FOR SALE--Large black walnut roll top
miles or more from the city's quays desk
MRS. G. C. PAYSON, 143 Main St..
Attractive residential suburbs, con Thomaston.
31*33
nected by paved boulevards, sweep
F0R #AkE_Hiird wood> „wed ,H. ,pllt
along the edge of the bay for 15 miles | gie. BERT MERRILL. Tel. 45-5, Thomaston.
3u*32
from the business center, while other
home districts cluster stbout the city' FOR SALE—22-foot motor boat, suitable for
in every direction. Only 25 miles to Ashing or pleasure. E. G. DAY, 12 Clarendon
3U-tf
the east is a picturesque range of low St. Tel. 691-R.
FOR SALE—21 ft. Power Boat. 3 12 II. P.
mountains among which many Mel
Victor engine, all complete and in good con
bourne residents have their summer dition ; sell cheap, no use for It. 3 1-2 H. P.
homes. There is Just one fly in Mel Gasoline Wood Saw, 24 in. saw. belting, frame
everything all complete and as good as
bourne's charming social ointment: and
new.
Will sell or trade this outfit for a
democracy and wealth diffusion are so Ford car or light truck. R. 8. JORDAN. 150
30*32
strongly marked that the ever-present Park street, City.
servant problem seems unsolvable.
FOR SALE—Choice Dahlia Bulbs. Write for
MRS.
H.
L.
And so the city, like its civic sisters in my 1924 catalogue todav.
192
Limerock
St„
Rockland.
America, is becoming more and more STEVENS.
Maine.
30*32.
a community of apartment houses and
FOR SALE—1923 Ford Coupe, in perfect
•flats.’
running condition.
Address BOX 285, Rock
30*32
i"Melbourne is the capital of Aus land, Maine.
tralia—temporarily. When the Aus
FOR SALE—Two Brunswick Cabinet Ma
tralian Commonwealth was created in chines, 1 Cornet, 1 Wright piano at $33.
Tei.
1900 both Melbourne and Sydney had STl’DLEY’8 MUSIC STORE. Rockland.
‘13.
28-tf
ambitions to become the federal seat
FOR SALE—Hard Wood fitted or junks.
of government. Neither would give Telephone
172-6, Warren. Me., or write JOHN
way, so the problem was solved by set CUGAN. Thomaston. R. F. D.
28*39
ting up a new federal district, like the
FOR SALE—Dry Goods Business; no compe
District of Columbia in the United tition ; town booming; fine store; price low.
27 tf
States. This was carved from New “ G. STARRETT. Warren. Me.
FOR SALE—Lobster
ftsnerinai
traps
on
South Wales and it was decreed that
Melbourne should be the capital pend hand and made to order. FIELD & KEEP, 19
McLoud St., near Haskells 8:ore. Southend.
ing the building of the ne-w made-to- Tel. 758 •
151-tf
order capital, Canberra.
It was
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
thought that the permanent capital in Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle Cue;
would re ready in a short time, but for small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
1-tf
23 years Melbourne has served as the PANY.
legislative and administrative center
Miscellaneous
of the Commonwealth and it prob
ably cannot be superseded for several
PAINTING—C. E. Lermond does automo
bile. Carriage and Sign Palntiug.
48 years
years to come.

20c

Everyday Smoke Tobacco, 3 for........................................................ 50c
Keystone Cigars—Mild.
Sumatra
Wrapper, Long Filler. At ail stores.—
84-tf

.

Advertisements in this column noi to exceed
•arse tines Inserted once for 19 cents, I times
for St cents Additional lines 9 cents eseb
tor one time, 14 oents 1 times. tKz words make
s Uns

WILLIS AYER

FRANK O. HASKELL

Oysters, jar

?•;

Men’s Spring Shirts, with soft collars; these are certainly
beautiful—lots of colors ........................... $1-00, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
Easter Neckties—ail kinds and colors ................................... 50c, $1.00
Spring Hosiery ........................................................... 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00
Spring Sweaters ........................................................... $3.50, $5.00, $7.50
Arrow Collars, both soft, semi-stiff and stiff collars ..........................
.................................................................................. .. 20c, 25e, 35c, 60c
Pants, both straight legs and knickers............................. $3.50 to $6.00
Men’s Easter Hats and Caps—big line ....... $1.50, $2.00, $3.50, $4.50
Boys’ Spring Suits, 2 pants, lined ..........................$7.50, $10.00, $12.00
Boys' Spring Caps ..................................................... —............ -..... $1.00
Boys’ Spring Ties ........................................................-............... 25c, 50c
Boys' Spring Shirts or Blouses ..................... ~..........i.................... $1.00
Boys' Sweaters .............................................................-........... $5.00, $6.60
Ladies' Silk Hose are beginning to sell big again. A big assort
ment of all colors; and say, wear ! why it’s almost impossible to
wear them out.............................................................. -........... $1.00, $1.50

Mrs. Elizabeth Cameron of Boofhbay
Harbor is visiting her sitter, Mrs. E.
A. (Hidden.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Mitchell are in
Sanford.
H. H. Kuhn was in Portland Tues
day.
Mrs. Emma Simmons has returned
to her home in Friendship.
L. E. Berry of Portland was in town
Tuesday.
Capt. Samuel E. Stahl died at his
home in West Waldoboro Friday, aged
76. There nre few men who live beyond
the village precinct. whose loss will be
AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL
felt so keenly.
Capt. Stahl was
respected and honored by all who
knew him. Sturdy and kindly to all A City Born With a Gold
he met he will not soon be forgotten.
Spoon In Its Mouth.
His illness was short and many of his
friends, who -had not thought it ser
Is there something In a city’s
ious. were doubly grieved by the
sudden passing. He leaves a widow, •‘Karma," as the Hindu would put it.
who was Jennie B. Kuhn, three child that causes it to live over again its
ren, Samuel E. Jr.. Marion M., Mrs. characteristic experiences—that makes
Ruth Dyer of Brunswick, and two half- history “repeat itself?"
At least Melbcurne, Australia, fourth
sisters, Mrs. Will Hoflfses of Quincy,
Mass., and Mrs. Eugene Wade of Wor overseas city of the British Empire,
cester. Funeral services were held at which, like Boston, recently was
his late home Sunday afternoon. Rev. threatened by a mob when Its police
O. G. Barnard officiating. The inter struck, faced an experience strangely
like an occurrence during its pioneer
ment was in the German cemetery.
Dr. T. C. Ashworth was in Rock days.
land Saturday.
Cold Discovery Brought Adventures
Solomon David has been in Boston
"Melbourne first found Itself sud
tor a week.
Miss Alice Welt has been called denly policeless In the early 'fifties,”
home from Boston to care for her sisr says a bulletin from the Washington,
D. C„ headquarters of the National Ge
ter, who is ill.
Arthur Silva, of Somerville, Mass., ographic Society, "when the discovery
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. of gold at famous Billaarat turned the
infant city upside down. Policemen
Nice Milk Fed Fowl, lb. 40c Fred Trowbridge.
Sailing a line of high grade merchandise to
literally dropped their night sticks on
Mrs.
C.
B.
Staid
was
in
Portland
the home.
Good commission paid in ad
Telephone Peas, can . . 18c
their beats and rushed to the near-by
vance.
Apply by letter to AKRON HOME
last week.
gold fields along with the butchers and
SUPPLY CO.. 418 Tremont Bidg.. Boston.
3 cans.............................. 45c
Mr. and IBs. Herbert Dyer of
Mass.
32-lt
bakers, the merchants and lawyers,
Brunswick,
Mrs.
Will Hoflfses of
and most of the other men of the com
Quincy, Mass., and Mrs, Lilia Mc
munity. Soon Melbourne was a town
Laren and son of Portland have been
of women and children except for the
in town, called by the death of Capt.
horde of adventurers -who were pour
Samuel E. Stahl.
•
ing through to ‘the diggings.’
Mrs. J. W. Sanborn is having tene"Even the men of the ships that
nfents fitted up in her block below the
touched at Melbourne promptly de
Star Theatre.
CASH GROCERY
serted, sometimes maiklng a clean
The Whist Club held the last meet
sweep from master to cabin boy; and
41 OCEAN STREET
ing with Mrs. J. W. Sanborn. Nine
at one time 69 crewless vessels lay in
members and tfuee guests, Mrs. J. H.
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED Miller, Mrs. W. H. Crowell and Mrs. the harbor. This situation presented
grave social dangers. British marines
Harold Clark, were present.
The
were rushed to the city, and quickly,
prizes went to Mrs. J. V. Benner and
11 pounds Granulated Sugar...........................................................$1.00 Mrs. Miller. Plans are being made for like their American fellow service men
'had the situation In hand.’ A further
the March banquet to be held the
parallel in Melbourne's history is that
twentieth. The committee in charge
Strictly Fresh Eggs, per dozen...........................................................40c of the affair are Mrs. C. W. Wallace, during the recent police strike, British
Bluejackets from the harbor came to
Mis. M. H. Kuhn. Miss Marcia Blaney
Pork Roasts, per pound......................................................................... 1 5c
the rescue, and helped keep order until
and Mrs. J. T. Gay. The festivity will
the civilian police force could be or
lie staged at. the home of Mrs. Gay.
ganized anew.
Hams, whole or half, lb., 18c, sliced to fry, lb......................... 25c
The Woman's Club met with Mrs.1
Quickly Pasted Boom Stage
Mary
C.
Hovey,
the
president,
Tues

Smoked Shoulders, lb., 12c.
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, lb. 15c
day afternoon. Much of the time was
“Melbourne had been in existence
Hamburg Steak, lb., 15c; 2 lbs............................................................ 25c passed in perfe ting plans for the Sil- only a few years when the gold dis
Eacon by the Strip, lb., 24c sliced, lb. 28c; Dixie Bacon, lb. 18c yer Tea to lie given at the Library coveries were made. Like San Fran
Friday afternoon. Mrs. Mayo’s paper
which was begun about the same
Pork Roasts, lb............. 15c. Newly Corned Beef, lb .... 08c on “An Afternoon in Old Quebec” was cisco,
time, it was horn with a gold spoon in
All cuts of Heavy Western Steer Beef. Sour Krout, 4 lbs.. . 25c mu h enjoyed and appie,dated. Gifted its mouth, and became the city of
with an unusual power of vivid des wealth almost from the start. Vic
Native Pork Steak, lb................ 25c. Salt Pork, lb................... 18c cription she told of her. trip to Quebec. toria,
of which province the city is
Pure Lard, lb., 16c; 25 lb. Tubs, lb........................................... 14%c Montreal and the 9hrine of St. Anne the capital, was the most rapidly setde Beiuprt s.
Colored pictures and I tied division of Australia; and MelCompound Lard, lb., 15c; 20 lb. Tubs, lb...................................... 14c snapshots illustrated her paper. There ' Lourne, growing with it, soon passed
Fancy Creamery Butter, lb................................................................... 59c tvere ten members present. The next the boom-town stage and came to be
meeting will lie held with Mrs. C. B. pridefully referred to as 'Marvelous
Nut Butterine, lb., 24c; 5 lbs.......................................................... $1.15 Stahl. Mrs. I,nt’ell will prepare the 1 Melbourne.'
Strictly Fresh Eggs, doz... 35c.
Full Cream Cheese, lb. . 38c paper for the iftrenoon.
“It lives up to the cognomen today.

Peanut Butter, lb..............................................................................

■—■

■

It does seem good to be opening Spring Goods—
to think that old winter is almost over. But you
ought to see these goods.
They're handsome.
Everything runs to very light colors. We men are
certainly going to he handsome this summer.

Representatives

astein's—Kamos Feehan

in Everybody’s Coli

We carry a full line of Strictly Fresh
Fish—
Fresh Hadock, dressed whole, lb. 15c
Sliced to fry, lb............................. 17c
Clams, quart ..................................... 45c
Slack Salted Cod, lb......................... 14c
Salted Pollock, lb................................ 1
Nice Salt Herring, lb........................... 1
Finnan Haddie, lb................................ 1
Halibut Napes, lb................................ 1
Salt Salmon, lb................................. 1
All kinds of Assorted Candy, Choco
lates and Kisses, lb....................... 25c
Layer Figs, lb. ................................... 23c
Pooled Figs, lb................................. 12c
Golden Rod Coffee, lb......................... 36c
Back Bay Coffee, lb....... .................. 36c
Excelsior Coffee, lb. 38c; 3 lbs. $1.05
White House Coffee, lb..................... 43c
3 pounds ....................................... $1.20
Far East Coffee, lb. 43c; 3 lbs. $120
Chase & Sanborn Seal Brand, lb. 50c
La Touraine Coffee, lb............—50c
Notice the prices on Coffee are higher
and still going up.

Aluminum Wars to sell out at Low
Prices.
2 quart Paneled Double Boilers, a
nice one for $1.75; will sell while
they last for ............................... $1.09
2 quart Aluminum Water Pail .... $1.09
Aluminum 12 quart Dieh Pans $1.09
Aluminum Tea Kettles, 5 quart .... $1.09
Aluminum 6 quart Kettle and Cover
........ ............... .........:................... . $1.09
Aluminum 12 quart Kettle end Cover
............................. ............................ $136
Aluminum Round Roasters...........$135
Aluminum 3 quart Coffee Percolators
............ .......... i.».............................. $1.09
Aluminum 2 quart Double Boiler ?.. 85c
All Aluminum Ware is guaranteed to
last a life time. You will not be able
to buy for these low prices for years
to come.
y
All kinds of Agate Ware at Low Prices

Strictly Fresh Eggs from nearby
Farmers, per dozen ........ ......... 39c
Water Glass, large can ...... ......... 20c
Creamery Butter, cut from the tub,.......
lb............................................. ......... 55c
Swift's Pure Lard, lb............ .......... 15c
Everything else remains at the same
Swift's Compound Lard, lb. ... .......... 15c
low prices as stated above; not so
Tubs of 35 and 50 lbs are cheaper.
cheap, but hoW good it is. We always
Pork Roast lb......15c; chops lb...... 17c look for quality not for quantity.'
Pork Roast, lean and tender, lb...... 18c
With a $10 order 10 pounds of Sugar
Pork Chops, lean and tender, lb......... 21^ for 75c delivered everywhere in the
Fancy Oranges, California or Flori- city.
da at lowest prices.
Smaller aize, 15 for ......... .......... 25e
Medium size, dozen ........ . 28c, 35c
Large size, dozen ............... .......... 40e
Extra large size, dozen .. ....... . 50e
Lemont, dozen ....................... .......... 30c
Grape Fruit, large ................. .......... 10e
Medium, 3 for ..................... .......... 25e
Smaller, 5 for ................... .......... 25e
Bananas, lb.............................. .......... 15c
Cranberries, quart ............... .......... 10c Phone 106. Residence Phene 946-M

MARKET

experience.
Shop in Union next to Wlncapaw & Abbott Garage.
31*43

PALMER ENGINES—32 sizes and types.
2
to 85 h. p. 4 cycle, 1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinders.
A
type for every boat.
The "reliable Palmer” Is
the beat for fishing boats.
Send for cata
logue and price list.
Largest stock in Maine.
Immediate delivery.
All parts for Palmer en
gines.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier,
Portland. Maine.
28-39

36-ACRE VILLAGE FARM HOME 5 COWS.
Tools, Crops; Only $1,900—Ideal place to live;
all advantages almost at door; rich loamy
fields, pasture, sugar and apple orchards; 9room house, barn, stable.
Owner called away
includes 5 cows, horse, 50 poultry, Implements,
tools, crops, all for $1,900, less than half cash.
Details and how farmer made $800 from flock
hens, page 26 Ulus. Bargain Catalog money
making farms, best sections United States.
Copy free.
STROUT FARM AGENCY. 906DG
Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
32-lt
NOTICE—This is to notify ail persons that
I haven't let my fields to the Town of Owl’s
Head for a road this year, 1924.
All persons
are forbidden to trespass on any part of my
property.
Mrs. E.
F.
8NOWDEAL,
Ash
Point, Me.
27*32

SNOWMAN. TEL. S72-R does all kinds of
Trucking and Moving.
ll*tf

NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. Cloth
ing, Crockery and Household Goods Bought
and Sold. C. T. BRAGG. Rankin Block. 8-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mali
orders solicited. HELEN C RHODES.
1-tf

GENERAL
155-J.

TRUCKING—W1THINGTON. Tel.
20*32

To Let
TO LET—Board and room.
CITY.

17 WATER 8T..
32-34.

TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping.
All
modern
convenlcucee.
Telephone 411-W.
30-32
TO LET—Tenement at 61 Cedar street, six
rooms, electric lights, flush closet, clean and
ready to occupy. MRS. GEORGE MUtiRlDGE,
2 Oak 8t.
Tel. 45-1.
,
30-32

TO LET—Store on Main St.
RUBENSTEIN.
Tel. 809-M.

Inquire DAVIII
29-tf

TO LET—Furnished room, modem conven
iences; also garage.
Inquire at 5 UNION ST.
29-tf
TO LET—Furnished room; also
tenement.
MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
Tel.
278-R.
28-tf
TO LET—Six room tenement on Otis street
with bath and garage. Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
ST.
16-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—f 'or furniture, stoves,
and musical instrument* or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
J. R. FLYE. 221 Main St.. Rock bind.
1-tf

Eggs and Chicks

DARK BftAHMA PULLETS FOR SALE—2<»
Dark Brahma laying Pullets and 2 Roosters
for sale at $2.50 each.
If you desire heavy
Winter laying hens get them at the lowest
price.
Dark Brahmas regular price Is $3.00
and up.
M. HAUL, Route 1, Box 76, Warren,
Maine.
31*33

WANTED- 1000 chick Brooder.
St.. Thomaston, Me.
Tel. 185-2.

HOOKER
27*32

BABY CHIX—Wylliea Single Comb Reds
bred for eggs, type and color.
Order early
22c each postpaid.
F. II. WYLLIE, ThornasUMi. R. F. D.
Phone 174 42.
27*38

Know the tremendous puk
ing power of Courier-Gazette

•»h*

____

j

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday,

Every-Other-Day

CONGREGATIONAL
Ib addition io penonal notea recording de
partures and arrivals, the department eapeetafl}
deatrea Information of auclal happenings, psztice mualcala, ate.
Notes pent by mall or
.....................
telephone Will
ba gladly received.
TELEPHONE

Thu Tuesday Auction Club met this
week with Mrs. A. B. Crockett, Main
street Two tables of auction and a
duinty buffet lunch were In order.
Mrs. Bert Merrill and Mrs. Elvin
Richards entertained in honor of Mrs.
James Cochrane and Mrs. Frank
Lyddle Monday evening, celebrating
their birthdays. There were 14 guests.
Refreshments were served and auction
was played, Mrs. Sewell A. Rich and
Mrs. Frank S. Lyddle winning the
prizes.

Miss May Griffin is at home con
valescing from an operation for ap»
pendicitis.

The Easter fashion parade will And
the American women straighter and
more slender than ever before, accord
ing to predictions at the annual show
of the Fashion Art League of America.
The effect of extreme slimness will he
sought, it is said.
Shorter skirts,
llashier sport clothes, and addition of
a scarf, a cape and a monogrum to
each outfit are among the fashions pre
dicted.

CHURCH

March

under direction of Mrs. Harrison Sanborn, mueical director

GLENCOVE

10:30 A. M.
Mr. Rounds will Preach on

GRANGE

FFIDAY,

The Subject
"THE FAMILY OF GOD”

HaLL

MARCtt

14

CHILDREN 35c

ADULTS 50c.

THE

SCANDALS

IN

“A Profession

of

SEATS ARE FREE
EVERYONE WELCOME
32-33

Sicily. They will ilfss a week there,
then go to Naples and the surround
ing resorts. On AiatH S they board a
sister-ship and go up the Adriatic,
touching at Patras in Greece and Ragusa in Austria, and landing at Trieste.
Other points to be visited
include
Mrs. W. H. Armstrong went yester Venice, Florence, Rome, Pisa, Genoa,
day to University of Maine, where she Nice, Monte Carlo, Carnnes, Milan,
will spend the week with her daugh Switzerland, up the Rhine to Weisbaden, thence Paris and London, ar
ter, Miss Grace Armstrong.
riving home about July 1.”
A birthday party was given at the
lmme of Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Stanley
REMEMBERS MR. ROBBIN’S
at 12 Gay street in honor of their
daughter Lenora. Among the guests When He Worked At Clark’s Island
were Lillian Cole, Madeline Stonman,
Half a Century Ago.
Kathleen Seavey, Lucy Sewall, Kath
leen Walsh, Elizabeth Hamlin, Flor- Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
i nee Nelson, Ermlnie Smith, Eleanor
Reading in your piper of the death
Hussey, Ester Stonman, Mary Weed, of John Robbins, formerly of Clark's
Emily Nelson
A birthday cake and j island, I was renlinded that nearly 50
other refreshments were served. Many years ago I was familiarly acquainted
. presents were Received, among them with Mr. Robbins. In fact, at that
being a Starr piano which was pre time I carried tools for him when he
sented by Miss Stanley’s mother and was cutting granite’ for the Buffalo
stepfather.
city hall. I always admired Mr. Rob
bins. He was a very pleasant-spoken
Mrs. Clifford Wolfe, who is spending man, well-read, and very neat in ap
the winter In Boston, has been in the pearance, even at his work. I being
city this week arranging for the re young, he often gave me good advice,
modeling of "Tillson Farm" at Glen- which I wish now I had followed mon
cove.
closely. He lived with Mrs. Robbins
in one of the cottages on the left, af
The Know How Club will meet with ter crossing the bridge. I was often
Miss Margaret Everett Friday evening. at his house, and 1 considered it about
the neatest iittle home oil the island.
Members of the Order of the Eastern His brother William also worked on
Star are reminded that the men are the Island at that time, although I did
housekeept rs at the regular supper of not know him so well. I had not
the order tomrrw night at Temple hall. heard from Mr. Robbins for many
Those not solicited kindly take pastry. years, and often wondered what had
If possible the men who serve should become of him and was sorry to learn
eupply themselves with white coats or through your paper that he was no
more.
aprons.
M. M. Brown.
Mrs. W. O. Fuller Is making a week’s
Masonic Home, Utica, N. Y., Feb. 11
viist in Boston.
MRS. CLARA E. BATCHELDER
Ikinald R. Weeks of Solon has been
spending a few days with his parents,
Mrs. Clara E. Batchelder of Rock
Mr. and Mrs, Frank L. Weeks, High land Highlands, died at 'the home of
land street.
her daughter, Mrs. SIphen
S. L.
Shute, of Park street, Belfast, on Feb.
The Laughters of Veterans gave an
29. Although she had been ill for the
other of their delightful auction, par
past two months, and under the cafe
ties at tlie home of Mrs. Harry W.
of a trained nurse, the end came very
French Tuesday evening. There were
eight tables and these ladies were prize suddenly. She had been In Belfast
Mrs.
winners: Mrs. Coris Jenkins, box sta since the last of September.
tionery: Mrs. Lizzie French’, bottle of Batchelder was horn in Rockland, the
cherries; Miss Fronie Johnson, towel; daughter of Orris B. and Fannie N.
Mrs. Cora Smith, casserole; Mrs, Car (Butler) Ulmer, about 73 years ago.
rie Britto, pitcher: Mi's. Midu Packard, She was the widow of John H. Batch
handkerchief; Mrs, Bernice Havener, elder of Milford, Mass. The last years
trump teller; Bernice Freeman, conso of her life were spent at her old home
lation. The next meeting of the Tent it: Rockland, but she,lived for a long
will be held Monday evening, with sup time in Roston and'vicinity and for
per at 6 o’clock. Outside guests areal- seme years in Milfohl. She was the
ways welcome to these suppers. The last of a very welt Known family, and
Daughters were delighted to see mem was a woman of beautiful character,
bers of the G. A. R. at the last sup with a host of frinds. She is survived
per. It is the object of this associa by her only daughter, Mrs. Shute, and
tion to make the declining years of the by one granddaughter. Elena B. Shute,
Veterans pleasant whenever It is pos of Belfast. The remains were brought
sible for them to do so, and they are to Rockland, where< futi< ral services
welcome to all meetings, suppers and were held March 2, prom the Burpee
parlors, Mrs. Batchelder's home on the
other social affairs of the order.
Old County road, at the Highlands,
W. F. Manson has returned from a having been closed all winter. Rev.
Benjamin P. Browne, of the Baptist
short business trip to Gardiner.
church officiated, and.the rooms were
Capt. J. O. Chadwick and son Leon filled with relatives and friends, who
of Cushing are guests at S. A. Mor also sent many beautiful flowers, Mr.
ton’s for a few days.
and Mrs. Shute attending from Bel
fast. The remains were plnced in the
The social which Class 29 was to receiving tomb In Sea View cemetery
have held at Mrs. Abbie Connor’s Wed and interment will lie made in the
nesday afternoon and evening was Achorn cemetery In the spring.
postponed on account of the storm to
Friday afternoon.
MRS. J. G. PIPER
Dr. R. W. Bickford left this morn
Harriet A. (SitenrU'Widow of Joseph
ing for Washington, D. C„ called by G. Piper, died in Camden March 7 at
the serious illness of his daughter, the home of Elkanah E. Roynton. her
Louise.
son by a former marWage to Alvab E.
Boynton, The dcceaSeil was born April
Opportunity Class of the First Bap 16, 1847, the daughter’tif Jonathan and
tist church will meet tonight with Mrs. Lucy (Ingraham) Sphar. She was the
Nina Robinson, 92 Pleasant street.
last of a family of five children. Her
early married life was spent In New
The Bath Times has the following York, since which she had resided in
about Its editor, who is well known In Rockland, except forWie last two years,
this city and vicinity: "F. B. Nichols which were spent In Camden. Her
left Monday for a three months’ trip to final illness was of brief duration. Be
Europe. He meets Mrs. Nichols to side her son, Mr. Boynton, she Is sur
night In Belmont at the home of their vived iby one nieep, Mrs. Alton Wyllie
(laughter, Mrs. Paul K. Niven, and they of Belfast, and several nephews.
sail Wednesday on the Italian steamer
Mrs. Piper's long arid useful fife was
Presidente Wilson which touches at marked by many ’ Incidents njiich
Boston on her way from New York to greatly endeared her to relatives and
Mediterranean ports. Their first stop friends. The passing years but served
will he at the Azores, then Maderia, to accentuate a happy and helpful
Gibraltar, Algiers and Palermo in spirit.
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Popular Salvation Army Leaders Will Leave Rockland the
Last of This Month.

Faith”

THE BASIS OF THE NEW
REFORMATION

"SILSBY’S”

-

WASHINGTON”

He will aleo make the most signifi
cant atatement of his ministry in

THE LITTLE FLOWER SH

DIXONS ARE

There will be regret universal in this
city and vicinity today when it Is
learned that Captain and Mrs. Harry
Earl Dixon, Salvation Army leaders,
are soon to leave Rockland for another
field. It was hardly to be expected
that a community of this size could
long keep an official of Captain Dixon's
calibre, but his departure thus early In
his successful career here, is viewed
with regret, if not actual dismay.
The Dixons will officially complete
their local labors March 30, and are to
be immediately transferred to South
ern New Hampshire where they will be
identified with the Army's financial
work In seven counties.
It has been rumored that the Dixons
were leaving Rockland because of po
litical activity. Captain Dixon dis
posed of that rumor quickly and effect
ually yesterday, when interviewed by
a Courier-Gazette reporter.
"I am going of my own volition,”
said he. “I greatly dislike to leave
Rockland, because of the important
work which remains to be done here,
but 1 feel that the work to which I am
going is e ven more important.
Tlie Dixons came to Rockland last
July and in an amazingly brief period

became familiar with the local field
and Its people. Their first big under
taking was the Christmas effort which
reached the record ligures of nearly
$3000. They found affairs in an almost
chaotic state so far as the new Sal
vation Army block was concerned.
They will leave it with every store
rented, and producing a revenue of
$3000 a year. The carrying charges
and repairs will deduct about $1500
from that sum. The residue will be
applied to the mortgage of $12,000 on
the building. "The advisory board,
consisting of G. B. Wood and A. B.
Crockett,"has functioned in a wonder
ful way,” said Captain Dixon.
Within two months a community
chest will be Inaugurated and the bud
get will amount to about $4000 yearly.
"The work has been built up through
the splendid spirit of co-operation on
the part of the churches and citizens,”
said Captain Dixon. "We have enjoyed
if all, and feel that we have a host of
friends. I was particularly affected by
the farewell which the Knox County
Ministerial Association gave me Mon
day."
If there is any possible influence that
can be exerted to bring the Dixons
back to Rockland It will be exerted.

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

Miss Etta Merrifield of nttsfleld is
visiting relatives in town.
Mrs. W. H. Barker is the guest of
friends in Allston and Brockton, Mass.
Mrs. A. L. Worthing returned Tues
day from a visit with her sister, Mrs.
Hall in Whitman, Mass. She has also
been attending the millinery opening
in Boston.
Among the Camden people in at
tendance at the State and district
Democratic conventions in Lewiston
are: Oscar H. Emery, Aubrey Heal,
Crosby Hobbs, Fred Heal, Mrs. Virgil
Torrey and Mrs. Margaret Bryant.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bowers, who
have been the guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bowers, returned
Tuesday to their home in Portland.
The teachers of the Camden schools
and the pastors of the local churches
were guests of the W. C. T. U. at the
heme of Mrs. Leo F. Strong Tuesday
afternoon. Rev. Horace I. Holt gave a
very interesting talk on “Christian
Citizenship," after which a social hour
was enjoyed and refreshments of sand
wiches, tea and small cakes were
served. Miss Alena L. Young, County
President of the organization was also
a guest. About 35 were present.
Rehearsals are going full swing for
the Odd Fellows minstrels under the
direction of Al. Haynes who directed
the successful High School "Follies"
last December. Mr. Haynes is delightd
with the fact that the Odd Fellows ex
pect nearly 100 people in the first part
chorus, including Carney Anderson
and Dick Martz as principal end men.
Win Richards wifi be interlocutor.
This show will be entirely different
from the one Mr. Haynes did for the
High School, with new costumes,
scenery, jokes and songs. For the sec
ond part of the program Mr. Haynes
has arranged a complete vaudeville
show with nine or ten acts, which will
include: Ruth Belyea and Marcus
Chandler, in a song and dance sketch,
written and directed by Mr. Haynes;
Bert Keep, in an ldlan club-swinging
novelty: Bob Brewer, In eccentric
dances: Gus Levy, doing a Jewish
monologue; Frances Alexander, charac
ter song; Byron Verge the well-known
composer, singing his own songs;
Clarence Fish and Ernest Munro, in a
novelty musical act; Doris Firth and
Ruth Alexander, impersonating the
Duncan sisters: singing Mud Pie Days
and by popular demand two songs and
dance ensembles from the High School
minstrels with 16 High School girls.
The tick( Is are now on sale and will be
checked Friday between 7 and 9 p. m.
All indications point to an artistic and
financial success for the “Odd Fellows
Oddities” to be held in the Camden
Optra House March 18 and 19.
PARK

THEATRE

At the Park Theatre for the last
time today is bting presented one of
the most splendidly enacted and grip
ping adaptions of a well-known novel
which Rockland has yet witnessed.
It is "Drums of Jeopardy." a Truart
picture made from Harold MacGrath’s
famous novel and Saturday Evening
Post serial, in which the dnihty Blaine
Hammerstein plays the leading role
On the same program there is the 12th
pound of “The Fighting Blood" and
there Is also the International News
which complete an excellent program
for today.
"The Mail Man.” coming to the Park
Theatre on Friday and Saturday is
lull of amusing touches, so human in
their comedy that they mirror one’s
own home life. It is in these splendid
moments of relief from the upward
trend of drama in the story that Emory
Johnson, the director, excels.
Besides Ralph Lewis, who plays the
title role, "The Mail Man" cast in
cludes Johnie Walker, Taylor Graves,
Josephine
Adair,
Martha Sleeper,
Rosemary
Cooper,
Virginia
True
Boardman, Dave Kirby and Hardee
Kirkland. Most of these favorites ap
peared in support of Lewis in one of
the former Johnson pictures, “The
Third Alarm,” “In the Name of the
Law,” or "Westbound Limited."—adv.

James A. Cavanaugh, a veteran of
the Spanish-American war, who has
been the guest of his son Charles A.
Cavanaugh for a few days, returned
Tuesday to Togus.
Mrs. Lou Upham has returned from
Rockland where she underwent an op
eration at the Knox Hospital. Her
condition is reported favorable which
is gratifying to her many friends.
Miss Nellie Crockett entertained the
"Merry Maids” very pleasantly Mon
day evening at her home on Amsbury
Hill. Refreshments were served and
the occasion was much enjoyed.
Mliss Florence Corthell, who has
been spending tbe winter In Camden
was calling on friends in town Tues
day.
Mrs. Mildred Holnus, who has been
spending two weeks at the home of
her father, Jacob Newbert, returned
last week to Jersey City, N. J.
Mrs. William Doucett is spending a
few days with her daughter, Mrs. Al
vin E. Small In Rockland.
Mrs. R. A. Burns returned Tuesday
to Lewiston to resume her studies at
Bates College.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell of Simonton is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Nancy J
Tribou this week.
Mrs. C. A. Cavanaugh and son Owen
have been spending a few days in Bos
ton and vicinity.
Misses Helen and Lucy Piper enter
tained friends very pleasantly Wed
nesday evening and the former was
given a surprise utility shower. Dainty
refreshments were served.
Rockport will have a chance Satur
day to take advantage of the big clos
ing sale at the George R. Deering
store. The big $15,000 stock of groc
eries, dry goods, boots, shoes, rubbers,
gents’ furnishings, millinery, toilet ar
ticles, hosiery, underwear,, etc., has all
been priced and will be on sale. In
cluded, also, in this sale is the store
fixtures and furnishings.
The "Feast of the Little Lanterns" a
Chinese operetta by Paul Bliss, will be
given Friday evening, March 14, at
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glencove, by the Rockport Girls’ Glee Club,
for the benefit of the school music fund
and one of the interesting features will
be- real Chinese costumes, loaned by
Mrs. Ella Grimes, recently returned
from China. The Misses Marian*Upham, Mary Brann, Helen Clancy,
Rita Packard and Isabelle Perry will
have principal parts. The operetta is
under the direction of Mrs. W. II.
Sanborn of Rockland, music instructor
In the schools, and promises to be one
of the most enjoyable events of the
season.

STRAND THEATRE
No photoplay that has come to the
screen in many seasons contains such
a complete element of clean and whole
some entertainment as does “Michael
O’Halloran," which will be shown to
day and Friday. It portrays the life of
"Mickey" O’Halloran, the newsboy
waif, who through sheer power of
youttiful manliness completely changes
the lives of a misniated couple, and
whose motto of "Be-Square,” complete
ly dominates the life and happiness of
the characters involved.
Manger Dondis offers a delightful
feature for Saturday. It Is called "Di
vorce Coupons” and features Corinne
Griffith, who has won a large following
because of the unusual photoplays in
which she appears and the exquisite
gowns which she wears.. Each one of
Miss Griffith's plays is vastly different
from the preceding, but never has the
star been afforded a greater opportun
ity or given a better production than
"Divorce Coupons." It Is a story of a
girl whose family has fallen Into pov
erty and who wearies of life in a small
town. However, with the man it is a
case of true love and the girl learns
that she cannot live without her hus
band. Then comes a touch of tragedy
and a surprise ending. In fact, the
plctuure Is filled with many surprises.
An all star cast supports Miss Griffith
in this production.—adv.

Robert U. Collins Is prepared to ren
Robert U. Collins is prepared to ren
der assistance In making otA Income der assistance In making out Income

tax returns.

aAv.

tf.

tax returns.—adv.
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Among other matters he will con
sider the question—

“WHO IS TO BLAME FOR THE

I924.

GOING - BUSINESS

“THE FEAST OF THE UTTLE LANTERN”
A Chinese operetta put.on by the Rockport High School Glee Club

SUNDAY, MARCH 16

13,
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$15,000.00 WORTH OF SHOES,GROCERIES, DRY GOODS, RUB
BERS, HARDWARE, HOSIERY, DRUGS, PAINTS, STORE FIX
TURES, ETC., TO BE SOLD DURING THE NEXT TWO WEEKS,
AT ONE-HALF THE REGULAR PRICES.
NOT AN ARTICLE
OVER TWO YEARS OLD.

31A Buying Opportunityofa Lifetime 31
MEN’S FURNISHINGS

RUBBERS
We have a large lot of Rubbers
in the famous Ball Band make which
we will sell for less than wholesale
prices. This lot includes Leather
Tops, Rubber Boots, Light Rub
bers. Don't fail to come in and look
them over.

SHOES
500 pr. Women’s Strap Pumps,
Oxfords, Boots, all leathers and
styles.
Very beet makes, good
sizes and width.

$5.50 & $6.00 Values ................... $3.95
$4.00 & $5.00 Values ................ $255
$3.50 Values ............................. $1-95
200 prs. Misses 4. Childrens’ Low
Shoes and Boots, very be3t quality.
$3.50 & $4.00 Values ................ $2.45
$2.50 to $3.00 Values ................ $1.95
150 prs. Boys Shoes, the good ser
viceable kinds.
$3.50 and $4.44 values ............ $2.45
$2.60 and $3.00 values ............ $1.95
300 prs. Womens’ Misses and Chil
drens Shoes, odd sizes values up
to $5.00 ........................................ $1-00

GROCERIES
Beechnut Chili Sauce, 40c val.
............... ..........................4 for $1.00
Cream Corn Starch, 15c value
....... ...... . ........................... 5 for 50c
Worcestershire Sauce, 25c val.
............................................ 3 for 50c
Babbitt’s Lye Soap, 15c value
.............................. ............. 4 for 50c
Grandma Soap Powder, 10c val.
............................................ 6 for 50c
Lux Soap Flakes, 15c value,
...................................... 10 for $1.00
Sardines, 25c value ....... 6 for $1.00
Matches, 7c value .......... 6 for 25c
Elks Hand Soap, 25c value,
............................................ 6 for 50c
Sun Maid Raisins, 25c .... 3 for 50c
Worcester Table Salt, 10c val.
..................... ;.......... r fof 50c
Boston Wafers, 5c value ... 24 for 90c
Stickney 4 Poor’s Mustard, 10c
value ...............-............. 6 for 50c
Maine Made Pickles, 25c value,
........ ’..........................................

3 for 50c

Arm 4 Hammer Seda, 7c value,
.......................................... 5 for 25c
Colburn's Spices, 10c val ....6 for 50c
Export Borax and Pearl Soap,
5c value ..................... 25 for $1.00
Star Soap, 7c value ...... 20 for $1.00
Mule Team Borax, 15c value
............................................ 5 for 50c
Rat Nip, 35c value ....... 5 for $1.00
Little Links Sausage, 15c val.
.................................. . ....... 5 for 50c
Hamburg Steak, 15c value; 5 for 50c
Veal Loaf, 15c value .......... 5 for 50c
Corned Beef Hash, 15c value,
.......................................... 5 for 50c
Pink Salmon, 18c value; 5 for 50c
Evaporated Milk, 15c val.; 5 for 50c
Jones' Kippered Herring, 15c
value ................................. 5 for 50c
Superba Yellow Pumpkin, 25c
value ................................ 3 for 50c
Superba Baked Beans, 25c val.
value ................................ 3 for 50c
Beechnut Peanut Butter, 15c
value .............................. 5 for 50c
Tuxedo Tobacco, 15c value; 4 for 50c
Clipper Plug Tobacco, 10c val.
.......................................... 5 for 35c
Velvet, Prince Albert and Dills,
15e value ......................... 4 for 50c
B L Double Thick, 20c value,
..............................................5 for 75c
Mechanics Delight Plug, 10c
value ............................... 7 for 50c
Master Workman Plug, 10c val
.......................................... 6 for 40c
Mayo's Plug, 20c value .....3 for 50c

Men's Work Shirts, $1.00 values
2 for $1.50!
Men's Hose, 25c to 50c values
............................. 5 pairs for $1.00
Men's Silk Hose, 75c value
............................... 3 pairs for $1.50
Men's Heavy Underwear, $1.00
value ............................... 2 for $1.50
Men’s Coat Sweaters, $4.00 value
................................................. $2.00
Men’s Outing Flannel Shirts,
$1.25 value ..................... 2 for $1.50
Men's Gray Wool Shirts, $2.00
value ............................... 2 for $2.50
Boys’ Wash Suits, $3.00 value
...................................... 2 for $3.00
Boys’ Night Shirts, $1.00 value
...................................... 2 for $1.00
Boys' Union Suits, $1.00 value
......................................2 for $1.00
Men’s B. V. D.s, $1.00 value
.......................................... 2 for $1.50
Ladles' Summer Union Suits,
7Ec value ....................... 2 for 75c
Men's E. 4 W. Collars, 20c val.
............................................ 5 for 75c
Men's E. 4 W. Soft Collars,
35c value ....................... 5 for $1.00
Men’s Summer Shirts, 50c value
........................................ 3 for $1.00
Men's Summer Drawers, 59c
value ............................. 3 for $1.00
Men's Pants, $3.00 value ........ $2.00
Men's Working Frocks, 75c val. 50c
Boys' Overalls, 75c value 2 for $1.C0
Boys’ Panto, $1.00 value 2 for $1.50
Boys’ Wool Sweaters, $3.00 val. $2.00

SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND
SUNDRIES
Not(j BookSi cost 2c ....... 18 for 25c
Paper Drinking Cups, 8c,
...................................... 48 cups 25c
Pencils, best kind .............. 14 for 50c
Push Pins , big boxes ...... 2 for 25c
Rulers ................................ 12 for 25c
Playing Cards ................... 2 pks, 50c
Shoe Blacking..................... 3 for 25c
Tissue Paper .............. 100 sheets 50c
Paper Napkins in boxes of 24
........................................ 4 boxes 50c
Crepe Paper, 10c value .... 3 for 10c
Fancy Box Writing Paper Half Price
Composition Books 10c ...... 4 for 25c

HOSIERY
Children’s Assorted Half Hose,
50c value ................ 4 pairs $1.00
Boys’ Assorted Regular Hose,
35c value.....................4 pairs $1.00
Infants’ Assorted Cotton Hose,
15c value ..................... 6 pairs 50c
Infants’ Assorted Cashmere Hose
50c value ..................... 2 pairs 50c
Women’s Silk Hose, assorted,
$1.50 to $5.00 .......... 3 pairs $2.00
Women's Silk, Lisle and Cot
ton Hose, 25c to 50c value
...................................... 4 pairs $1.00
Women's Silk and Wool Hose,
$2.00 value ................ 3 pairs $2.00

SMALL WARES
Ginghams, 28c value...... 5 yds. $1.00
Cameo Cloth, 30c value, 5 yds. $1.00
Child’s Handkerchiefs, 20c val.
..........................................9 for $1.00
Crochet Cotton, 10c value, 12 for 85c
Outing Flannel, 25c value, 6 yds. $1.
Colored Table Cloth, 7’c value
.................................... 3 yards $1.50
Silk and Chamois Gloves, 75c
value ....................... 2 pairs $1.00
Ladies’ Corsets, $3 to $5 values $2.00
Ladies’ Corsets, $1. and $2 val. 75c
Ladies’ Hand Bags ......... Half Price
Children’s Dressed Dolls Half Price
Children’s Toys ............... Half Price
Silk Thread, 10c value, 7 spools 50c
Cotton Thread, 6c val., 10 spools 50c
Cotton Batting, 25c value, 5 for $1.00
Ball and Socket Snaps, 10c vaL
............................................ 8 for 50c
Crochet Books, 10c value, 8 for 50c
Birthday Cards .............. 50 for 25c
Safety Pins ................. 8 cards 50c
Needles .......................... 3 pkgs. 25c

HARDWARE
Wire Nails, 100 Ib. keg ...... $4.00
Window Screens, 75c val. 6 for $2.50
Screen Doors, $3.00 val., each $1,75
Parlor Oil Stoves, $6.50 value $4.50
Nest Eggs, 5c value .... 24 for 50c
Chair Bottoms, 25c value, 6 for 50c
Gold and Silver Paints, 25c val.
........................................ 3 cans 50c
50 Bamboo Fish Poles, $15.00
value ........................... lot for $5.00
Nash's Paints, 90c quart, 4 qts. $3.00
Dexspar Varnish, $1.55 value
...................„.............. 2 quarts $2.25
Wire Brads, 10c value, 8 boxes 50c
Lantern Glebes, 20c value, 4 fcr 50c
Garden Hoes, 75c value ............ 50c
Dixon Razor Hones, $1.00 val.
.......................................... 2 for $1.00
Shovels, 75c value .......... 2 for $1.00

KITCHEN WARE
Tin Pie Plates, 10c val., 15 for $1.00

TOILET ARTICLES

Graters, 15c value, ............... 6 for 50c

Colgate's Shaving Sticks, 35c
value ............................ 4 for $1.00
Bulb Syringe, 59c value, . ..2 for 50c
Colgate's Perfume, 10c value
......................... ................. 8 for 50c
Hudnut's Perfume, $1.00 value
j for $1.50
( Bonnie B Vails, 25c value; 4 for 60c
; Saco Olive Oil, 35c value; 2 for 50c
Cascara Cold Tablets, 25c value

Milk Pans, 25c value .... 6 for $1.00
Meat Choppers, $4.00 value .... $2 50

Refrigerator Pans, 75c val........ 25c
Table Forks and Knives, $1.50
set ............................................... 75c
Sink Brushes, 15c value..... 6 for 50c,
Aluminum Dippers, 35c value
_
....................................... 3* 1*for
* * *50c
8
-P'ders. 35c value .............. 3 for 50c

Tin Pails* 25c value............ 3 for 50c j

3 for 5^

Agate Pails, $1.CO value....2 for $155! Po'ro'u's pi'asters?2^ vaiue; 3 for 50c
Coal Selves, $1.25 value . .. 2 for $1.50 Soda Mint Tablets, 50c value
Clam Hoes, $1.50 value ........... $1.00
2 for 50c
Galvanized Wash Tubs, $1.50
Cascara Tablets, 35c value; 3 for 50c
value ...................................... $1.00 2 grain Quinine Pills, $1.00 val.
Galvanized Bath Tubs, $4.00 . .. $2.00
..........................................2 for $1.00
Agate Stew Pans, 40c val. 2 for 50c Shaving and Smoking Sets '/a Price
Dish Strainers, 35c value, 2 for 50c Syrup of Pepsin, $1.20 value ..... 90c
Earthen Bean Pots, No. 1, 35c
Vitalitas, $1.00 value ................ 75c
.......................................... 2 for 50c Father John's, 55c value .............. 40c
Earthen Bean Pots, No. 3, 50c
Green's Nervura, $155 value ..... 90c
value............. .................... 2 for 75c ' Adler-l-ka, $1.00 value .............. 85c

FIXTURES

1 Cracker Display Stand, $30.00
1 Display Table with 3 drawers,
cost
...........
$10.00
$8.00 cost .................................... $4.00
4 Wrapping Paper Reeis, $4.00
30 Glass Cracker Covers, $30.
cost; each .............................. $2.00
cost
...........
$10.00
4 Dress Forms, $3.09 cost; each $1.50 1 DyeCase ..................................... 75c
4 Straw Dispensers, cost $6.50
1: $350.New 1-Pipe Furnace $250.00
each .......................................... $3.0011 $135X0 Paramount Phono1 Syrup Percolator, $10.00 cost; $5.00
graph with 50 Records ....... $65.00
DRY GOODS
Craft Paper Bags, all sizes.......
6 Crushed Fruit Bowls, $4.50
....................... One-half Cost Price
I . cost ....... ....................................$2.00
Gingham Drosses, $3 and $5
1 $950X0 6 drawer National
33 gallon Fountain Syrups, cost
value ...................................... $2.95
Cash Register ................... $250.00
$3 a gallon; per gallon .......... $1.50
Drees Skirts, White ....... 2 for $1.50 1 Cigarette Case, cost $5.00 .. . $2.00 1 Peanut Dispenser ............. $2.00
Linen Middie Blcuses, $3.00
1 $50.00 Computing Candy
Paper Ice Cream Dishes, cost
value.......................................... $1.50
Scales .................................... $25.00
$18.00 ...................................... $9.00
Children's Dresses, $3 to $5 val.
100 Purity Ice Cream Boxes,
1 $18.00 Approved Type 30 Ib.
..................................................... $150
Scales .................................... $12.00
quart size, cost $4.50 .......... $2.00
Ladies’ Pants and Vests, winter
1 dozen Kismet Soda Holders,
2 Snug Sets Ice Cream Tables
$1.00 values....................2 for $1.00
$9.00 cost ................................ $6.00
and Chairs, $70.00 cost .......$35.00
Ladies’ Summer Vests, 25c value
8 Humidor Candy Jars, cost
Glass Shelves and Stands, $15.
.......................................... 6 for $1.00
$29; each ............................. $12.00
cost ............................................. $6.00
Ladies’ Hats half price
1 dozen Silver Ice Cream Con4 dozen Glass Candy Trays, $3
Ladies’ Sateen Slips, $2.50 value
containers $18.00 cost; each $12.00
cost ........................................... $3.00
.......................................... 2 for $3.00 1 dozen Metal Candy Display
1 Electric Hot Chocolate Urn,
Ladies' White Petticoats, $1.50
$12.00 cost ............................... $5.00
Stands, $12.00 cost ............. $6.00
value............................... 2 for $1.75 Assortment of Fireworks, $30
1 Dr. Sweet’s Root Dispenser,
Ladies’ Bungalow Aprons, $1.50
cost ........................................ $15.00
cost $8.00 ........ ...................... $4X0
value............................... 2 for $1.75 1 Electric Ice Cream Sign, cost
1 Orangeade Cooler, cost $23 $10.00
Ladies’ Bungalow Aprons, $2.00
$30 ......................................... $15.00 1 Cherry Smash Dispenser, $9.
value ............................. 2 for $2.50 1 Wooden Sign, $75.00 cost; $25.00
cost .................................. ....... $4.00
Ladies’ House Dresses, $3.00
1 Iron Sink, $7.50 cost .......... $3.50 10,000 Ice Cream Cones 1000 for $2.50
value ........................................ $1.50 1 Yale Door Closer, $10.50 cost; $6.00i 3 dozen 75 Watt Electric Bulbs,
2 Yale Locks, $6.00 cost ...... $3.00! cost $17 ................................ $10.00
All Ribons, half price
Misses Woolen Golf Gloves, 50c
1 Bread Case, $8.00 cost ...... $4.00 1 Four-Door Show Case, cost
............................................ 2 for 50c 2 Thread Cases, each .............. $2 09 | $30 .......................................... $15.00

REMEMBER THE PLACE

GEO. R.
DEERING
CO.
DnrUDABT MAIMET
SUE STARTS SATURDAY MORNING.
AT EIGHT O’CLOCK

MAR. 15

TWO WEEKS ONLY

LINCOLN AND WILSON

LaFOLLETTE’S ZEAL

What Might Happen If Wis
consin Radical Headed the
Third Party Movement.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 13, 1924.

Page Eight

One Grateful
lother’s Tribute

Comparison of Two Men Who
Had To Deal With Gigantic
Emergencies.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The professionals in the regular and
“I would not be without the
The eulogists ef the late Woodrow
irregular parties are immediately con
famous
Wilson continue to compare him to
cerned with two problems that effect
the state of the voting mind through
Lincoln without showing any reasons
out the country, writes Louis Siebold
for su h comparison: nor do any such
in the New York Herald.
exist, for they were very dissimilar in
for it is a faithful friend all
First in importance is the impres
year ’round. At first signs of
character.
sion and probable consequence of the
dull feeling, fatigue or restless
oil scandal. Next in order, and of
Lincoln was patient, consistent, sa
ness I give my children a few
rather more importance to the Re
gacious, magnanimous to his oppo
doses and then rest assured
nents, quarreled little with his chosen
publicans than tr. the Democrats, are
that everything will be all
friends, and could be depended uixin
the chances of Senator La Follette
right.”—Mrs. Flora Desaults,
ro do the right thing at the right time,
for recruiting sufficient following to
Worcester, Mass.
lie never indulged in idle declamation,
make a third party venture worth a
The “kiddies” LIKE Dr. True's
or studied phrases for particular pur
sizable bet.
Elixir—grandmothers call it
poses', but. when the occasion required,
Democratic leaders assert that the
rose to meet it with words and acts
oil mess will adversely affect Republi
The True Family Laxative
that challenge comparison with any of
can prospects for electing Mr. Cool
his predecessors or successors in of
idge anel give their own candidate a
Will relieve every member of
fice.
No other American ever pos
decided advantage over him. It is of
the family of constipation.
sessed his power- for destroying the po
more than passing interest that the
$1.20; 60c; 40c.
sition of his opponents by plain, sim
Democratic leaders are quite as sure
that Mr. Coolidge will be nominated Successfully used for over 73 yean ple arguments that would carry the
people with him. His reply to the pro
by the Cleveland convention as his
tests made upon the banishment of
most ardent supporters. It is their
Yalandigham presents an example of
view that the Republicans have no
this kind scarcely to be found else
one else to put up. In common with
where in the annals of political his
the majority of Republican leaders ate gradients of industrial and agrar
tory. His dealings with Northern se
they reject the claim of Hiram John ian insurgency. So Mr. La Follette cessionists. upon who.e political agi
son’s supporters that coming events
ill have to stick to his program and tation® the success of 'the Confederacy
will give him a lighting chance for the forfeit any hone he may entertain of depended, saved the Union by sup
nomination.
winning the nomination.
pressing Northern revolts: and again
Republican appraisals of the effect
Will he heed a third party? Opin he saved it by keeping his Govern
of the oil scandal on the chances of Mr. ion is divided. He is being urged to do ment out of foreign wars with power
Coolidge do not actually reflect the
by a great many citizens of the ful foes, through his skillful handling
pessimistic impression created by the country who are either normally Re of the “Trent affair" nt a critical
timid conduct of Republican leaders in publicans or habitually Democratic. time.
Congress These leaders to date have Some of these men who see no differ
Such difii ulties were net encount
displayed little fighting spirit in meet ence between theRpubliean and Demo- ered in the World War, because botli
ing the savage Democratic assaults ratic parties as at present consti political parties were back of Presi
which are obviously intended to con tuted and are thoroughly disgusted dent Wilson.
The foreign foes that
vince the voters of the country that
ith both are urging Mr. La Follette Lincoln had to contend with were the
the entire Republican party is corrupt to get busy and head a thirel party en foreign friends that Wilson had to help
and Mr. Coolidge himself capable of erprlre.
him.
But Mr. La Follette, who. like every
clearing its name
• • • •
other man who feels the urge for the
Lincoln was no autocrat, contenting
The fact that the President himself residency in his soul, wants the first himself with recommending, but not
has not been touched directly or in rize or nothing. Neither the Republi dictating, legislation: while Wilson is
directly by the disclosures developed ans. neither th? Democrats will give called the “greatest autocrat of them
by a Republican investigating commit him the opportunity to qualify for all."
tee dominated by an aggressive Dem major honors.
Lincoln's relations with Chase be
ocratic
member—Senator
Walsh—
Therefore Mr. La Follette is going to "ime so strained, that the latter re
means nothing to hi3 Democratic look out for Mr. La Follette. Wher- signed from the Cabinet: but Lincoln,
They appear to think the ver he appears in the political picture unmindful of the unpleasantness, ap
critics.
President himself personally must to be painted in the coming campaign pointed him Chief Justice of the Su
pay the penalties for jhe delinquencies there will be fair chances of trouble preme Court. Stanton once insulted
of at least one member of the Hard for somebody. If he elects to place Lincoln oy refusing to be associated
ing Cabinet and highly sensational but himself at the head of a third ticket with him on a law ease, on the ground
flimsy accusations directed at others.
here is little question that he would hat he was not a gentleman in per
With the elimination of these two in any several States in the trans-Mlss- sonal appearance; but Lincoln ap
dividual factors Republican judgment ssippi and Northwestern sections and pointed him Secretary’ of War the next
reflects the opinion that the lofty char cut heavily into the normal vote of ime they met, several years later.
acter of Mr. Coolidge, reenforced with both
Republican and
Democratic Wilson quarreled with some of his
own party, including several members
an acceptable party program, will parties in some renters.
«f bis Cabinet, who resigned cr were
prove more attractive to voters of the
country, than the candidate and issues
Mr. La Follette will wait until the removed: but he had little use for
which they expect the opposition to wo parties nominate their Presi hem afterward's.
Knowing the weaknesses of Seward
dential candidates. Then he will de
offer.
Oil troubles, whether of Republican cide whether he will get in or stay out. Lincoln limited his authority as oc
or Democratic origin and effect, all If he goes in his supporters believe he casion required, continuing in bar
look alike to Mr. La Follette. He oc will carry from seven to ten States. monious relations with him. while
cupies a most satisfactory coign of They enumerate Wisconsin. Minnesota, iohnsan. becoming a convert to Sew
vantage, from which he is daily mak ,'orth Dakota, South Dakota. Mon- ard’s ideas, was soon in trouble with
ing an appraisal based on a complete ana. Utah. Washington. Colorado and Stanton and Congress, coming within
understanding of the situation and ikiahoma. Thi3 would give him 75 two votes cf being impeached.
When Fort Sumter was fired upon
drawn in true perspective.
electoral votes, a tidy nest egg preg Lincoln lost no time in preparing for
The ills of the Republicans or Demo nant with vast potentialities for trou
war. When the Lusitania was sunk
crats merely spell grist to his perfect ble.
Wlilson told the world that the Ameri
ly working political mill. He makes
However, speculation regarding Mr. an people were “too proud to fight,''
deal with the Democrats chiefly because La Follette. is a precarious, if fascinat
emaining inactive until after the
he cannot make one with the Republi ing diversion. He never does the thing presidential election of 1916: then
cans. He repudiates the deal he makes the regular leaders think he will do, or recommended entry into the war, un
with the Democrats whenever it suits for that matter what his irregular ad prepared and without tlie support c
his whim to do so and because he mirers hope will be the case.
Russia, which would not have been los
knows the leaders of the minority are
The third party movement engi to the allied cause if theve had been
incapable of helping themselves.
neered by the Committee of Forty seasonable action on the part of the
Just what he will ultimately attempt eight at Chicago four years ago waited United States.
to make out of the advantages that lie four days for Mr. La Follette to accept
on his side at present is a matter of the Presidential nomination. He broke
When the Confederacy was crumb
lively speculation. He has frankly de their hearts by refusing. The outcome ling, Lincoln insisted upon the aboil
clared his disapproval of the Republi was that Eugene V. Debs, who was tion of slavery, the cause of the trou
can party without saying anything in then in Atlanta penitentiary, rolled up ble, refusing to allow the question t
favor of the Democratic. His common
9.799 votes, and Mr. Christenson, who l>e decided by subsequent conventions
reflects his beli< f that the Coolidge ad accepted the nomination Mr. La Fol When
Prussian
militarism
wa
ministration will be in complete con lette rejected polled a matter of 263.- crumbling, Wilson was embarrassing
trol of the Cleveland convention and 411.
th© allied cause by talking about
the nomination handed to the Pres
“peace without victory.”
ident on a golden platter, as it were.
When Germany sued for peace, she
THE NORTHLAND
Mr. La Follette, w'ill send a hand
was presented with documents well
picked delegation to represent Wiis
(For Th- Courier-Gazette!
fitted for the transfer for a war of
cousin in the Cleveland convention “to There are some who are strong for the South swords to a war of words, upon which
land
fight
for
progressive
principles,
she soon entered and has not yet
Where gentle zephyrs blow.
which in present day politics is abso But give me the dear old Northland
’eased. The application to her of a
With its fields of Ire and snow.
lutely without meaning.
His name
American principle, ‘^absolute and un
to my way of thinking.
will not be presented for the Republi And
conditional
surrender,” though no
There's no dearer place on earth
can nomination, and he apparently is Than little old North Haven.
emanating from Lincoln, would hav
Where mother gave nte birth.
under no illusions regarding the sort of
don© more for world peace than the
has a right to his fancy.
reception that would follow the presen Each
fourteen points ever can. One axe will
Be it north, east, sooth or west.
tation of his name at the Now York But I'm for the dear old Northlanddo more decapitating than a dozen
Thai
’
s
the
place
I
love
best.
event.
Wherefore. Mr. La Follette
broomsticks.
Mrs. R. L. Ames.
must obviously do one of two things.
Although of Southern birth and edu
North Haven, March in.
ation, \\ ilson doubtless admired Lin
One is io go along with the Repub
coin, frequently quoting him and at
HOPE TOWN MEETING
lican iiarty and harrass it at every tur
times, apparently seeking to imitate
for prospective benefits of an individ
Town meeting brought out the usual him in action, though falling short of
ual character. The alternative will be interested citizens, who arranged the the mark, if such was his purpose,
to organize a third party enterprise town's affairs to suit them. There Whatever Wilson’s position in history
which under existing conditions would were hut few changes made in the niay be. he cannot, in any just sense,
stand very little chance of getting
officers, nearly all being re-elected be compared to Lincoln; nor has time
majority' of the 531 electoral votes. If Regret was expressed in the absence produced many such as Lincoln was
Mr. La Follette decides to project him of the Town Clerk. Mrs. Evelyn Vin
E. W. Philbrick.
self into the Donnybrook fray which ing, who is seriously ill at her home in
Somerville. Me., March 8.
may loom after the nominations are South Hope. Selectmen. Pierre Bar
made he could undoubtedly inflict
rett. H. E. Mank and E. N. Hobbs
HISTORIC KNOX COUNTY
great deal of damage on either the Re town clerk. Evelyn Vining; treasurer,
publicans or Democrats that might Carl Merrifield; school committee. C
necessitate decision by the House of Grassow. Lester Merrill and Alice Massachusetts Has Early Records of
Highly Entertaining Character.
Representatives.
True; road commissioner. Alden Alien
Such a state of affairs would prol
C. Grassow and Algert Crabtree.
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette_
ably be to his entire satisfaction. With
In a recent issue of your paper
17 members holding the balance of
HOPE
power Mr. La Follette would, in th
Tenant's Harbor item announced the
improbable but not possible situs
•Mrs. Gfhmow has been visiting her daugh fact that the State was about to take
ation, have it ir. his power to make
ter Mrs. George Thomas in Canidcn for sev over the old fort at St. George and the
most satisfactory deal with either sid
eral davn. returning this week.
A milk testing meeting was held by the Farm writer wanted to know its history. I am
The most important question which
In True’s hall last Thursday.
County
the professionals assert that Mr. La Bureau
about the State House on the Hill fr
Agent Wentworth was present.
Follette must determine is the extent
The Grange held another of Its Interestin quently on business, so the other day
day
sessions
last
Saturday.
On
account
of
to which he should encourage the pro
th< weather conditions the attendance was not I stepped into the State Library and
motion of a third party.
so large but a good time was reported.
Mrs. Ralph Newcomb is in Braintree. Mass, indicated my errand—to find the his
If he were five years younger—he is
a fev weeks with her little daughters.
69—and he could revise the “Wisconsin forMrs.
Arthur Hart and son Richard were in tory of the old fort at St. George. In
idea" so that it might seem to be less Appleton last week.
a few minutes five women were work
Ft lends interested in the L. I*. True can ing for me and I had placed at my dis
extravagant in radical features Mr. La
ning industry of this town were pleased to
Follette would stand a good chance of read their advert Lenient with odier leading posal histories of St. George, Warren
winning the Job in the White House. merchants on the front page of The Courier Plymouth Plantation, etc. Then I w
The trouble is that the minute Mr. La (’azotic during the tanners Convention last advised to go to the archives on the
week.
Follette attemn’.s to modify Ills pro
fourth floor, where I went. Ever bee
there?
gram he will lose the support of ele
MARTINSVILLE
ments which advocate a turbulent
The lady attendant got for me the
mixture of Socialism and more moderMrs. Mary Gardner left Monday for Camden original plan of Cushing, 1794, which
where she will be employed at the Porter Massachusetts required should remain
home.
Miss Evelyn Hooper is confined to the house in her archives. I wish I could repro
with the mumps.
duce here Tenant’s Harbor, Herring
Mildred Batchelder Is home from the Knox Gut, Mosquito Harbor. Turk's Cove (
Hospital for a few da vs.
Mrs. Rebecca Alley and Mrs. McIntire have it appears), all showing as in the tow
Always call a physician.
returned from Port Clyde, where they have of Cushing. The plan is in a remarl
Until h is arrival use beeen visiting friends.
able state of preservation. I would be
Edgar Ervine has Installed a radio.
“emergency” treatment
Charlie Ervine has purchased a Ford touring glad to have the time to follow up that
with Vicks. This does not car.
lead. I recommend my readers to dro
Mr. Warren, principal of St. George High
interfere with anything School,
in there some time when they are In
spent the weekend at M. J. Harris’.
Adelaide and Jacqueline Hall are visiting Eoston.
he may prescribe.
at Nelson Gardner’s.
I haven't time to write a history cf
Mrs Ada Brennan was a guest of Mrs.
St. George. Tenant’s Harbor is
Christine Gardner last week.
•Marguerite Wincapaw has been confined to much of a Job as I care to undertake
the house with the mumps.
Clarence Freeman is splitting wood at the to enlighten the world about—but it
Celeste."
jvould make an entertaining history.
VafoRub Marie
’’Buster” Freeman has been among the shut
Boze.
Gear 17 Million Jan Und Ytarl, ins with a cold, but is able to attend to his

it can be done

Dr.TriiesElixir

, HE Studebaker name guaran
tees to you the utmost in fine__ car construction. For 72 years
it has stood for quality, for honest
workmanship, for square dealing.

T

It has always stood for style and
class. Remember Studebaker car
riages— supreme examples of fine
coach building.

Consider our facilities—mark what
we have at stake. $90,000,000 in as
sets, $50,000,000 in plants and equip
ment, $10,000,000 in body plants
alone.
Note our multiplying
sales —the sensation of
Motordom.
It is fair to assume that
we can and do build the
finest cars and at Stude
baker prices.

What is a fine carl

duties again.

Boston, March 11.

the only makers of cars at our prices
who do this.
It means careful inspection. With
us it means 30,000 inspections in the
manufacture of each Studebaker car.

Luxury and beauty
It means a car to be proud of.
Our body finish includes 15 coats
of paint and varnish.
Chase Mohair is used to upholster
our closed bodies — made from the
soft fleece of Angora goats.
We offer much extra equipment.

Go and See

Where savings come
Then how do the Studebakers so
far undersell any comparable cars?
Because we build so many. The
fixed costs are divided by enormous
output—150,000 cars per year.
Because we build our own bodies.
The saving to you on some types is
up to $300 per car.
Because we make our own forg
ings, saving another profit there.
Because our plants are modem and
efficient. We have spent $38,000,000
on them in the past five
years.
Because we keep our
men, make them part
ners, pay them large
bonuses to stay. Chang
ing men is expensive.
Because we conduct this
business in every way on
the best modem lines.

Why Studebaker Leads

A fine car means the
best materials any cost
can buy. We use 35 for
What buyers save
Studebaker is now the world’s largest
mulas for steels, each
builder of quality automobiles.
The Studebaker Lightknown to be best for its
Last year, 145,167 fine-car buyers paid
Six Touring Car sells for
purpose. We pay a pre
$1,045. Under ordinary
$201,000,000 for them.
mium of 15% on some to
manufacturing condi
get the formulas exact.
There are 13 models.
tions it would need to
All Studebaker models
Prices begin at $1,025.
cost you from $1,200 to
are equipped with Tim
$1,400.
ken bearings. There are
Go see the reasons for this trend. See why
On our Special-Six the
few cars in America, re
sales have almost trebled in three years.
difference might be $400
gardless of price, which
Why these cars have become the sensation
to $700.
equal ours on this point.
of Motordom.
On our Big-Six type
In our Light-Six, for in
the difference may run
stance, we put more
You owe that to yourself before you buy
into thousands, depend
Timken bearings than
a fine car.
ing on the number pro
are used in any competi
duced. For this car com
tive car, within $1,500 of
pares only with the high
its price.
*
»
#
est-priced cars in Europe
Some of our Big-Sixes, for instance,
and America. *
«
*
A fine car means fine engineering.
have two nickel-plated bumpers, one
We spend $500,000 yearly on that de
You will respect the Studebaker
or two extra disc wheels with cord
partment, employing 125 able men.
methods when you come to know
tires, a courtesy light, a motometer,
It means careful construction. We
them. You will admire the cars they
steel trunk, etc.
have 12,500 up-to-date machines.
create. You will delight in the values.

1,120 of our operations are exact to
1/1000 of an inch. 360 are exact to
one-half of 1/1000 of an inch.
It means infinite pains. For in
stance, we machine all surfaces of
our crankshafts as was done in
Liberty Airplane Motors. We are

This factory, remember, Is the
ancient home of fine coach work

L I G H T • S I X

SPECIAL-SIX

5-Passenger 112-in. W. B.
Touring.................................
Roadster (3-Pass.) .
.
.
Coupe-Roadster (2-Pass.) .
Coupe (5-Pass.) ....
Sedan ........................................

40 B. P.
. $1045
.
1025
.
1195
.
1395
1485

*

*

*

A fine car must be enduring. A
Studebaker Big-Six, built in 1918,
has so far ran 475,000 miles. That
means 80 years of ordinary service.

Remember that last year 145,167
fine-car buyers, after comparisons,
chose the Studebaker models. So
many people could not be wrong.
Learn why they did so before you
buy a car at $1,000 or over. You owe
that to yourself.

B

5-Passenger 119-in. W. B. 50 H. P.
Touring...................................................$1425
Roadster (2-Pass.).................................. 1400
Coupe (5-Pass.)......
1895
Sedan..............................................................1985

I

G

-

S

I

7-Passenger 126-in. W. B.
Touring
......
Speedster (5-Pass.) . . .
Coupe (5-Pass.) ....
Sedan .......................................

.
.
.
.

X

60 H. P.
. $1750
.
1835
.
2495
.
2685

(All prices f. o. b. factory. Terms to meet your convenience.)

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO., Distributors
’

THE

WORLD’S

Mrs. R'i’c Pa kird, who has been employed i
at P. .1. I aton’h for several we-k.<, h now at
the home of her i-.ter, Mrs. Lizzie B. Sellers.
Mis-cs Laura and Marjorie Stinson, who
have been vl:,i»ing frlentb at Eagie, returned ;
home Tuesdin
I
Tb( High Hch< . closed Friday for s Vacation
of two weeks.
Roy Snowden ii.atie a trip to Rockland last
week.
M
Susie M Hardy entertained a few of
her friends on F.-ida.v afternoon.
Tea was
served aeoinjanied by toothsome sandwiches
and cake.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 phonso Stinson were railed
to Saco by the iilmss of Mr. Stinson's brother
last week.
Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton and daughter Llllio
left Monday for \<w London. Conn., to visit
her son James M-Anttila.
From there- the*
will go to New York to meet her son Edward
MrAnulla. who is in the navy ship Mississippi
which is in that .y.
Miss Annabel Colby was the guest of Mrs.
Myrtle Conary Monday and Tuesday.
Some recent signs of spring.
betters from
summer boarders, seed catalogs, also catalogs
from various null order Ik.uses.
Charles Weymouth v.ho Is spending bis va
cation here has been 111 with bronchitis.

use
Colony
Buckeye Brooders
What’s the use of hatching
fine chicks from fine eggs
if you let them die for want
of the right brooder?
Over three-quarters of a
million users are making
real profits with Buckeye
poultry raising equip
ment. Don’t gamble.
The Buckeye Colony
Brooder has revolution
ized chick raising.

PRODUCER

Editor of The Courier-Gazette—
After thinking the matter over serinusly in regard to the teaching of
music in the schools, I feel it a duty,
as a lover and teacher of music, to de
fend Rev. M.G. Perry from what I con
sider has been a reflection upon him.
No doubt every one has noticed the
item in the town reports which reads:
“M. G. Perry, $270.” Do our citizens
realize that .*90 of it was paid for last
year? I do not consider, when we are
IKiying anyone $180 a year for teaching
music in the schools, that we are mak
ing any presents.
My mother worked hard to give me
what little education I have in music,
and why should I be expected to teach
it for nothing? 1 am sure that I would
not teach music in the schools for one
cent less than is being paid at the
present time.
How many have heard the children’s
choir at the church? Certainly those
who ha,ve heard it cannot but appreci
ate it ami realize that the music
taught them in the schools has helped
them to be able thus to sing. I trust
that the citizens of North Haven
heartily appreciate the efforts which
are being made by Mr. Perry when he
spends one hour of his time every Fri
day afternoon in teaching the children
music and imparting religious instruc
tion.
A Lover and Teacher of Music.

Those small ads in The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are ao popular and
•effective.

—Dealer In—
BUILDING MATERIALS
Gleason St..
Thomston

.

|» >4

QUALITY

AUTOMOBILES

»

Jennie Beverage, Parker Stone. Blanche Cush
ing, Parker Sionc, Jr. and I’aton Dyer.
The Pythian Sisters are giving an enter
tainment. Ire cream and cake sa'e and dan**"
In the K. of P. hall tomorrow night. All are
invited.
Spring has come on the Islands and the snow
is fast d’sappearlng.
From a Plainfield, N. J. paper h taken an
interesting clipping concerning a well-known
North Haven man.
A b-autiful pageant. "For Christ and the
Truth.” v.as presented at the church Sunday
night. Those taking part were: Mrs. Perry,
Mrs. Nora Waterman, Hattie Bray. Nellie
York, Eva Hopkins, Clara Dyer. Katherine
Duncan and Ethel Whitmore, assisted at the
piano by Gerald Hopkins and Clara Leyonburg.

the parts of the Pageant Parker
Stone rendered a fine tenor solo, accompanied
by Paton Dyer.
’’Miles Roberts, who has been a member of
tlie Shade Tree Co. Commission since it was
created several years ago, presented his
resignation at last night's meeting of the Com
mon Council, and it was accepted with re
gie!. Mr. Roberts said that the position re
quired more time than he was able to give to
it. and felt compelled to retire. Later in the
evening. Mayor boizeaux appointed J. F. Dyer,
of this city, formerly of North Haven, Maine,
to succeed Mr. Roberts, and the appointment
was confirmed. Mr. Dyer i3 an engineer who
had charge of the development of Greenbrook
Park and is now employed by the Union County
Park Commission of New Jersey. He b
particularly fitted for the place.”

APPERSON
STILL LEADS
ONE YEAR AHEAD
HAS ’EM All
THE

NORTH HAVEN

ENGRAVED CARUtt—Call at this office and
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring it in and let us print you cards in latest
Size. THE CO VS ILK-GAZETTE.

: Sold By : :

W. J. ROBERTSON
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North Haven. March 10.

RAISF EVERY RAISABIE CHICK

Grow three chicks where one
grew before. No crowding—no
chilling. All sizes, burning coal;
oil or gas. Ask the Buckeye
uler—he knows. Come in and
pick out your Buckeye.

I

LARGEST

C’arcnce Stone and Alfred Dyer were in
Rock'and recently on business.
The Boy Scouts held their Tenderfoot Insti
tution ceremony Wednesday evening of thia
week. Two new members were enrolled, Carl
Thurston and Haro’d Wooster.
Faster and Palm Sunday music and special
features at the church will start tills week.
An elaborate program is being planned and
something entirely new in the history of North
Haven’s church.
Ray Beverage, Frank 8ampsdn, Walker Ames
and Paton Dyer have purchased new saxaphones.
W. T. Dyer and George Beverage are ex
pected home from Plainfield. N. J., where they
have been working for 4. F. Dyer, tills month.
Mr. Dyer will return after a brief visit and
will take up a position as carpenter foreman
under J. F. Dyer.
Mrs. M. B. Stone returned from Lincoln,
Mass., where she has been spending the win
ter with Iter sister. She left tpday for a short
visit witli ie!atives In Yinalhaven.
Alma Duncan has been ill.
Mr. ami Mrs. Irven Simpson and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Chapin have returned home from
a visit in Boston and Canidcn.
Raymond Stone who has been ill, is now
able to be out again.
Tlie following delegation attended the evan
gelistic meeting at tlie First Baptist church
in Rockland on Tuesday night: Mr. and Mrs.
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TELEPHONE 700.

PARK STREET, ROCKLAND.

MUSIC IN NORTH HAVEN SCHOOL M. G. I’erry, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cooper, Between

SUNSET

p NEUMONIA

VICKS
w

The finest of cars can be sold at these prices

A

THREE BIG FEATURES
MECHANICAL GEAR SHIFT
FOUR WHEEL BRAKES
BALLOON
TIRES.
I

PRICES: $1395 to $2195 F. 0. B. Factory
Dealers wanted in open territory.

Liberal discount.

Write now for details.

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Avenue.

Rockland.

Tel. 576-R.

